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The Department of Higher Education, Government of Karnataka is pleased to partner and host the Twelfth edition of DIDAC
INDIA organised by India Didactics Association from 21st to 23rd September 2022 at the Bangalore International Exhibition
Centre, Bengaluru.
I am pleased to welcome all Ministers, Policy Makers, Education & Industry Leaders and invited experts from across the global,
representing the global education and skills sector, to this three-day International Exhibition and Conference.
As the host State, we look forward to active participation from all stakeholders to witness the future of education.
DlDAC INDIA is a unique platform for exploring innovative products and solutions, and understanding global trends and
opportunities, thereby facilitating in creating an ecosystem for growth and progress of education and skills sector.
Historically Karnataka state has been a significant contributor to India's growth in the emerging sectors like Information
Technology, Biotechnology, Nano Science and Technology. Bengaluru - termed as "Silicon City" is the hot bed for innovation
through the presence of the largest number of start-ups and unicorns. Karnataka state has topped the India Innovation Index
published by NITI Aayog for the last three consecutive years. All this because of the presence of a vibrant ecosystem
consisting of good quality educational institutions and research establishments enabled by visionary policies of the State
Government. Being in the forefront of implementation of National Education Policy 2020, we continue to maintain the lead and
thereby benefit the state and country.
I am confident that DlDAC INDIA shall be a great learning platform for all , supporting in your individual growth as well as for your
organisations, and contributing in realising and expanding the true potential of this sector in India.
I wish the programme all the very best!

Dr. Ashwath Narayan C.N.
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FROM THE ORGANIZERS DESK…

Greetings
We welcome all our valued Exhibitors, Partners, Speakers, and Delegates to the 12th Edition of DIDAC INDIA - Asia’s Largest and India’s only
Exhibition & Conference dedicated to the Education & Skills Sector.
The future of any nation depends on the impact of education on its students. Education carries utmost importance in all ages because it functions
as an engine of development, progress and prosperity for any nation. It is the very reason why Educators are often considered harbingers of
change in society.
As the world we live in changes to embrace the future, how and what we teach in our education system will also be reshaped to keep up to date
with the growing demands of the 21st century. The facets of education like curriculum, learning environments, assessment, pedagogy and
community has to evolve. Technology is no longer a motivating factor when it comes to learning – it is a must. It is something that should be
integrated as a part of education to ensure students are equipped with the right knowledge and skills to adapt with the changing ecosystems.
It is, therefore, the role of educators that takes prominence in shaping the future as they must also adapt and grow to blend the past strengths
with the current requirements to ensure a smooth transition. It is their responsibility to empower students to take risks, be innovative and seize
any opportunity thrown their way. Leaders of Institutions and Educators of the future will play the role of analysts, planners, collaborators,
facilitators, synthesizers, problem-solvers, and researchers.
Didac India endeavours to meet these growing demands by showcasing the new initiatives and developments in education, technology,
resources, and solutions. It as an unparalleled platform for exchange of dialogues on education & skill policies and implementation of best
practices.
The past 2 years have seen the education sector face multiple challenges and both the institutions and educators have stood strong and faced
them with resilience. As we move forward, we are confident that the education sector will grow Bolder. Better. Stronger…..Together
We are honored to have, every year, the presence of Education & Skill Ministers of select Asian countries and Indian States, distinguished
educators, and leaders from across India and abroad, acknowledging this event as an important international platform for the exchange of ideas.
We thank our Indian and International partners, Ministries and educational bodies for their constant support and confidence.
We also appreciate all individuals and companies for supporting the movement #UnitingForEducation and making Didac India the largest
gathering for the education sector.
Thanking you for your presence this year and we look forward to your support in making the Event stronger in the coming years.
Team Arclights
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The state government of Victoria, Australia welcomes the opportunity to showcase our wealth of expertise in learning and didactics at DIDAC
INDIA 2022.
Melbourne has a reputation as a world leading educational hub, and we are delighted to work again with the Indian Didactics Association to
showcase the best of Victorian learning and edtech solutions and to share and workshop experiences in India and Australia to achieve better
learning and life outcomes.
Victoria’s strength in education technology is borne from our state’s longstanding expertise in educational excellence from early childhood
to school to vocational and higher education and beyond. Victoria has a vibrant and collaborative EdTech clusters of EdTech companies,
globally recognised education institutions and industry partners. The sector is thriving and leading education innovation in online program
management, assessment systems, and upskilling for new technology-driven work futures.
We are also home to strong cluster of research institutes focused on the K-12, post-secondary and the VET segments. These organisations also
act as think tanks to assist governments, institutions, and educators to provide data-based insights to enhance and shape the future of EdTech
solutions.
We have current success stories in India servicing all education levels, and at the same time, we are seeing leading Indian companies
collaborate with Victorian educational institutions and related companies in Australia.
The pandemic has re-framed how people learn and how we manage our educational institutions. This is an exciting time and there are great
strengths in sharing experiences and working together to achieve great learning outcomes.
On behalf of our State Government Office of Victoria in Bengaluru and our Victorian companies, I extend a warm welcome to all visitors and our
friends at Indian Didactic Association. We look forward to welcoming you to our stand and to meeting you during DIDAC INDIA 2022.

Ms. Michelle Wade
Commissioner for South Asia
State Government of Victoria, Australia
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Indian and British schools and colleges share and enjoy many educational values including an emphasis on high standards,
trusted quality, intellectual rigour and practical ingenuity.
Thanks to Didac India's focus on developing India's premier education exhibition and conference we have seen the
development of a long-standing and positive relationship between Indian education policy-makers, decision-makers and
leaders and British educational suppliers.
Our mutual dedication to excellence and innovative learning techniques has resulted in many long and successful partnerships
between UK education companies exhibiting here at Didac India and Indian educational establishments.
The recent signing of the landmark UK-Indian Education MOU means A-levels and their equivalents, undergraduate and
postgraduate degrees will now be recognised in India – and even stronger reason for India-UK education collaboration.
My organisation BESA represents 400 of the very best of the UK's education resource providers. BESA travels the globe with
our leading companies to meet school and college leaders around the world to share ideas and examples of British education
products and services but we are always made to feel most welcome in India and for this reason I am delighted to be able to
welcome you to our British Pavilion at Didac India 2022 and look forward to a positive dialogue and discussions on your
institution's resource needs.

Caroline Wright
Director-General
British Educational Suppliers Association
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Welcome to the German Pavilion at the DIDAC INDIA 2022
It is my pleasure to welcome you to the German Pavilion at the DIDAC INDIA 2022. The exhibition and its conference is the
exclusive event for the education industry in India and the largest in the entire region. Since its start in 2009 leading German
companies of the education industry have always participated at the show at alternating venues. German companies
showcase their products at the German Pavilion covering the entire spectrum of lifelong learning, from early childhood
education to further education as well as vocational education and training.
The German Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action (BMWK) as well as the Association of the German Trade
Fair Industry (AUMA) are supporting this group participation, giving German companies the possibility to present their
excellent products and to offer their renowned services to key players and decision makers from all over the region. They are
inviting you to discover their state of the art equipment and solutions “made in Germany” for all levels of successful lifelong
learning at the German Pavilion. Didacta - the Association of the German Education industry and the initiating association for
the German joint stand is accompanying the German delegation and providing professional advice.
On behalf of the German delegation I extend a warm welcome to all visitors and wish everybody a successful show and exciting
impressions on the conference.

Reinhard Koslitz
CEO
Didacta - Association of the Education Industry
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Dear Visitor
After a two-year hiatus, I am particularly pleased to welcome you to the 12th Edition of Didac India.
The show has not only grown in importance and strengthened its role as the premier event for educational resources, training
and technology-based solutions in India and the Indian subcontinent. This year, the fair marks a return to friendly ties, where we
can finally come together again and shake hands with old acquaintances and business partners.
The education industry has not stood still over the past two years. On the contrary, the recent events have shown us that
innovation and further development are more important than ever. It has shown us the importance of comprehensive
digitalisation, how rapidly the world around us changes, and how fast we can adapt to the modern world if, we create the
technical conditions for it.
With a focus on digitalisation, versatile EdTech products and solutions along with the determination to evolve and improve, this
annual show will continue to set new benchmarks within the Indian education and training sector. As a long-standing partner of
Didac India, we firmly believe that this fair is an ideal platform and is a “must-attend” for all those who care about education and
technological advancement in all its facets.
Explore the latest achievements within the unique world of education, prepare yourselves for the many "aha" moments which
the exhibitors have in store for you and most importantly, never stop learning!

Danny Gauch
Director General
Worlddidac Association
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21st - 23rd September 2022
Bengaluru, India

ABACUSMASTER
Address

: Wizycom Nurture Private Limited
27, GHSS, 1189, Near Parayachery,
Kuthiravattom,
Kozhikode, Kerala - 673016

Website

: abacusmaster.com

Company Description:
AbacusMaster brings a whole new concept to the field of Abacus training that it uses a bottom-up approach, focusing on
improving the higher cognitive functions such as memory, concentration and visualisation. Our interactive online modules and
offline learning centres target every major system of the brain that supports the entire learning cycle grounded in research
about how children learn best.
AbacusMaster, a brand name under Wizycom Nurture Private Limited is the World's most trusted and leading provider of
quality-driven Abacus Education, Spelling-Bee and other 'After-school' learning concepts having interactive self-learning portal
and direct learning centres in 50+ Countries.
AbacusMaster has developed a unique online learning portal which has many features like infinite practice worksheets, anzan
videos, and animated explanations that makes learning Abacus more interesting and effective. The portal is now widely used in
150+ Countries and is a companion for all who learn and master Abacus.
Other than Abacus, Wizycom AbacusMaster has also come up with several after-school online learning modules. These vary
from SpellBytes to WizyPuzzle, H&Right to BrainGym and so on. These innovative modules assist students in developing other
cognitive functions such as language, speed and handwriting as well as unleashing their creativity.
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ACADEMY FOR CREATIVE TEACHING PVT. LTD.
Address

: 480, 6th Main, HMT Layout,
Opposite Bus Depot,
Bangalore - 560032, Karnataka
India

Website

: actedu.in

Company Description:
Academy for Creative Teaching (ACT)– a unique institution for teacher training and educational consultancy in India. It was set
up in 2005. It has a rich resource of academicians and academic administrators. It is a pioneering body that has consistently
been instrumental in providing pre-service and in-service training to teachers at all levels and also in providing institutionbuilding support from visioning of institutions to academically and administratively hand-holding them. It has also undertaken a
quality audit of schools and organizations. It has organized several leadership training programmes for school leaders of CBSE,
ICSE schools. It has been instrumental in curriculum development, and proposing and implementing the ground-breaking
Creative Teaching Model- a simple and holistic tool for creative teaching, The vision is to create leaders in the form of creative
teachers, empowered and confident students who would be change agents and would make a singular contribution in the state
of Karnataka and India. It has been responsible for promoting more than 100 schools in India and abroad.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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Bengaluru, India

ACADMART
Address

: Acadmart Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
205, 2nd Floor, City Space Project,
Above Mahindra Motors, Viman Nagar,
Pune - 411014, Maharashtra
India

Website

: acadmart.com

Company Description:
Acadmart is an everything store for all types of educational products & service requirements. We are established in 2015 to fill
the gap between Institutions and Educational Solution providers.
We deal in all types of quality classroom furniture, indoor & outdoor play equipment, teaching aids, artificial grass, educational
toys, Robotic Arm and, 3D Printers.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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ACER INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Address

: Embassy Heights,
6th Floor, No.13, Magrath Road,
Bangalore - 560025, Karnataka
India

Website

: acer.com/ac/en/IN/content/home

Company Description:
Acer is one of the world’s top ICT companies and has a presence in over 160 countries. From service-oriented technologies to
the Internet of Things to gaming and virtual reality, Acer’s 7,000+ employees are dedicated to the research, design, marketing,
sale, and support of products and solutions that break barriers between people and technology.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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AGILE SHAALA
Address

: #4, 10th Main, Saraswatipuram,
Mysore - 570009, Karnataka
India

Website

: agileshaala.com

Company Description:
Agile Shaala is an initiative of Vismaya Centre for Education and Research Pvt Ltd. Agile shaala is a place where students of all
age group experience the joy of learning. Here we believe that learning is for life. We cultivate and nurture curiosity, and instil
applied thinking and logical reasoning. The students get ready for not only academic exams but are trained to fare well in the
real exam called “life".
Agile shaala gives your children the time and attention that they need in order to succeed. We believe in a self-paced, hands-on
and integrated learning methodology.
We provide the “freedom to learn” but at the same time make the learners responsible for their own education. By using 21stcentury tools like agile management, we ensure that “Freedom comes with responsibility”.
Vision:
Our vision is to empower students to acquire the knowledge, values and skills that will support them, as lifelong learners, to
participate in and contribute to a sustainable world.
Mission:
To foster an enthusiastic, creative community of leaders who will contribute to the intellectual, emotional and economic
upliftment of society.
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AKADASIA
Address

: 160 Robinson Rd,
#14-04 Singapore Business Federation Centre,
Singapore - 068914

Website

: akadasia.com

Company Description:
AKADASIA is a Singapore-based mission-driven education technology business that aims to empower educators everywhere.
We do this in five specific ways:
1. Providing you and your fellow educators with an international community of teaching practice and access to CPDaccredited teacher up-skilling content.
2. Empowering academic managers to track, measure, and improve the efficacy of all the professional development your
faculty can access on our platform, thus leading to better learning outcomes.
3. Enabling your education institution to generate digital credentials for your students quickly and affordably.
4. Helping you save time and earn money with the digital transformation process of your institution.
5. Helping you meet the recommendations of the National Education Policy 2020
Currently, we serve more than 200,000 educators from more than 35 countries.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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ALL INDIA COUNCIL FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION (AICTE)
Address

: Nelson Mandela Marg,
Vasant Kunj,
New Delhi - 110070, Delhi
India

Website

: aicte-india.org

Company Description:
AICTE became a statutory body through an Act of Parliament 52, in 1987 for proper planning and coordinated development of the technical education system throughout the
country, the promotion of qualitative improvement of such education in relation to planned quantitative growth and the regulation and proper maintenance of norms and
standards in the technical education system for matters connected therewith.
Vision:
“To be a world class organization leading technological and socioeconomic development of the Country by enhancing the global competitiveness of technical manpower and by
ensuring high quality technical education to all sections of the society.”
Mission:
• A true facilitator and an objective regulator;
• Transparent governance and accountable approach towards the society;
• Planned and coordinated development of Technical Education in the Country by ensuring world-class standards of Institutions through accreditation;
• Facilitating world-class Technical Education through:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Emphasis on developing high quality Institutions, academic excellence and innovative research and development programmes;
Networking of Institutions for optimum resource utilization;
Dissemination of knowledge;
Technology forecasting and global manpower planning;
Promoting Industry-Institution interaction for developing new products, services, and patents;
Inculcating innovation mindset and entrepreneurship;
Encouraging indigenous technology;
Focusing on non-formal education;
Providing affordable education to all.
Making Indian Technical Education globally acceptable.
To be a forward-looking organization that has an efficient, flexible and empowered manpower, sensitive to stakeholders&#39; expectations.
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ALPA KIDS FROM ESTONIA
Address

: ALPA Kids OÜ
Laki 19,
Tallinn - 12915, Harju
Estonia

Website

: alpakids.com

Company Description:
ALPA Kids is an educational technology company from Estonia (Europe´s PISA #1 country) who is developing e-learning
games for children aged 3-8. The games help children to learn essentials like colors, numbers, alphabets, local flora and fauna
etc., and with familiar cultural objects. The company focuses on less spoken languages and develops content together with
TOP teachers and researchers of the field. Award-winning ALPA Kids has recently expanded to India with already more than
200 000 downloads in the beta testing phase. In India they provide content in Hindi, English and Marathi and they are working
on the following languages: Tamil, Punjabi, Malayalam, Gujarati, Kannada etc.
ALPA Kids is looking for partnerships with Indian educational institutions, publishing houses, media, telecommunication, and
digital technology enterprises. If you are interested in collaboration, schedule a meeting with our CEO Kelly Lilles and reach us
via email info@alpakids.com.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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ALPAKS KIDS WORLD - HYDERABAD
Address

: Plot No. 85, Aleap Industrial Estate,
Near Pragatinagar, Kukatpally,
Hyderabad - 500090, Telangana
India

Website

: alpaks.com

Company Description:
Alpaks Kids World is a 25 year old company started by a women entrepreneur, Mrs.Deepali Jhawar. She started with one
product and now the company has a wide range of more than 3000 products exclusively for play schools. We specialize in
designing and manufacturing of teaching and learning materials with innovative and new concepts. Alpaks has one of the
biggest showroom in India for playschool equipment. After gaining an expertise in teaching learning material, Alpaks is now
offering complete school furniture setup options and has done many prestigious turnkey school furniture and play area
projects.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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AMAZON WEB SERVICES
Address

: Amazon Internet Services Pvt. Ltd.
Ground Floor, EROS Plaza,
Eros Corporate Centre, Nehru Place,
New Delhi - 110019, Delhi
India

Website

: aws.amazon.com/government-education/

Company Description:
For over 15 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly adopted cloud offering. AWS
has been continually expanding its services to support virtually any cloud workload, and it now has more than 200 fully featured
services for compute, storage, databases, networking, analytics, machine learning and artificial intelligence (AI), Internet of
Things (IoT), mobile, security, hybrid, virtual and augmented reality (VR and AR), media, and application development,
deployment, and management from 84 Availability Zones (AZs) within 26 geographic regions, with announced plans for 24
more Availability Zones and eight more AWS Regions in Australia, Canada India, Israel, New Zealand, Spain, Switzerland, and
the United Arab Emirates. Millions of customers—including the fastest-growing startups, largest enterprises, and leading
government agencies—trust AWS to power their infrastructure, become more agile, and lower costs. To learn more about
AWS, visit aws.amazon.com.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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ANKIDYNE
Address

: #46, New Colony,
1st Main Road,
Chrompet - 600044, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: ankidyne.com

Company Description:
Ankidyne has been in the field of manufacturing and installing high quality outdoor playground equipment and science park gadgets since
1993. Ankidyne also imports high quality indoor play equipment for children up to 5 yrs. old. Our wide range of products are installed in schools,
housing colonies, apartments, public parks, hotels, motels, malls, resorts, theme parks, play schools, creches etc., to cater the needs of young
and energetic children. Children of all ages enjoy the fun and thrill of outdoor games
COMPANY MOTTO
We Ankidyne have the commitment to make the children joyful ever. These smiling faces boost our energy to forge ahead with more vigor.
Team Ankidyne’s motto is “Ever satisfied customer everywhere”.
COMPANY VISION/MISSION
We are proud that we have maintained unswerving growth with our brand since inception to till date. Our years of expertise and quality
workforce have enabled us to maintain our brand image. Our vision is “to cater to the needs of recreation and education with a dedication
towards quality”. Our mission is to manufacture and supply high quality product lines for recreational and educational purposes
QUALITY POLICY
Ankidyne is committed to produce quality science park gadgets and play equipment. Ankidyne shall continually improve by achieving quality in
human relationship, customer relationship and in safety.”
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION (ISO 9001:2015)
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ANTHOLOGY
Address

: 3rd Floor, Olympia Building - 01,
Bagmane Tech Park, Byrasandra Post, Raman Nagar,
Bengaluru - 560093, Karnataka
India

Website

: anthology.com

Company Description:
Anthology offers the largest EdTech ecosystem on a global scale, supporting over 150 million users in 80 countries. The
company's mission is to provide dynamic, data-informed experiences to the global education community so that learners and
educators can achieve their goals.
Through over 60 SaaS products and services, Anthology advances learning in partnership with higher education, business and
government institutions. Tapping into this unmatched portfolio of solutions, only Anthology can leverage data from across the
EdTech ecosystem to create intelligent experiences that lead to better outcomes.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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APEDGI TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.
Address

: 3rd Floor, No. 304, MLS Business Center,
D'souza Circle, Ashok Nagar,
Bengaluru - 560025, Karnataka
India

Website

: apedgitechnologies.com

Company Description:
Apedgi Technologies is an award-winning technology-led specialized educational services company, offering high-end
educational solutions comprising Teaching and Learning solutions, Smart Training Solutions, Digital Credential Solutions on
blockchain technology, Product training, Implementation and Support to some of the leading universities in the country. We are
totally committed to provide a new approach to education that fosters better engagement, interaction, and quality learning. We
believe that through the delivery of leading-edge technology, services, and data capabilities, we can help you make an
enormous difference in meeting your learners&#39; needs and driving their success. Our solutions encompass technologies
that assess, deliver, manage, and organize learning, talent and information combined with our services of implementation and
training.
We provide a holistic offering that enhances knowledge, transforms talent, and increases productivity and performance. Our
partnership- with leading global technology giants enables us to serve our customers better, no matter how complex or
demanding their business needs are. We work closely with our partners in implementing progressive solutions and strive for
providing innovative and successful offerings in the education market. We strongly believe that access to quality education is a
basic human right and we empower universities to provide the same to their learners.
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APPLYBOARD
Address

: 101 Frederick St.,
Unit 600,
Kitchener, ON N2H 6R3
Canada

Website

: applyboard.com

Company Description:
ApplyBoard simplifies studying abroad by offering the world's largest platform for international student recruitment. Founded
in 2015, ApplyBoard's all-in-one, AI-powered service connects student prospects with recruitment partners and partner
institutions in Canada, the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia, and Ireland. ApplyBoard has helped 300,000+
students from 125+ countries fulfill their study abroad dreams.
Today, ApplyBoard's students, 1,500+ partner schools, and 10,000+ recruitment partners benefit from a user-friendly search,
application, and acceptance process. The online platform features one-to-one counselling, free visa consultations, financial
guidance, and other innovative tools to support a personalized user experience. ApplyBoard, headquartered in Ontario, Canada,
employs 1,500+ people around the world, with representatives in 25+ countries.
Brothers Martin, Meti, and Massi Basiri built ApplyBoard to make education more accessible to the world's students. Why?
Because education is a right, not a privilege.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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ARCTIC FOX
Address

: Outshiny India Private Limited
No 17, Ganesh Nagar,
8th B Cross, Narayanappa Layout, Kodigehalli,
Bengaluru - 560097, Karnataka
India

Website

: outshiny.com

Company Description:
Outshiny India, we manufacture the best in quality bags, ranging a wide category including Backpacks, Laptop Sleeves, Rucksacks, Shoulder
Bags, Lunch Bags, Duffels, Trolleys, School Bags to Totes. Our philosophy is to deliver 'Tougher than you think 'designs and products to our
clients, with durable fabrics and a solid finish. Expanding our footprints into the Electronics segment, integrating quality designs and excellent
finish, we offer a versatile portfolio of high technology products - from compact and Slim Power Banks, Keyboards and Mouse, Portable
Speakers, Headphones to 3D printing.
Bags Manufacturing
Manufacturing top quality bags of all types and categories like Duffel, Trolley, Laptop Bags, Laptop Sleeves, Delivery Bags, and School Bags for
Leading brands, Organizations and Institutions.
Capacity
24 lakh
Products per year,
Work Force
1400+ employees
Machinery
850+ Machines
Factory Area
5 Locations spanning 40,000 Sq.Mts
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ATAL INNOVATION MISSION - NITI AAYOG
Address

: NITI Aayog Bhawan, Sansad Marg,
New Delhi - 110001, Delhi
India

Website

: aim.gov.in

Company Description:
NITI Aayog, is the premier policy ‘Think Tank’ of the Government of India, providing directional and policy inputs.The Atal
Innovation Mission (AIM) is a flagship initiative of the NITI Aayog to promote innovation and entrepreneurship across the
country.
Atal Tinkering Labs (ATL) program is the flagship initiative of AIM, NITI Aayog, Government of India, to nurture an innovative
mind set amongst school students across the length and breadth of India. ATL is a work space where young minds can give
shape to their ideas through hands on do-it- yourself mode and will get a chance to work with tools and equipment to
understand the concepts of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Math). Through the ATL program, AIM is fostering
the spirit of creativity and innovation at school level, wherein students get an opportunity to experience 21st century skills.
It is by combining traditional teaching methodologies with today’s experiential learning which will help in creating a unique
blended education system in India. Keeping in mind the demands of the growing economy and global growth in innovation
development, the ATL initiative, is tapping on the intrinsic imaginative and problem-solving knack of children and equipping
them with the required skills
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AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (ACER)
Address

: 19 Prospect Hill Road,
Camberwell,
VIC - 3124
Australia

Website

: www.acer.org

Company Description:
ACER is one of the world’s leading educational research centres. Our mission is to create and promote research-based
knowledge, products and services that can be used to improve learning across the lifespan. We are a not-for-profit research
organisation established in Australia.
As an independent non-government organisation, ACER generates its entire income through contracted research and
development projects, and through developing and distributing products and services, with operating surplus directed back
into research and development. ACER has built a strong reputation as a provider of reliable support and expertise to education
policymakers and professional practitioners since it was established in 1930.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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BECREO TECHNOLOGIES
Address

: BeCREO Technologies Sp. z o.o.
Pl. Andersa 7,
POZNAN, Wielkopolska 61-894
Poland

Website

: scottiego.com

Company Description:
BeCREO Technologies is a Polish IT company which develops innovative educational tools for education and consumer
markets. BeCREO implements a holistic vision, equipping the student, teacher and parent with safe tools for the use of modern
technology in the process of stationary, hybrid and distance learning. The internationally awarded products from the
ScottieGo! series create a new quality of education, combining proven methodology with the latest technologies, such as
Augmented Reality. The products are used in over 70 countries around the world.
The leading product Scottie Go! is an innovative educational game series which teaches programming. It promotes the
development of algorithmic intuition and competencies, according to the latest research in methodology and technology. The
games are available in 23 languages for Android, iOS and Windows.
BeCREO developed a virtual environment and programming language for children. Multiple assets, various difficulty levels, and
heroes of the game allow introducing programming from an early age, with no previous experience required, as well as
delivering challenging programming environments for more experienced players. The Scottie Go! features a friendly alien
called Scottie, who experiences numerous adventures while traveling in space. By helping Scottie, players gain programming
knowledge and develop very important skills and competences.
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BEMASTERLY
Address

: Genext Students Pvt. Ltd.
1A, Benefice Business House, 1041 Mathuradas Mill Compound 126,
N.M Joshi Marg, Lower Parel (West),
Mumbai - 400013, Maharashtra
India

Website

: bemasterly.com

Company Description:
There’s so much more to professional tutoring than just teaching. And there’s no one who understands this more than us. After
all, Navneet Education has a sixty plus years legacy of educating millions of Indians.
And now, we at Navneet FutureTech Limited, are proud to launch BeMasterly – a digital tutoring platform to empower
independent tutors and coaching institutes.
BeMasterly not only makes your job easier, it offers you all the tools you need to operate like a professional. It automates and
digitises administration, communication, and other educational activities before, during, and after a tuition class to ensure that
you get more time to focus on your core expertise – teaching.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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BENQ INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Address

: 3rd Floor, Building 9B, DLF Cyber City,
Gurugram - 122001, Haryana
India

Website

: benq.com

Company Description:
BenQ is a USD 22 billion group and a world-leading human technology and solutions provider aiming to elevate and enrich every
aspect of consumers' lives. Headquartered in Taipei, Taiwan, BenQ has been operating successfully in India for more than a
decade and has established a strong market presence in the consumer lifestyle product range that includes Digital projector,
LCD displays and LED Monitors categories. BenQ is a market leader in Projectors business in India (for the 3rd consecutive
year) with more than 26% market share and also a prominent player in the Monitors business in India.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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BILDUNGSWERK DER BAYERISCHEN WIRTSCHAFT gGmbH
Address

: BBW gGmbH Schleizer Str. 5-7,
Hof / Saale, Bavaria - 95028
Germany

Website

: bbw-international.com

Company Description:
The Bildungswerk der Bayerischen Wirtschaft (bbw) gGmbH has been qualifying and supporting people and companies in Bavaria and abroad for decades
through professional development and educational services. With 21 locations and around 27,000 participants from over 4,000 companies every year, bbw is
the leading provider of educational services in Bavaria. Due to this experience and the knowledge of different industries, bbw always acts up-to-date, practical
and oriented to individual needs. Whether seminar, in-house workshop or e-learning program: The focus of the didactic concept is on sustainable transfer to
everyday working life. In this way, participants can apply what they have learned in the long term and benefit from the professional know-how for their careers
and everyday working life.
For more than 25 years, the International Division of the bbw has been supporting the development of business associations and, in particular, vocational
training in partner countries of German development cooperation in mostly publicly funded projects. The focus is on
• organizational development
• development of vocational training systems
• management of TVET systems
• development of curricula
• systems of interaction between industry and training institutions
• training of trainers
• the use of innovative methods and technologies from the German TVET system
• knowledge transfer
• integration into work
• placement of young people in German companies
bbw works with Indian partners since 2012. The focus of its Indian programs is on knowledge transfer from the successful German TVET system to India. In
doing so, bbw always seeks to adapt German experience and knowledge to the Indian context. Among the partners of bbw in India are government ministries,
universities, business associations and their member companies, training centres and international organizations.
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BIZZARO UNIFORMS
Address

: G 2, National Residency Shopping Complex,
Edappally,
Ernakulam - 682024, Kerala
India

Website

: bizzarouniforms.com

Company Description:
Bizzaro is one of the leading uniform manufacturers in India today, with clients from different industries and enterprises
worldwide, Bizzaro has carved for itself a unique position in the market, as a pioneer in Quality Uniform Manufacturing. Since its
inception in 2013, Bizzaro is the brand that has been continuously associated with Expert Uniform Solutions with High Quality
Fabric, Precise Fitting and On - Time Deliveries. In a little less than 10 years, Bizzaro has carved for itself a unique position in
quality uniform manufacturing across the Middle East and more recently in India.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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BOCLIPS
Address

: Uncommon Borough, 1 Long Ln,
London, England SE1 4PG
United Kingdom

Website

: boclips.com

Company Description:
Since 2014, Boclips has worked with publishers and education providers worldwide to enrich learning with the world's best
educational videos and podcasts. Boclips is the industry's trusted destination for rich media that are vetted for quality, sourced
from leading creators, and curated specifically for education.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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BONTON TECHNOMAKE PVT. LTD.
Address

: 7 - A, Scheme No 71,
Near Chandan Nagar Police Station, Dhar Road,
Indore - 452002, Madhya Pradesh
India

Website

: bontonfurniture.net

Company Description:
We take this opportunity to introduce BONTON Technomake Pvt. Ltd. as one of the leading and most experienced Manufacturer
of Modular Office Furniture & Educational Furniture.
Bonton furniture is acclaimed across the nation for optimum quality, and customised designs. Bonton proudly claims to have
most innovative and exclusive range of educational furniture across the country.
Bonton possesses expertise in manufacturing the following varieties of premier quality furniture:
Modular Office Furniture, consists of partition systems, work-stations, modular desking, seating solutions, compactors and
other storage solutions.
Modular Educational Furniture, consists of furniture for Classrooms, Libraries, Laboratories, Hostels, Cafeterias, Seminar Halls,
Auditoriums, etc.
Bonton has received lots of accolade, appreciation and certifications for their quality work from various renowned clients and
certifying agencies, which include ISO 9001, ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001, AIOTA, NSIC, BIFMA, Greenguard & IGBC.
Bonton is equipped with latest machines for CRCA sheet metal and tube processing, wood working, powder coating, injection
moulding, upholstery etc. Bonton is among very few companies in the country having such a wide range of manufacturing
facilities inhouse, as well as project design capabilities, which helps Bonton in designing projects aesthetically, by using fairly
suitable design of products.
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BOSCH REXROTH INDIA
Address

: Bosch Rexroth India Private Limited
Mysore Road,
Bengaluru - 560059, Karnataka
India

Website

: boschrexroth.com/en/in/

Company Description:
In these times of ever shorter production and development cycles, manufacturing companies require more flexibility and
speed. As one of the leading providers of Drive and Control technologies, Bosch Rexroth is ready to rise to these challenges.
Our customers are getting benefited from our innovative strength flexible structures and the knowledge of local requirements.
Bosch Rexroth works to develop safe, efficient, intelligent and high-performance solutions for the areas of Machinery
Applications and Engineering, Mobile Applications as well as Factory Automation. With its multi-technology portfolio,
comprehensive service supported by digital services, Bosch Rexroth acts as a reliable partner for machine manufacturers and
users. The company develops and sells components and system solutions directly to the market and also through extensive
partner network.
Bosch Rexroth in India is an ISO 9001, 14001, 18001 and 50001 certified company. Products are supported throughout India
through regional offices at Ahmedabad, Bengaluru, Chennai, Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai, and Pune with several service points and
an extensive partner network spread across the country.
Technology Offerings:
Industrial Hydraulics, Mobile Hydraulics, Electrical Drives and Controls, Linear Motion and Assembly Technology.
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BOUNCE CONSULTING
Address

: PO Box 453,
Maryborough,
VIC 3465

Website

: bounceglobal.net

Company Description:
Bounce Global seeks to make positive changes in people’s lives by teaching essential soft skills like communication, emotional
intelligence, rapport and heaps more.
Bounce Professional Development
With a focus on developing a deep level of self and social awareness, building confidence and resilience and making wellbeing
and self-care a high priority, Bounce professional development programs are designed to help the employment industry build a
robust and enduring workforce. Bounce Global has created positive wellbeing & learning spaces for supporting frontline
workers, managers and leaders to be their best at work, every day.
The Bounce Program
The program is an assessment and mindset coaching program that increases a person’s psychological work readiness by
boosting their confidence, resilience and motivation. Participants receive support from Bounce Coaches and Trainers to build
self-awareness and confidence, develop resilience, and create a plan to find meaningful and sustainable employment. By the
end, participants feel better equipped and more motivated to find work, and they’ve given their wellbeing a positive boost.
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BRAINDEMICS
Address

: Babyama Edutech Private Limited
3rd Floor, No 77, NVN Layout,
VKK Menon Road, New Siddhapudur,
Coimbatore - 641044, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: braindemics.in

Company Description:
Babyama Edutech Private Limited aims to provide educational services to children of 3 to 6 years worldwide with the brand name
"Braindemics".
Braindemics is the dream of professionals with the sole aim of providing quality education through pediatrically formulated early learning
programs. We are purposed to be a one-stop solution for bringing in the wholesome development of children. The pediatrically formulated
360-degree growth-oriented curriculum brings out the innate potential of children. We firmly believe in the fact that the first six years of a
child are the most appropriate time to equip them with the thirst for lifelong learning that transforms them into prodigious individuals.
We focus on building a better future generation by nurturing and stimulating the holistic development of young learners through the
Braindemics curriculum.
BRAINDEMICS – CURRICULUM STRUCTURE
Braindemics kit is designed for a month with a unique theme
1. One unique theme per month is categorized into four-story narrative books. Four books come with unique context and foundational
skills integrated with a story to make lessons more interesting
2. Every book comes with a day split to ensure the establish new learning every day. The day-wise split also eases the process of learning
and teaching
3. The kit contains books and materials that are necessary for activities
4. The skill book in the kit brings out the creativity of children
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BRAINSTORM INTERNATIONAL - IPHONICS
Address

: Sahyadri Sadan,
Beside Central Bank, Tilak Road,
Pune - 411030, Maharashtra
India

Website

: brainstorminternational.co.in

Company Description:
Brainstorm International is an international award-winning literacy institute with a mission to transform lives of teachers,
parents and children around the world with the most enjoyable and effective literacy program.
It was established in the year 2007 by Dr Harshita Sharma a revolutionary academician with a vision to create a community of
lifelong learners who have the opportunity to flourish in all aspects of their lives. A business success strategist and an English
evangelist developed have been enhancing the programmes for world class teaching and learning experience with best
practices from across the globe.
Brainstorm is a pioneer in implementing high impact, holistic, multi-sensory, systematic, structured, synthetic international
phonics programme in schools through training and mentoring with breakthrough results.
We have empowered over 27,000 + teachers and touched the lives of millions of children across the globe to help children
excel in English reading, spelling and grammar. We nurture creativity and compassion through a developmentally appropriate
literacy curriculum.
Brainstorm International has been associated with the prestigious institutes like Podar Group of schools, DPS Group of
Schools, DAV Group of Schools, Aditya Birla Group of Schools, Symbiosis School, Thakur Public School, India International
School, Brilliant Public School, Vardhman International Schools and many more in India and UAE.
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BRITISH COUNCIL
Address

: 17, Kasturba Gandhi Marg,
New Delhi - 110001, Delhi
India

Website

: britishcouncil.in

Company Description:
The British Council is the United Kingdom's international organisation for educational opportunities and cultural relations. The
British Council creates international opportunities for the people of the UK and other countries and builds trust between them
worldwide.
The British Council is recognised across India for its network of three libraries and cultural centres. We offer a range of
specialised projects in arts, education, English language and society to audiences across India and more than 100,000
members. We also provide access to English language training and learning for both students and teachers and enable
opportunities to study in the UK.
We also manage prestigious scholarships and training awards, including the GREAT scholarships, the Commonwealth
Scholarship and Fellowship, and the Charles Wallace India Trust, and Hornby scholarships.
Our Teaching Centres in Chennai, Kolkata and New Delhi provide a range of general and business English courses, specialised
skills-based programmes, and courses for young learners.
We work with a wide range of Indian partners in cities all over India enabling British and Indian experts to meet and collaborate
and to nurture mutually beneficial relationships.
We have been working in India since 1948 and every year we connect with thousands of students, educators, policymakers,
academics, creatives, and entrepreneurs.
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BRITISH EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION (BESA)
Address

: 81 Rivington Street,
London, England EC2A 3AY
United Kingdom

Website

: besa.org.uk

Company Description:
BESA, the British Educational Suppliers Association, is the only trade association covering the entire UK educational suppliers'
sector. It has an 89-year heritage serving the sector and represents over 400 suppliers, including 60 Launchpads, made up of
manufacturers and distributors of equipment, materials, books, consumables, furniture, EdTech, ICT hardware and digital
content-related services to the education market. Combined, they generate approximately £2bn of revenue each year. BESA is
dedicated to showcasing the world-leading educational products and services provided by British educational suppliers and
providing support and advice to its members, the industry and to schools looking for the best resources and services. It founded
the Bett show in 1985 - the largest EdTech exhibition in the world, the Education World Forum in 2011 and has been running the
LearnED Roadshow teacher CPD events since 2019. BESA has a Code of Practice to which all members must adhere, along
with a stringent membership process, both of which assure buyers of a high standard of quality in both product and customer
service.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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BUTTERFLY EDUFIELDS PVT. LTD.
Address

: Amsri Eden Square, 5th Floor, Office No. 7,
St. John's Road, Bhagyanagar Colony, Beside Apollo Hospital,
Secunderabad - 500003, Telangana
India

Website

: butterflyfields.com

Company Description:
Like a caterpillar transforming itself into a beautiful butterfly, every child has the potential to transform himself into a unique
individual. Hence we call ourselves – Butterfly Edufields...
Butterfly Edufields is an IIT – IIM alumni initiative to transform learning from 'rote' to 'real'. It was founded by people with a
passion to create more 'doers' in India.
Butterfly Edufields strives to make learning more enriching, engaging and fun-filled for all sections of children in the developing
world. We offer innovative & affordable STEM learning-by-doing solutions for 3-17-year-old students, currently impacting over
11 Lakh children across 12 Indian States. We work with Private Schools / Corporate / Government / Activity Centres/
Individuals who would want to ...
• Transform learning from 'rote' to 'real’
• Implement 21st Century STEM Learning
• Transform classrooms into Labs and address space constraints
• Try the trending 'Flip Classroom' model
• Engage children creatively with innovative 'Hands-On Learning' products
• Address gaps in attaining minimum levels of learning in Math & Science
• Make children as change agents for transforming rural health, hygiene and sanitation
• Impact a large student base through CSR Funds
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CAMPUSLAN SOFTWARE GmbH
Address

: Bahnhofstraße 2,
Ebersberg, Bavaria - 85560
Germany

Website

: campuslan.de

Company Description:
CampusLan is a Hard- and Software Company focused on educational institutions and public authorities for over 20 years.
The range of products reaches from self-engineered software for administrating whole school networks to hard- and software
distribution like mobile storage systems for IT equipment, interactive panels, e-learning, security and Wi-Fi solutions.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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CAMPUSMALL - UNIFORM & MERCHANDISE SOLUTIONS
Address

: CampusMall Pvt. Ltd.
74 Prakash Nagar, Near Navlakha Square,
Arogyam Hospital,
Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
India

Website

: campusmall.in

Company Description:
CampusMall helps school Owners and Management of premiere schools in building a strong brand via Uniforms. We are
experts in delivering quality uniforms, consistently, timely and professionally.
Our products are innovative and provide value for the money spent. Unlike local suppliers, we are consultative in our approach
to help you make an informed purchase decision. CampusMall ensures uniforms are uniform by controlling sourcing from yarn
to garment.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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CANVA FOR EDUCATION
Address

: 110 Kippax St,
Surry Hills NSW 2010,
Sydney
Australia

Website

: canva.com

Company Description:
Canva for Education makes it easy to create, collaborate, and communicate visually in the classroom and beyond. It’s 100%
free for K12 schools, teachers and their students. Set up your classroom space, invite students, and manage lessons,
activities, or projects, all in one place. You can create lessons, interactive learning materials and project based learning
activities in minutes with our easy to use platform. Access thousands of high-quality, educational templates for every subject,
grade, and ability. Discover worksheets, lesson plans, presentations, posters, reports, and more, all ready to customize.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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CAPRICS LEARNING LAB
Address

: No.3, Rajiv Nagar, 1st Cross Street,
Perungudi,
Chennai - 600096, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: capricslearninglab.com

Company Description:
Caprics Learning Lab will be the trusted curriculum partner for schools offering complete solutions for all the Pre-primary
curriculum needs. We support the schools in providing quality education through our
1. Full-Year Curriculum with detailed day planner (Nurture lab web and mobile application)
2. High-Quality Student Kit for the complete academic year including books, craft sheets and other study materials
3. Teaching Kit with flashcards, posters etc. for implementing the curriculum
4. In-person/online Teacher training to implement the curriculum
5. Support schools in all the curriculum aspects throughout the year

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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CENTURY TECH
Address

: 2 Printer’s Yard,
90A The Broadway,
London SW19 1RD
United Kingdom

Website

: century.tech

Company Description:
CENTURY Tech is an award-winning AI education technology company. Our team of teachers, neuroscientists and
technologists develop world-leading artificial intelligence tools for schools and colleges as well as learning and development
environments.
Founded by entrepreneur Priya Lakhani OBE in 2013, CENTURY’s mission is to help teachers across the world to remove
learning roadblocks so that every student can succeed.
CENTURY’s scalable technology creates a constantly adapting personalised learning path for every student across any
curriculum. It provides teachers with real-time rich data insights to make effective targeted interventions. Our powerful SaaS
platform is used by leading schools around the world, and has been implemented by ministries of education on a national and
regional scale.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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CERYX DIGITAL : IMMERSIVE TECH
Address

: Ceryx Digital Private Limited
Timeless Learning Technologies Building, 2nd Floor,
Range Hill Rd, Ashok Nagar,
Pune - 411020, Maharashtra
India

Website

: ceryxdigital.com

Company Description:
Ceryx Digital caters in K-12 and corporate domain. Ceryx Digital is a forward-thinking performance design and technology
solutions company, providing performance solutions that are backed by proven learning design principles and ahead-of-curve
technology solutions. Our solutions are created by Leveraging business logic, structured design, and optimal technology, we
design and deliver solutions that help organizations improve business performance: visibly and sustainably.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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CHARTWELLS - BY COMPASS GROUP
Address

: Compass India Food Services Pvt. Ltd.
401, 4th Floor, Tower A,
Spaze I-Tech Park, Sohna Road,
Gurugram - 122018, Haryana
India

Website

: compass-group.co.in

Company Description:
Chartwells is a leading provider of food services in the education sector, globally. Chartwells by Compass Group India offers
innovative, nutritious dining solutions for educational institutions, ranging from K12 schools to colleges and universities.
Compass Group India through its sector focused businesses, provides food and support services for Education, Corporate,
Manufacturing and Healthcare sectors. Our sector-focused businesses give our clients access to unrivalled experience, global
best practices, and market-leading innovations. With operations spanning 450+ client locations across India, Compass India
has been recognized as one of ‘The Economic Times Best Brands’ on the parameters of innovation, trust, and uniqueness and
for the ‘Most Admired Food Innovation of the Year'.
Chartwells, with its focus on the education sector, is always at the forefront of cutting-edge research and understanding of
student needs and is a trailblazer in reimagining food at school. Our commitment to nourishing students doesn’t stop at the
kitchen; we go above and beyond to cultivate a positive relationship between students and nutritious food. Our endeavor is to
continue to innovate and design bespoke food solutions to nourish and aid transition to better food habits and choices.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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CHRISTIANI SHARPLINE
Address

: Christiani Sharpline Technical Training Pvt. Ltd.
Plot 19, TTC Industrial Area Vishnu Nagar,
Navi Mumbai - 400708, Maharashtra
India

Website

: christiani-international.com/cms/christiani-sharpline-technical-training-cstt/

Company Description:
Christiani Sharpline Technical Training is an Indo-German joint-venture and holistic provider of TVET products and solutions.
We support companies, colleges, universities and educational institutions in the education and training of technical specialists
according to German educational standards. For over 90 years, Christiani has been known for its high-class, practical products
and solutions in TVET. Our many years of experience and know-how make us a reliable partner for industry and institutions. Our
customers trust our quality and expertise in technical education – worldwide.
Our TVET solutions cover the following topics: automation technology, Industry 4.0, electrical engineering, automotive
technology, renewable energies, metal technology, HVAC. Our portfolio covers both the hardware and the corresponding
didactics. It is our holistic approach to complement teaching systems with adequate teaching materials, such as e-learning,
books, project work and train the trainer courses.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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CIVOM
Address

: UWC and CT Ventures Pvt. Ltd. (CIVOM)
7, Shanti Nagar, Srinagar Extn.,
Chandralok Square,
Indore - 452001, Madhya Pradesh
India

Website

: civom.co.in

Company Description:
Civom is a rapidly growing organisation to change the way one thinks about Learning Spaces, we at CIVOM - aim to bring new
vision and imagination to Learning Spaces in India together with a globally recognised brand “Raeco”- an Australian Company.
Raeco has been in business for over 55+ years servicing the unique needs of education spaces throughout Australia and
neighbouring countries.
A new paradigm is needed to analyse and design the unique needs of modern learning space at par with global peers and to
service the same, one needs a local partner, and this is what we are good at. That is where Civom established in India 9 years
back for service and supplies in India and nearby countries.
We cater to almost every conceivable need in learning space design: seating, desks, study areas, soft and lounge seating,
shelvings, storages, displays, etc.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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CLASS
Address

: Class Technologies
1717 N Street Northwest Suite 1,
Washington DC, NE- 20036
United States

Website

: class.com

Company Description:
Class is a software developed by Class Technologies Inc., a company founded by education software pioneer Michael Chasen.
Class is built on the Zoom platform and adds teaching and learning tools to teachers' workflow to make the virtual classroom
feel like a real classroom. It helps teachers take attendance, hand out assignments, give a quiz or test, grade work, proctor
exams, talk one-on-one with a student, and more. Class is headquartered in Washington, DC with staff around the world.
Schedule a demo at class.com and follow us on Instagram and Twitter at @WeAreClassTech

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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COLLEGE BOARD
Address

: Collegeboard India Global Alliance Llp
Level 2, Crescent Building,
Lado Sarai, Mehrauli,
New Delhi - 110057, Delhi
India

Website

: collegeboard.org

Company Description:
College Board is a 100-year-old, mission-driven, not-for-profit organization that connects students to college success and
opportunity. Each year, we help more than seven million students prepare for a successful transition to college through
programs including:
The SAT Suite of Assessments, an integrated system of tests including the SAT,PSAT/NMSQT, PSAT 10, and PSAT 8/9 that
measures what students are learning inclass and what they need to succeed in college and beyond.
Advanced Placement® (AP) gives students the chance to tackle college-level workwhile they're still in high school—whether
they're learning online or in the classroom.And through taking AP Exams, students can earn college credit and placement.
Today, the membership association is made up of over 6,000 of the world’s leading educational institutions and is dedicated to
promoting excellence and equity in education.
The India Global Higher Education Alliance (IGA) is a group of more than 50 innovative universities in India with a goal to expand
access to high-quality higher education to all Indian students and make it easier for them to apply to multiple Indian universities
at once with the SAT.
The College Board India Scholars Program presents an opportunity for eligible students from low-income backgrounds to earn
full-tuition scholarships.
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COURSERA FOR CAMPUS
Address

: Coursera India Private Limited
4th Floor, Sco No. 57,
Sector - 29,
Gurgaon - 122002, Haryana
India

Website

: coursera.org

Company Description:
Coursera partners with more than 200 leading universities and companies to bring flexible, affordable, job-relevant online
learning to individuals and organizations worldwide. We offer a range of learning opportunities—from hands-on projects and
courses to job-ready certificates and degree programs.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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.....................................................................................................................................................................
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CRETILE STEM SOLUTION : KIT + CURRICULUM + SCHOLARSHIP
Address

: MakerInMe Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
P47, 6th Main, LIC Colony,
Jeevan Bhimanagar,
Bangalore - 560075, Karnataka
India

Website

: cretile.com

Company Description:
MakerInMe Technologies offers an easy to adopt, comprehensive STEM Education Solution for K12 segment. The solution
includes a World-Class Cretile Kit + Structured Curriculum in LMS + Teacher Training Program.
World-class Cretiles Kit offers 45+ modular technology building blocks. It also offers visual coding environment for coding &
App development. It covers STEM topics such as electronics, robotics, automation, IoT & AI.
It comes with structured curriculum which has 24 well-structured sessions for grade 4 to grade 9. It offers comprehensive 5year curriculum. The curriculum is provided through a Learning Management System. Both teachers and students are provided
access to LMS. Video conferencing is also integrated as part of the LMS making it easy for online mode of delivery.
With this complete solution the education companies can conveniently setup STEM Labs in schools and deliver STEM
education program effectively.
Founders Parag Gulhane & Harish Rawlani each has 22 Years of rich industry experience. Over the period of Six years the
company has grown significantly strong and Cretile has reached to 2000+ schools & education NGOs globally. The
organization continues to focus on building world class products with vision to have significant impact on STEM education
across the globe.
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CREYA LEARNING
Address

: Creya Learning & Research Pvt. Ltd.
Plot No. 62, Road No. 78, Film Nagar,
Hyderabad - 500096, Telangana
India

Website

: creyalearning.com/stemlearning/

Company Description:
Creya Learning & Research (est. 2011) operates with a vision of equipping K12 students with skills relevant for success in the
21st century. It was the pioneer of integrative STEM Learning and Design Thinking programs and is now an established leader
with schools across India and UAE implementing its program. With an uninterrupted implementation for 10+ years in schools,
it has won the trust of educator leaders and inspiring 250,000+ students to become innovators.
Creya Program provides for a wide range of modules that include Engineering Design, Robotics, 3D Printing, and Internet of
things (IoT), Digital Media, Coding, Artificial Intelligence (AI), App Development and Python.
The unique pedagogical design of Creya with Bootcamps, Guided Projects, and Capstones that drive design thinking coupled
with 360 Degree Assessments of the skills ensure learning outcomes are delivered. The end-to-end implementation with Lab
setup, Lesson Plan Resources, and Training & Support ensures schools have a seamless implementation. Whether you are
looking for a Maker Space, STEM Lab or Design Studio, Creya is your one-stop destination with a proven program for students
from Grades 1 - 10. To know more, do visit:
www.facebook.com/creyalearning | www.youtube.com/creyalearning
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CRICKET PANG
Address

: YNC
46, Dallaenae-Ro,
Sujeong-Gu, Seongnam-Si 13449
South Korea

Website

: ynchq.com

Company Description:
You Need Character Co., Ltd. is a global animation production company based in South Korea. The fundamental business
strategy is One Source Multi-Use by applying our own brand IP ‘Cricket Pang’ characters; We operate animation production,
educational mobile application, publication of Cricket Pang storybook series, spatial projects (indoor playground with cricket
simulator game), mobile games, etc. As part of the business expansion, the Indian local corporation You Need Contents Private
Limited has been established on 1 December 2021 in Bengaluru. The main purpose of the establishment is to build the brand as
an Edutech company with its own global IP. National cricketer Ajinkya Rahane being the brand ambassador, promotional
activities such as advertising videos are planned as one of the main marketing tools.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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D2L ASIA
Address

: 3 Phillip Street,
#10 - 02 Royal Group Building,
Singapore - 048693

Website

: d2l.com/en-apac

Company Description:
About D2L
D2L is a global learning innovation company helping organizations and institutions reshape the future of education and work.
We're leading the way into the era of personalized learning, driven by the belief that everyone deserves access to high-quality
education, regardless of their age, ability, or location. Our powerful technology works at every stage of learning, from the
earliest days of school through every stage of work. Our 1,000 global employees are dedicated to making the best learning
products to leave the world better than where they found it. Learn more about D2L for higher education, schools and
businesses at D2L.com.
About D2L Brightspace
Our leading learning innovation platform, D2L Brightspace is a cloud-based learning management system (LMS), that makes
online and blended learning easy, flexible and smart. A quantum leap beyond the traditional LMS, the Brightspace platform
supports the creation of engaging courses, is fully mobile responsive facilitating the use across various mobile devices for all
users and is built with accessibility in mind for all learners. It makes it easy to support exceptional student experiences in the
classroom or fully online. Our technology can integrate seamlessly into learning ecosystems. D2L Brightspace is where
learning happens.
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D3 EDUCATION
Address

: 79, Kaloori Nagar,
4th Cross, Peelamedu,
Coimbatore - 641004, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: d3education.com

Company Description:
D3 Education aims to transform education to a whole new level by the concept of touch based learning and providing the power
of manufacturing to Kids at a very Small age, encouraging them towards entrepreneurship.
3D KIDS is the first in INDIA to introduce 3D Printing Technology as a curriculum based learning system for school children from
GRADE 3 to GRADE 9.
We train Children in 3D Designing and applied 3D Printing Technology, which enhances their creativity and help them to
approach other subject in a more practical manner. A wonderful ecosystem is created in your school by syllabus integration.
Providing teaching AIDS and forming a 3D CLUB. We Strive in making our Next generation to be ready for the Changes.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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DAC'S INC
Address

: #40, Jaya Sai Towers, 1st & 2nd Floor, Sajjan Rao Road,
Parvathipuram, V.V. Puram,
Bengaluru - 560004, Karnataka
India

Website

: dacsincstore.in

Company Description:
Dac’s Inc came into existence in the year 2006 with the concept of uniform apparels and shoe distributor in the country. Since then, our
company is serving various industries including educational institutions, corporates, hospitality and many more.
In the past 16 years, we have grown so far to have independent departments to look after each of the industries.
In concern of the shoes, we are a Zonal Distributor of Puma School Shoes, Liberty School Shoes and ID School Shoes in South India.
Some of the prestigious institutions where we distribute School Shoes are Presidency Groups Of Institutions, DPS, St. Joseph's
School, SBOA Global School, JGI, The East-West School, and many more.
We not only supply school shoes but produce and supply a wide range of School Uniform collections. Our product line has all the
essentials that a school needs to give uniformity to its disciples. We have "Top and Bottom Wear", "Shoes and Socks", Bags and other
accessories. Here again, a few more prestigious institutions where we distribute School Uniforms and accessories are BIGI
(Bangalore International Group of Institution), The Narayana Group, Innisfree House School, Cambridge School, Shantiniketan, Insight
Academy, Vidyashilp Academy and so on.
Each pair of uniform we design and craft are unique in themselves. To produce such an exceptional uniform wears the resources are
sourced from the trusted vendors of the country. Here are a few of our fabric partners: Mafatlal, Raymond, QMax World, Roger LaViale
and so on.
We have a successful track record of delivering shoes and uniform to renowned educational institutes in this span of 16 years. We are
not only successfully operating our business in the country but we are expanding our business to other Asian countries.
Well, you will be another gem on our crown if you allow us to serve you with your requirement.
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DADB - GERMAN ACADEMY OF DIGITAL EDUCATION
Address

: German Academy of Digital Education GmbH
Nuthedamm 9,
Ludwigsfelde, Brandenburg - 14974
Germany

Website

: dadb.com

Company Description:
DADB – German Academy of Digital Education produces innovative online courses for science and engineering subjects. Our
higher education format “Made in Germany” is aimed at universities in the emerging economies of the global south.
We create high-quality video formats using modern media techniques that vividly illuminate and help convey the complexity of
the lectures given by professors in Germany. In close cooperation with our content providers, we are creating a unique
educational experience that is available nowhere else on the international education market.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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DIDACTA
Address

: Rheinstr. 94,
64295 Darmstadt,
Germany

Website

: didacta.de

Company Description:
Didacta is the trade association of the German education industry. Didacta has more than 245 members supplying state-of-the
art products and solutions to German and international markets. They include manufacturers and distributors of teaching and
learning aids, furniture, laboratory equipment and technology as well as publishers, service providers and other organizations.
Didacta acts as intermediary between its members, their clients and policy makers, liaising to enhance the business of its
members and to influence the national education policy. Didacta is the main conceptual partner of the trade fair “didacta – the
Education Fair”, the world’s largest specialized fair on education which attracts more than 90,000 visitors every year.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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DIVERSEY INDIA HYGIENE PVT. LTD.
Address

: 501, 5th Floor, Ackruti Centre Point,
MIDC Central Road, Andheri (E),
Mumbai - 400093, Maharashtra
India

Website

: diversey.in/en

Company Description:
Diversey’s mission is to protect and care for people through leading hygiene, infection prevention, and cleaning solutions. We
develop and deliver innovative products, services, and technologies that save lives and protect our environment. Over the
course of 95 years, the Diversey brand has become synonymous with product quality, service, and innovation.
Our fully-integrated suite of solutions combines patented chemicals, dosing and dispensing equipment, cleaning machines,
services, and digital analysis. We are a trusted partner; serving more than 85,000 customers in over 80 countries with a
network of approximately 8,600 employees globally.
For more information, visit www.diversey.com or follow us on social media.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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DIVERSITY WEBINARS / BAMIK GmbH
Address

: Hagenauer Str. 12,
Berlin - 10435
Germany

Website

: diversity-webinars.com

Company Description:
Diversity Webinars is the digital learning platform for everything related to diversity, equity and inclusion in the workplace, as
well as intercultural communication. Learners can choose from an ever-growing portfolio of content and set their own learning
focus or access pre-designed courses ranging from a few hours to several days.
Employers or educational institutions will find attractive conditions for large groups of participants. These include a convenient
learning management system and the option of developing customized courses for their own organization.
Diversity Webinars also offers live training sessions on all topics, either online or in person. For this, we draw on our
international pool of certified trainers providing training and consulting in many other languages.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSOCIATION
Address

: Office No. 4107, 2nd Floor, Rustomjee Ease Zone,
Sundar Nagar, Malad (W),
Mumbai - 40006, Maharashtra
India

Website

: eca-aper.org

Company Description:
The Early Childhood Association (ECA) and Association for Primary Education and Research (APER) were formed with the goalLet Childhood Be the Right of Every Child, Everywhere.
A non-profit Association, ECA-APER aims to help professionals, teachers, people who deal with children through their work in
balwadis, day care centres, rural crèches, teacher training colleges and entrepreneurial network (basically anyone who
contributes directly or indirectly into the caring of a child) and be able to provide them with resources of every sort. This could
range from extensive research, information, latest research, training and ideas and perhaps solutions and counselling.
ECA has its member base of more than 38,000 members including preschools, teachers, educators, institutes, NGOs, and
corporates. Please visit us for more details on www.eca-aper.org
Our work is spearheaded in 42 territories in India, each under a territory head and committee and led by our President – Dr.
Swati Popat Vats, the ECA-APER Core Committee includes prominent educationalists such as Dr. Swaroop Sampat Rawal, Dr.
Reeta Sonawat, Ms. Asha Varma, Dr. Kamini Rege, Ms. Rekha Shahani and Ms. Bela Kotwani – and collectively together bring
with our Vice Presidents bring 200 plus years of experience in Early Childhood Education
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EBACO SPORTS INFRASTRUCTURE
Address

: Ebaco India Pvt. Ltd.
3581, SIRI Complex, 3rd Floor, 4th Cross Rd,
HAL 2nd Stage, Doopanahalli, Domlur, Indiranagar,
Bangalore - 560008, Karnataka
India

Website

: ebaco.co.in

Company Description:
Ebaco was established in Germany in 1973 and has become an important company in value added flooring solutions in different
parts of the world. In India, Ebaco is focused primarily on sports infrastructure solutions. We are a company defined by three
things

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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EDIBON
Address

: Edibon International, S.A
Calle Julio Cervera 10-12-14,
Parque Technologico De Mostoles,
Mosteles, Madrid - 2893
Spain

Website

: edibon.com

Company Description:
EDIBON is a worldwide benchmark company, with 40 years of experience in Teaching Equipment for Engineering and Technical
Education.
Our strategy based on continuous Research and Development (R&D) allows us to have nowadays more than 4,000 products
developed and designed by us, manufactured with the most advanced technology and complying with international quality
standards.
Thanks to our human resources and their knowledge, we can offer a personalized and comprehensive service that covers the
design, manufacture, installation, maintenance and advice of all our products, thus offering a guarantee of success and full
satisfaction of our customers.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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EDTECH POLAND FOUNDATION
Address

: Hoza,
86 / 410, Warszawa,
MAZOWIECKIE 00-682
Poland

Website

: edtechpoland.pl/en/

Company Description:
The concept of the foundation emerged during meetings of representatives of Polish companies during EdTech events abroad.
From the initial, informal cooperation and friendly advice, we decided to create an official representation of the industry. As the
agents responsible for initiating the foundation, we have a strong belief that the outcome of the partnership will be fruitful.
The EdTech Poland Foundation was established in an agreement with educational experts and Polish innovative companies
from the educational technology sector. The Foundation focuses on promoting the technological development of education in
order to adapt teaching methods to the changing world. The events organized by the Foundation aim to bring together different
worlds: education, public institutions, innovative business, and science. Its mission is to raise the skills of the teaching staff
and to seed a passion for science and technology in students.
The Foundation represents the edtech industry abroad and assists in the international expansion of Polish educational startups. The Foundation is a partner of organizations like the International Society for Technology in Education, European Schoolnet
and European Edtech Alliance, and India Didactic Association.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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EDUCATION DESIGN INTERNATIONAL
Address

: 590, 12th Main,
Indiranagar,
Bangalore - 560038, Karnataka
India

Website

: educationdesign.in

Company Description:
Education Design International (EDI) is a global team of architects and educators dedicated to planning and designing school
facilities for today and tomorrow with one primary goal in mind — to improve learning.
EDI is recognized internationally as the leader for innovative educational facilities planning and design. EDI has provided
consulting services to local, regional and national governments, school districts and other educational clients in 54 countries
on 6 continents. Principals of the firm have published dozens of important pieces in architectural and educational journals;
written best-selling books, including Blueprint for Tomorrow, published by Harvard Education Press; and won several major
industry awards for excellence, including the topmost honor for school design worldwide – James D MacConnell Award.
EDI’s design philosophy focuses on developing a symbiotic relationship between the ecology that surrounds a school and the
enhancements to the landscape and built structures necessary for learning. Every element of the landscape and built structure
is an opportunity for learning.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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EDUCATION FINLAND
Address

: Hakaniemenranta 6,
P.O. Box 380,
Helsinki, Uusimaa - 00530
Finland

Website

: educationfinland.fi

Company Description:
Education Finland is a governmental cluster programme supporting the best Finnish educational providers in their growth on
international markets. The programme is coordinated by the Finnish National Agency for Education and funded by the Ministry
of Education and Culture. To become a member, companies must meet strict membership criteria and commit to a code of
conduct putting the benefit of the client in the centre. The selected members are given the opportunity to use a label of official
membership.
The members represent educational institutes at all levels of education and private companies. Our members' expertise covers
educational and learning products – technologies, programs, applications, digital learning suites and software, educational
content and materials – to services such as teacher training, pedagogical and vocational programs, as well as multi-functional
solutions in the physical and digital learning environments.
The programme is a hub of Finnish expertise and solutions that can help your organisation and your target groups succeed.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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EDUCLUSTER FINLAND LTD
Address

: Lutakonaukio 7,
Jyväskylä, Keski-Suomi 40100
Finland

Website

: educlusterfinland.fi

Company Description:
EduCluster Finland (ECF), University of Jyväskylä Group shares Finnish education experience and know-how through dynamic
partnerships across the globe.
All over the world, people are talking about the ‘the Finnish phenomenon'. People ask how Finland can consistently top
international academic rankings while placing a profound focus on mental and physical well-being.
The resounding success of Finnish education is evidenced by international rankings and benchmarking. Since the first PISA
test was performed in 2000, Finland has maintained its top place in reading and science. The ECF approach takes this concept,
reinventing it for contexts worldwide.
ECF has been involved in 250+ international projects over the past twelve years. Under the auspices of the University of
Jyväskylä, it utilises know-how from a pool of over 5000 experts specializing in multi-disciplinary features of education.
EduCluster Finland specializes in three main areas of focus, establishing Finnish International schools overseas, delivering
teacher training and professional development to international institutions, and supporting and delivering innovative
approaches to vocational education.
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EDUTECH
Address

: Edutech India Private Limited
Crystal Lawn No. 20,
1st Street, Haddows Road,
Chennai - 600006, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: edutechindia.com

Company Description:
For three decades, Envisioning the role of technology in transforming education, Edutech serves educational institutions with
Digital & HANDS-ON technology based learning solutions across online & offline classrooms, libraries, innovation centers,
STEM labs, science and engineering labs across educational campuses, government and private organizations.
Since 1991, Edutech is a leading provider of World Class educational equipments, digital learning solutions and services for
academic institutions, corporates & government initiatives. Products and services include Elearning, smart classrooms, library
automation, Hands on STEM & Tinkering Labs, Science labs, Engineering labs and emerging technology solutions.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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EDUTEN
Address

: 6 Vuuhtikuja,
Turku, Western Finland - 20900
Finland

Website

: eduten.com

Company Description:
Eduten is a gamified Math learning platform that brings a scientifically proven improvement to learning results, student
motivation and teacher happiness.
It is an AI-based, gamified “digital exercise book”, assessment and learning analytics platform from preschool to K12. Eduten’s
vast content library has been designed and tested alongside Finnish teachers. Its adaptive AI engine helps teachers to
differentiate content to each individual student.
The UNESCO and UNICEF awarded platform is used by teachers in Finland, and in 50+ countries worldwide.
Key Features:
• Combines Finnish pedagogy, gamification and AI with positive screen time and automation
• A pedagogical math exercise library with hundreds of ready-made tasks for each week. Aligned with all curriculums
• Scientifically proven improvement to learning results, teacher wellbeing and math anxiety.
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EDUVANCE
Address

: 110 Shivshakti Industrial Estates,
Lal Bahadur Shastri Rd, Opp. Damodar Park,
Ghatkopar West,
Mumbai - 400086, Maharashtra
India

Website

: eduvance.in

Company Description:
Eduvance is a technology-driven company whose vision is to be a market leader in skill development and training for state-ofthe-art technologies that are at par with industry standards. Our main focus areas are Embedded Systems, the Internet of
Things, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, Drone Aviation and Design &
Entrepreneurship.
Eduvance main aim is to create a platform for teaching students about all these technologies in the most interactive way
possible, giving the students hands-on experience of all these technologies while at the same time guiding them to use it to
solve tomorrow’s problems.
Eduvance has developed its one-of-a-kind Drone simulator to teach students about Drone construction as well as the science
behind drone flight. Eduvance has developed a platform called EnablAR to teach students about AR-VR technologies and Game
development using block coding.
Eduvance has developed its own software called EduvanceAITool to teach students about the fundamental building blocks of
Machine Learning and AI without any coding.
Eduvance has trained over 15000 students in 80+ schools and colleges all over India. It has Lab setups at over 50 locations all
over India for all the above mentioned technologies. Eduvance has industry-certified trainers to provide basic as well as
advanced training to students and faculties in all the above-mentioned technologies.
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ELMO
Address

: ELMO Company Pvt. Ltd.
Khurana Compound, I.B. Patel Road,
Op. Bank of India, Goregaon East,
Mumbai - 400063, Maharashtra
India

Website

: elmosea.com

Company Description:
Solutions that Connect Minds
For 100 years, ELMO has been a pioneer and a leader in visual technology solutions that will continue to create effective
presentation environments for years to come. Since 1921, ELMO has prided itself on providing the greatest quality, innovation,
and service possible. ELMO develops award-winning products that set the standard for today's classroom technology
solutions, and our technologies are used in schools and business settings all over the world.
From our globally acclaimed document cameras to our collaboration devices and audio systems, every product in the ELMO
line is expertly designed with our years of research and experience. Thank you for continuing to trust ELMO for all your
classroom technology needs.
ELMO Solutions empower customers to choose how they want to engage. Hybrid & remote lessons and presentations are a
breeze with ELMO.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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ENTERPRISE SINGAPORE
Address

: 216 / 217, Plot No. C - 70, Block 'G', The Capital,
Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East)
Mumbai - 400051, Maharashtra
India

Website

: enterprisesg.gov.sg

Company Description:
Enterprise Singapore is a Singapore government agency, championing enterprise development. We work with committed
companies to build capabilities, innovate and internationalise. We also support the growth of Singapore as a hub for global
trading and startups support Singapore companies internationalisation efforts.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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EXTRAAEDGE
Address

: Extraaedge Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Kings Square 301, A - Wing,
3, Pallod Farms, Baner,
Pune - 411045, Maharashtra
India

Website

: extraaedge.com

Company Description:
Started in 2015, by Co-founders Abhishek Ballabh & Sushil Mundada, ExtraaEdge is a VC-backed product-based SaaS startup,
set out to bring innovation into the world of admissions. ExtraaEdge leverages the power of its admissions and marketing
automation CRM Software to help the education industry increase, manage & predict their admissions.
Suite of products:
Web & Mobile Education CRM: To manage and streamline admissions activities to increase conversions.
Marketing Automation: To engage prospects, convert more enquiries, and run complete admission marketing campaigns at
scale.
Application Management System: To go paperless and mobile, to increase applications and manage large number of form
applications.
Chatbot & Live Chat: To never miss out on enquiries, respond faster & be available 24*7 to address prospect queries.
WhatsApp API & Bot: To utilize whatsApp for marketing campaigns and make prospect communication more personalized.
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FABDIZ
Address

: 218, 9th Main,
HRBR Layout, Kalyan Nagar,
Bengaluru - 560043, Karanataka
India

Website

: fabdiz.com

Company Description:
Complete Turnkey Project Management Solution
FABDIZ has been working with global architectural firms on creating world class educational spaces. Fabdiz based in
Bangalore & Kolkata, is a business group of enthusiastic youngsters.
We have been creating functional, beautiful and innovative interiors of our clients since 2009.
Fabdiz is one of the leading occupancy services company in India, providing interior design, turnkey interiors, civil and interior
services, MEP Services and General Contracting Services.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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FESTO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Address

: 237 B, Hosur Road,
Bommasandra Industrial Area,
Bengaluru - 560099, Karnataka
India

Website

: festo.com

Company Description:
We are the world’s leading provider of technical education. As a global partner for educational institutes, governments, public
institutions and companies, we design and establish training centres and laboratories, as well as learning systems and training
programmes. We systematically prepare skilled professionals for working in dynamic and complex environments.
We offer you state-of-the-art training equipment and teaching materials. Benefit from learning systems with industrial
technology from Festo, which are ideally suited for basic and further training in technical professions. Our comprehensive
training solutions range from individual learning systems to complete workstations, training packages and training factories to
software, e-learning and teachware. Designed for a wide range of technology topics, our solutions cover your specific training
needs and help you to convey complex issues in an understandable and practical way.
All of our learning solutions have one thing in common: the aim of practical competence. We are not seeking to teach pure
knowledge – we want to equip students to make targeted use of the skills they have acquired in practice. That is why we
always combine theory modules with practical training in our training systems. Modern digital learning solutions help you to
link both aspects together effectively.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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FILEWAVE
Address

: 134 Jurong Gateway Road #04-309P,
Singapore - 600134

Website

: filewave.com

Company Description:
For nearly 30 years, we’ve helped organizations streamline their unified endpoint management and mobile device management
practices by using our FileWave software to simplify, automate, and future-proof their endpoint environments.
Our commitment to smart solutions, empowering professionals, and overall excellence shapes the future of our industry to
deliver superior organizational results daily. As the global leader in multi-platform device management, we deliver the
analytics, functionality; expertise, resource, and community organizations depend on to safely manage their digital
transformations.
We know what works and how organizations can improve their device management practices to transform technology
environments into key assets that drive efficiency, productivity, and positive outcomes across industries.
Our FileWave software helps businesses of all sizes, educational institutions, government offices, and other organizations
across the globe easily manage their end users’ devices, enabling them to maintain and secure their endpoint IT assets

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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FORMCASE INTERNATIONAL
Address

: Formcase GmbH
The Citadel Tower, 2301,
Business Bay, Dubai
United Arab Emirates

Website

: formcase-international.com

Company Description:
Our aim is to provide not only a case but also our brand philosophy. Founded in January 2015, Formcase is a worldwidepartner
for innovative digital solutions in the education sector and specialized in producing customized individual solutions for every
customer. It is not the question what we can do, the question is what you need to be done. This is Formcase, this is
#Strong.In.Any.Way.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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FOTONVR
Address

: Kachhua Solutions Private Limited
Third Floor, Part 2,
K Shyam Avenue,
Patan - 384265, Gujarat
India

Website

: fotonvr.com

Company Description:
FotonVR is a company that provides science learning kits using the power of Virtual and Augmented Reality for school
education and training. Team fotonVR is crazy about the use of VR/AR in education and training. We create 360-degree content
according to the syllabus of 21 countries including the US, UK, Australia, India, and Finland. We have introduced a complete
solution to use VR technology in school, in which the teacher takes students on a virtual tour, describing a science object, the
practical concept in a VR classroom. We take responsibility to set up VR classrooms, train the teacher, and update the content
regularly.

Notes:
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GALLANT SPORTS AND INFRA PVT. LTD.
Address

: Unit No 424, Eros City Square, Sector 49,
Gurgaon - 122018, Haryana
India

Website

: gallantsports.in

Company Description:
We are India's largest sports facilities developers with professional play areas developed for more than 500 institutions, both
for indoor and outdoor sports. We build sports facilities that are meant to last a decade or so, with little maintenance and
playing experience as per national/international norms.

Notes:
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GERMAN PAVILION - FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND CLIMATE ACTION (BMWK)
Address

: Villemombler Strasse 76,
Bonn, Nordrhein-Westfalen - 53123
Germany

Website

: bmwk.de

Company Description:
German Pavilion Hall 1 Booth A5/A6 didac-india.german-pavilion.com
1) Presented by : Federal Ministry for Economic Affairs and Climate Action
Internet: auma.de
2) In Cooperation with : AUMA_Association of the German Trade Fair Industry
Internet: auma-messen.de
3) Supported by : Didacta International- Association of the German Education Industry Didacta Verband e. V. didacta.de
4) Organized by : DEGA Expoteam GmBH & Co. Ausstellungs KG dega-expoteam.de
Germany participates with a “German Pavilion” offering a professional brokerage service to help to establish contacts with German
companies and comprehensive information on Germany as an important business location.
Participating companies within the German Pavilion:
• bbw gGmbH, Hof, Germany

•

BAMIK GmbH, Berlin, Germany

• Bosch Rexroth India Private Limited, Ahmedabad, India

•

campusLan Software GmbH, Ebersberg, Germany

• Dr.-Ing. Paul Christiani GmbH & Co. KG, Konstanz, Germany

•

Festo Didactic SE, Denkendorf, Germany

• Festo India Private Limited, Bangalore, India

•

Formcase GmbH, Nattheim, Germany

• German Academy of Digital Education GmbH, Ludwigsfelde, Germany
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GLOBAL EDUCATION SOLUTIONS
Address

: C - 026, Vijaya Hills,
A.C. Guards,
Hyderabad - 500004, Telangana
India

Website

: globaleducationsolutions.org

Company Description:
Global Education Solutions Pty Ltd (GES) is a purpose driven consulting and ed-tech business specialising in bilateral
institutional partnership development andoperationalising MoUs, demand creation, brand positioning, market entry research
as well as integrated technology enabled solutions for wellbeing, transferable skills, career planning and international student
engagement.
GES technology is easily configurable to suit unique needs of various demographics, education systems, at affordable price
points. Its proprietary solution, mykensho, is a comprehensive evidence-based career education platform which motivates
young people to explore, understand, decide, plan and manage their study, life and career journey in a world of constant change
and intense competition. This self-directed learning framework is augmented by a structured curriculum and innovative
pedagogy, which is mapped to international, national and state boards and suitable for students, parents and teachers in
Grades 6-12. The platform is scalable with measurable outcomes and can be seamlessly integrated into existing timetables.

Notes:
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.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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GLOBAL SOLUTION MAKERS
Address

: #12, Hongirana, Opp KLE Tech University,
Hubli - 580031, Karnataka
India

Website

: gsm.net.in

Company Description:
Its been successful 3 years our EDTECH products able to get good response from schools, colleges and universities.
Our Products :
EDIT - School APP :
Free Android - web application for education institutions, to connect teachers, students and parents. Featured with admission,
academic - attendance - homework - exams - results, Finance, Inventory, transport modules.
SmartLearn - e learning portal :
Its white labeled application for institutes to launch their won web - mobile app. Featured with course creation, syllabus,
chapters - docs - video, online assessments - results, mock tests.
Digital Evaluation System for Universities:
Its complete end to end automation for university's Exam section, Featured with Pre - exam, post exam activities, modules like
exam apply - fees collection - reports, Answer Booklets Inventory, Answer Booklets Scanning - digitisation, digital on screen
evaluation system, Internal Marks, result processing.
Track ALL for corporates:
Its AI driven employee task tracking & payroll system. Featured with GPS attendance, Task allocation & reporting, cloud payroll
generation modules.
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GLOBAL VICTORIA
Address

: Level 1 Pride Elite, 10 Museum Road,
Bengaluru - 560 001, Karnataka
India

Website

: global.vic.gov.au

Company Description:
Global Victoria is the trade facilitation and investment promotion agency of the State Government of Victoria, Australia. With its
headquarters in Melbourne, the agency supports Victorian businesses to go global by supporting the state’s world-class
manufacturing and service sectors. Through a network of 24 international offices that assist Victorian exporters and also
companies from these markets to access premium Victorian products and services. We connect Victoria to the world and the
world to Victoria.
Victoria is Australia’s leading education hub and home to a vibrant Edtech industry, Australia’s largest. Melbourne has been
recognised as Australia's best student city and the 5th best globally in the QS Best Student Cities Ranking for 2023.
The South Asian region is serviced by two offices in Bengaluru and Mumbai.

Notes:
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.....................................................................................................................................................................
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GODREJ INTERIO
Address

: Plant 13A, 2nd Floor, Vikhroli East,
Mumbai - 400083, Maharashtra
India

Website

: godrejinterio.com

Company Description:
Godrej Interio is India’s premium furniture brand in both home and institutional segments with a strong commitment to
sustainability and centers of excellence in design, manufacturing, and retail.
Led by the largest in-house design team in the country in the furniture category and awarded with 34 India Design Mark Awards
till date, Godrej Interio aims to transform spaces with its thoughtfully designed furniture to create brighter homes and offices
with products that have the highest design quotient in aesthetics, functionality, and technology. With consistent pursuit of
excellence and a special focus on health and ergonomics, Godrej Interio’s product portfolio comprises a massive range in the
home, office, and other specialized applications.
Godrej Interio’s commitment to the environment has resulted in manufacturing products with lesser carbon footprint. Godrej
Interio has the widest range of green choices for our customers which not only includes products but also services such as
green interiors and recycling.
Currently present in over 430 cities with 52 company owned stores and over 800 dealers, Godrej Interio is one of the largest
divisions of Godrej and Boyce Mfg. Co. Ltd.
The brand boasts of noteworthy awards received so far- CII Exim Bank Award for Business Excellence, Superbrands, Asia’s
most admired brand, Reader’s Digest Most Trusted Brand, and India’s More Trusted & Desired Brand.
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GROK LEARNING PVT. LTD.
Address

: Level 3, A Wing, Amba Bhavan,
Plot No. 29, Sion Circle, Sion (East),
Mumbai - 400 022, Maharashtra
India

Website

: grokstem.com

Company Description:
Grok Learning Pvt Ltd. was established in 2019. It is founded by entrepreneurs who have successfully launched many innovative
technology companies in Silicon Valley, USA and India. These founders with successful track record of launching global companies in
the area of Computer Networks, IoT, Manufacturing Automation software, Real Estate tech using Big Data & AI technology, AR &VR,
Data Analytics for Retail using AI, Online Music Platform have also pioneered many technology concepts in last two decades.
Grok Learning Pvt. Ltd. is in operation since last 4 years and is supporting many schools and colleges across India to transform
theoretical education into Application-based education.
We have seen in last one decade in the world of Knowledge economy that every leading company is driven by technology innovation.
Technology innovation is transforming every industry such as real estate, health care, automobile, finance, agriculture, manufacturing
at an accelerated pace. This change is demanding new skill requirements from the next generation to succeed in this new world.
As the skill demand is changing, our education has not changed much and there is a huge gap between academic world and real
industry. We need to bridge this gap so students from next generation can get better opportunities in this technology-driven world. We
need to move from theoretical learning to Applied Learning and technology has to be integral part of the process.
Grok Learning has created very powerful AI-driven platform which can empower both teachers and students to apply academic
concepts using latest technologies like IOT, Robotics, 3D printing, Data Science & AI to solve real world problems. Through unique
integrated approach of Academics and Technology, students can become problem solvers, innovators and job creators.
Our mission is to empower millions of students from next generation to be innovators.
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GYMI EDUCATION
Address

: Virvatulenkuja 2,
Helsinki, FIN 00580
Finland

Website

: gymieducation.com

Company Description:
Gymi Education provides you with physical learning environments and activating furniture as well as teacher training,
curriculums and content. We want children to be happy, healthy and able to focus in school. That is why we bring balance and
motor skill acquisition and well-being into the classroom.
Research shows that balance skill training promotes cognitive learning. The Gymi Education Program is built and designed on
this knowledge and on the knowledge of the child's overall development. We give educators important tools to implement
natural movement and exercise into the school day. By using these tools we promote children's health, well-being and ability to
focus and learn.
Our furniture won the "Best Product to Promote Health, Fitness and Sports in the Classroom" in GESS Dubai 2020.

Notes:
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HEWLETT PACKARD INDIA
Address

: Tower D & E 2nd Floor,
DLF Phase III,
Gurugram - 122002, Haryana
India

Website

: hp.com/in

Company Description:
HP is a technology company born of the belief that companies should do more than just make a profit. They should make the
world a better place. HP technology – a product, service & Solutions portfolio of personal systems, printers, 3D printing
solutions & various industry solutions and services – was created to inspire this meaningful progress.
HP in education is committed to enable better learning outcomes for over 100 million Users leveraging HP RTCi (Reinvent the
Classroom International) an Outcome-based Education Transformation Framework that will fast-track journey toward an
effective and modern teaching and learning system.
HP has introduced education solutions like: 1) HP Literacy Attainment coach-An AI enabled literacy assessment tool
2) HP Classeasy- AI enabled gamified learning Management System.

Notes:
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.....................................................................................................................................................................
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HEX
Address

: 4 Brunswick Place,
Fitzroy VIC 3065

Website

: startwithhex.com

Company Description:
HEX is an Australian-based, multi-award-winning EdTech company delivering innovation and entrepreneurship programs to
the next generation of talent. Founded in 2017 as a study abroad company before evolving to serve a global market through
EdTech, HEX programs are university-accredited and internationally recognised, and have amassed a community of more than
8000 learners. Its programs such as HEX Ed (co-designed with Atlassian) and their ‘Innovation Gap Year’ model support the
company’s mission to build a new generation of global founders, leaders and talent to close the future skills gap shortage.

Notes:
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HIGH SCHOOL MOMS
Address

: 7004, Basement, Sector 43, DLF Phase 4,
Gurgaon - 122002, Haryana
India

Website

: highschoolmoms.com

Company Description:
High School Moms is Asia's leading parent community which empowers parents to guide their children in choosing a
rewarding and fulfilling career. Through open ideas, storytelling, and meaningful connection, the HSM revolution comes to life.
High School Moms promotes learning from each other, informing, engaging, and inspiring parents and children for a better
future. Presently we are a community with a reach to over 12 million parents and students, 5000+ educators, school
counsellors, school principals, and 300+ universities.

Notes:
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HURON UNIVERSITY, CANADA
Address

: 1349 Western Road,
London, Ontario N6G 1H3
Canada

Website

: huronatwestern.ca

Company Description:
Established in 1863, Huron is the founding institution of Western University, one of Canada's Top 8 research focussed
universities. We are located in city of London, about 2 hours driving distance from Toronto. Huron provides a university
experience that is completely unique to post-secondary institutions in Canada; an undergraduate education that combines
liberal arts with business, while prioritising ethical leadership & community engagement as much as academic achievement
and career success. Professors provide students with one-on-one mentorship through intentionally small classes and a 11:1
student to faculty ratio, with 30% of students being international. As well, all our programs include advanced research
opportunities, experiential learning, guaranteed paid internships, volunteer and international exchange programs that are
available to each and every Huron student. We offer some very generous scholarships to students. The majority of Huron
alumni hold leadership roles, including those in Canada and the world’s most distinguished organizations in business, law,
government, technology and more. We are the only university in Ontario to have partnership with Harvard Business School, as
we inspire our students to become 'Leaders with Heart’.

Notes:
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HYUNDAI IT
Address

: A - 131/2, Block - A,
Wazirpur Industrial Area,
Delhi - 110052
India

Website

: hyundaiit.com

Company Description:
Hyundai IT has accumulated the technology knowhow for more than 30 years in the Digital Signage industry. Hyundai IT is
manufacturing and supplying the display monitors to the major ministries in U.S. In the field of digital signage, Hyundai IT has
extended its market share and competitiveness by introducing innovative technologies in the Indoor and outdoor display.
Continual improvement and the “go beyond” mindset are important parts of our corporate culture. We spend a lot of time
recruiting and training the right people and collecting the best practices and ideas in order to develop products that can be
differentiated from others, primordially to survive in this ever-changing environment.
HYUNDAI IT has been an international leading manufacturer of innovative display solutions since the mid-1990s. Beside
enhanced public display information/ digital signage displays for in and outdoor, HYUNDAI IT offers professional interactive
displays along with software for training and education market. HYUNDAI IT’s research, development and production facilities
supply consistently cutting-edge, high-quality and design-oriented products that represent outstanding value for money.
Notes:
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.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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IAMNEO
Address

: Pineaxe Technologies
1205 / A, 3rd Floor, SPA SRR Towers,
Avinashi Road, P. N. Palayam,
Coimbatore - 641037, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: iamneo.ai

Company Description:
iamneo is a developer upskill platform enabling a collaborative learning process through pods that solves job suitability
through deep analytics for universities and companies at scale.
We are a 5 year old, bootstrapped Edtech startup solving IT Upskilling and assessment challenges at scale for Training
companies, Bootcamp companies, Universities and, Corporates.
Corporate: 35+ Leading IT Services with more than 10000+ employee Enterprises like Capgemini, Virtusa, L&T Infotech,
Hexaware use our platform as their L&D and campus recruitment solutions.
University: 100+ top Private Engineering Universities like PSG Tech, VIT, SRM, BITS Pilani across India are our customers.
Have impacted 5,00,000+ graduates entering into the IT and Software Industry
Our awards and recognitions
The only enterprise learning company in the Elite 200 EdTech
Startup list released in 2022 by ASU+GSV Summit, USA.- https://www.asugsvsummit.com/gsv-cup-elite-200
Received The Startup academy’s Rising Star Startup award from
Hon’ble Finance Minister Smt. Nirmala Sitharaman
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ICT 360
Address

: Ark Info Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
18th Floor, Lotus Nilkamal Business Park,
New Link Road, Opp. Fun Republic Cinema, Andheri (W),
Mumbai - 400053, Maharashtra
India

Website

: ict360.com

Company Description:
ICT 360| New Age Technology Curriculum for your School, Teachers & Students.
An initiative by MindBox, ICT 360 is a One Stop Solution for all ICT requirements of a school that helps develops Technology and
21st Century Skills in Teachers & Students and prepares them to be industry- and career-ready.
With the aim to empower schools with NEP aligned & STEM accredited ICT curriculum – this unique platform takes ICT from
Static to Dynamic Curriculum, by seamlessly combining the subject knowledge of ICT with the development of 21st Century
Skills using advanced FutureX technologies, Computational & Design Thinking approaches and Project | Design Based
pedagogy.
To develop students' & teachers' skills in a fun, easy & engaging way – ICT 360 provides Teacher Development training with
Project PPTs, Lesson Plans, Assignments, Learning Resources, Technical Support, Assessments, Reports, and LMS for
students and teachers for synchronous & asynchronous learning.
At ICT 360, we use Experiential & Project-based Learning Methodology and provide advanced tech curriculum and Certification
for schools – grades 1-10 – for AI, AR, VR, Coding, Media Design, App Design, Game Design, Web Design, 3D Printing,
Robotics, IoT, Cloud Computing and all futuristic technologies to enable students to become Innovators, Collaborators and
Problem-Solvers.
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IMAGIMAKE
Address

: Imagimake Play Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
202, B - Wing, Business Square,
Andheri Kurla Road, Andheri (East),
Mumbai - 400093, Maharashtra
India

Website

: imagimake.com

Company Description:
We at Imagimake develop toys and games that help children discover their passion! We have products ranging from learning &
education to creative development kits. Our products have won 10+ national & international awards and are consistently
ranked among the bestselling toys & games across platforms. Present in more than 20 countries – USA, Australia,
Netherlands, Germany, and Spain.

Notes:
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INDIA DIDACTICS ASSOCIATION
Address

: 422 - 423, DLF Tower A,
Jasola District Centre,
New Delhi - 110025, Delhi
India

Website

: indiadidac.org

Company Description:
India Didactics Association (IDA) is the only exclusive nonprofit membership association in India for the education and skills
sector engaged in improving learning and teaching.
With a network of 88,000 + members worldwide, IDA is a conglomerate of all stakeholders of education and training sector
thereby uniting Government bodies (International, National and State), Associations, Schools (Early Childhood and K-12),
Higher Education (Colleges/Universities in India and Abroad), Education service providers and Corporates on a single platform.
IDA is dedicated to serving the education sector by setting standards, provide networking opportunities, disseminate
information and advocate sharing and promoting of best practices in global education and skills within India. It works towards
promoting the awareness and implementation of latest technology and innovative solutions thereby furthering the progress of
the sector.
We endeavor to improve the quality of education and skills in India through promotion of innovation & research, and by
strategizing and implementation of practical solutions to achieve enhanced teaching and learning outcomes.
Join IDA by #UnitingForEducation
To bring a change, let's be the change!
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INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION
Address

: Indian Higher Education (Minerva),
4th Floor, 4 Snow Hill,
London EC1A 2DJ
United Kingdom

Website

: indianhighereducation.com

Company Description:
Indian Higher Education is the home of news and discussion on the Indian Higher Education sector. It is an online portal that
offers the opportunity for leaders, policy makers and anyone else engaged in the sector to discuss and reflect. In this time of
fast change and growth, our ambition is to support pragmatic developments and advances, in particular in realizing the
ambitions of the New Education Policy.

Notes:
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INFINITY LEARN
Address

: Rankguru Technology Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
6th Floor, NCC House,
Durgam Cheruvu Road, Madhapur,
Hyderabad - 500081, Telangana
India

Website

: infinitylearn.com

Company Description:
Backed by Asia’s largest Education group Sri Chaitanya, coupled with 37 years of teaching legacy, Infinity Learn is the rapidly
growing EdTech company in India 'The New age Tech for the new age learner' aspires to be the amongst top 5 Edtech brands in
India in the coming years. Hyflex learning (For Grades IX-XII) by Infinity Learn is an EdTech solution aiming to complement your
classroom education that helps students achieve academic excellence & have competitive readiness. With a rapid pace of
development, industries and academia are evolving, students must equip for the demands in the field of technology. To do so,
we have designed FUTURZ ( For Grades III –VIII) a platform for a step-wise refinement of skills to transform student skills from '
Consumers to Creators'. The learners will also get mentored to hone Higher Order Thinking Skills( HOTS) such as Analytical
Thinking, Complex Problem Solving, Critical Thinking, Innovation, Active Learning, that will give them the ability to use
technology and solve problems. The platform is aligned with National Education Policy (NEP) 2020
Led by the purpose to ‘Power Learner’s Progress,’ we are a company obsessed with learner outcomes and focus on measuring
whether the student has gotten the skills you are teaching or not- Bachcha Seekha ki Nahin?

Notes:
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INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE
Address

: 600 North Bridge Road,
#21 - 01 Parkview Square,
Singapore - 188778

Website

: ibo.org

Company Description:
Founded in 1968, the International Baccalaureate (IB) pioneered a movement of international education, and now offers four
high-quality, challenging educational programmes to students aged 3-19. The IB gives students distinct advantages by
providing strong foundations, critical thinking skills, and a proficiency for solving complex problems, while encouraging
diversity, curiosity, and a healthy appetite for learning and excellence. In a world where asking the right questions is as
important as discovering answers, the IB champions critical thinking and flexibility in study by crossing disciplinary, cultural
and national boundaries. Supported by world class educators and coordinators, the IB currently engages with more than 1.95
million students in over 5,500 schools across 160 countries. To find out more, please visit www.ibo.org.
Notes:
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JODO
Address

: Bharosepe Technology Services Private Limited
#2012, 3rd Floor, Shreyas Plaza,
HAL 2nd Stage, Indiranagar,
Bangalore - 560038, Karnataka
India

Website

: jodo.in

Company Description:
Jodo is a fintech start-up by 3 IIT-IIM alumni building payment solutions to make education payments convenient & affordable
for parents while simplifying fee collections for education institutes.
Our products increase fee realization for institutes by locking in cashflows while taking away the hassle of fee collection. We
seamlessly enable the entire fee collection process - fee structure creation, notification, settlements, and reconciliation - and
give fee collection visibility via smart analytics to management and finance teams. By opting to pay via Jodo's payment plans,
parents also become a part of Jodo's parent community and get access to high-quality content, exclusive events, and curated
awards - all aimed at enriching the student's learning journey

Notes:
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KARNATAKA STATE COUNCIL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION (KSHEC)
Address

: No. 30, Prasanna Kumar Block,
Y Ramachandra Road, Gandhinagar,
Bengaluru - 560 009, Karnataka
India

Website

: kshec.karnataka.gov.in/english

Company Description:
The Government of Karnataka has established Karnataka State Council for Higher Education (KSHEC) as a collective of the
Government, Universities, academics and experts with a view to forge a synergic relationship among them by occupying an
operational space between the Government and the Universities on one hand and between the Universities and apex level
regulatory bodies on the other. The objectives of council are:
(a) promoting academic excellence and social justice by obtaining academic input for policy formulation and perspective
planning;
(b) ensuring autonomy and better accountability of all institutions of higher education in the State; and
(c) guiding the growth of higher education in accordance with the socio-economic requirements of the State.
KSHEC is leading the implementation of National Education Policy (NEP 2020) in the state in the space of higher education. It is
also the state nodal agency (SNA) for implementation of Rashtriya Uchatar Shiksha Abhiyan (RUSA), a central government
scheme for higher education.
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KIDEX - NEP 2020 IMPLEMENTATION PARTNER
Address

: KidEx Venture Private Limited
3rd Floor, Plot 108, Sector 44,
Gurugram - 122022, Haryana
India

Website

: kid-ex.com

Company Description:
KidEx is a technology platform for Schools to implement NEP 2020 Section 4 related to the holistic development of the
students. KidEx flagship services include Holistic Development Report Card for school students with ZERO overhead for school
teachers & staff. This is powered by self-assessment, peer-to-peer assessment and specialist teacher assessment through
surveys, quizzes & video assignments. KidEx provides specialist teachers for all kinds of extracurricular & co-curricular
activities e.g. sign language, social etiquette, foreign languages, music, dance, sports, public speaking etc. to schools on an
hourly rate basis. KidEx helps the schools implement NEP 2020 Section 4 at the most affordable cost & in the highest quality
manner using technology. Prices for KidEx services range from INR 50/student/year to INR 3,000/student/year depending upon
the number of services used by the school. Schools have the option to use the services for all the students or for a select group
of students.
KidEx's aim is to make India the largest Economy in the World by helping every Indian child gain employable skills that matter in
the real world. KidEx will launch its services globally by 2023 as well.

Notes:
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KINDIEDAYS
Address

: Särkiniementie 21 B 3,
Helsinki, Uusimaa - 00210
Finland

Website

: kindiedays.com

Company Description:
Kindiedays is an EdTech company from Finland providing a digital solution (SaaS) for preschools and kindergartens. Kindiedays
Pedagogical Management Solution consists of mobile and web apps for educators, families and the management of an early
education center or chain. The solution has been delivered to 22 countries and meets the pedagogical objectives of NEP2020 in
India.
Kindiedays provides the pedagogical foundation for quality Early Childhood Education and Care based on Finnish best
practices. Kindiedays is flexibly adapted to national and cultural needs. Just define and add your own learning objectives as the
curriculum framework for children’s learning.
• Children reach their full potential with playful learning based on world-leading research from Finland.
• Educators observe, document and assess learning efficiently and intuitively, allowing them to save time in assessments.
• Parents follow their children’s progress online, appreciating their preschool’s excellent care and pedagogical standards.
• Preschools develop the teaching and learning based on formative assessment and automatically collected learning data.
• The preschool can run a successful and competitive business.
In Finland, the basis for high-quality pedagogy is planning and documentation of the child’s unique learning journey. Portfolios
as formative assessment reflect the learning progress and help children to become powerful learners. Cooperation between
home and day care is crucial in the early years. With Kindiedays, any preschool can offer high quality pedagogy and services.
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KNOWLEDGE CONSORTIUM OF GUJARAT
Address

: Navrangpura,
Ahmedabad - 380015, Gujarat
India

Website

: kcg.gujarat.gov.in

Company Description:
Among several initiatives taken by vibrant Gujarat, the Knowledge Consortium of Gujarat established by the Department of
Education, stands out prominently as a major response to the very theme of the current century, which is being rapidly
characterized as a gateway to the future where the human world family will at last come to create the network of relationships
through the harmonizing threads of knowledge. Knowledge has therefore become today the dynamic watchword, and major
progressive steps of development are being measured in terms of advancing of knowledge and learning society. Indeed, the
Department of Education, Government of Gujarat has manifested eloquently its commitment to the future by creating the
Knowledge Consortium of Gujarat. Since the emerging world scenario is marked by various peaks of concentrated knowledge
and excellence dotted across the world, it would be imperative for knowledge societies to innovate, cooperate and collaborate
with other institutions of knowledge in the world. Such an approach based on collaborating and forming a ‘consortium’ of
knowledge would also tremendously accelerate the pace of development of knowledge in the State.

Notes:
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KRUEGER INTERNATIONAL FURNITURE SYSTEMS / IMAGO
Address

: Krueger International Furniture Systems Pvt. Ltd.
No 55 Bommasandra Jigani Link Road,
Jigani Indl Area, Jigani,
Bangalore - 562106, Karnataka
India

Website

: ki.com

Company Description:
Kruger International Furniture Systems Pvt. Ltd. proudly presents its ergonomically designed range of furniture and all the
furnishing knowledge acquired by the company over a period of 71 years for the benefit of its customers and associates.
At KI-India our focus is always to build our relationship and reputation by helping our valuables customers in making the right
choice of furniture for their requirements.
Our products are designed in a Hi-tech and state of art design center in the USA. KI is the most respected brand in the furnishing
industry. With great humility, we would like to acknowledge the great trust placed by all our stakeholders in KI.
At KI we believe in delighting our customers by providing them with the best insight, best collaborations, the best design
expertise, the best quality of the product, and the best customer support.

Notes:
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LA TROBE UNIVERSITY
Address

: 201, 2nd Floor Galleria Mall [DLF],
Mayur Vihar Phase - 1 Extension,
Delhi - 110091
India

Website

: latrobe.edu.au

Company Description:
La Trobe University is a public research university based in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. Its main campus is located in the
suburb of Bundoora. The university was established in 1964, becoming the third university in the state of Victoria and the
twelfth university in Australia. La Trobe offers undergraduate and postgraduate courses across its two colleges of Arts, Social
Science and Commerce (ASSC) and Science, Health and Engineering (SHE).

Notes:
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LABKAFE - MAKING LABS FUTURE PROOF
Address

: Orientallabs Retail Services Private Limited
207A, P S Aviator Building,
Chinar Park, Newtown, North - 24,
Pargana - 700136, West Bengal
India

Website

: labkafe.com

Company Description:
Labkafe - Lab equipment II STEM II Lab furniture
Labkafe is one of India’s most successful and fastest growing laboratory equipment and lab furniture manufacturers, having
served in 1500+ educational and research institutes such as IIT Kharagpur, IIT Jodhpur, NIT AP, NIT Rourkela, DRDO & NIPER
so far.
We aspire to educate all our young one’s for developing a scientific temperament in them through our activity-based science
learning kits. We prioritise the importance to student’s practical knowledge instead of just pushing them towards rote learning.
With our customised, durable and application driven high-quality lab infrastructure and supplies we seek to become the most
committed and sought-after lab equipment and furniture OEM in India and beyond.

Notes:
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LAIN S.R.L, ITALY - AADVI LABTECH
Address

: Aadvi Labtech Private Limited
No 432, Infinity Apartments,
Porur Garden Phase II, Vanagaram,
Chennai - 600095, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: aadvilabtech.com

Company Description:
Founded in 2016, Lain SRL, Italy, has become the brand of reference for setting up Language Laboratories Hardware and
Software including all the accessories. We strongly believe that communication is important and at all levels, so we want to put
at the service of all educational institutions the necessary tools to improve language learning.
Our Simple but very effective educational software, with the objective of being able to be used by all, even if with different
pedagogical objectives! Our software doesnot require annual costs for the support or updating of its software. We customize
our software according to specific needs of teaching. With the free remote connections, we are able to control our software
and, if necessary, provide support to the teaching staff with small tips to make the best use of the software
We are exclusively represented in India by Aadvi Labtech Private Limited based in Chennai. Aadvi Labtech was founded by a
team with more than 20 years' experience in supply, installation and servicing of Scientific Laboratory instruments,
Educational Teaching Equipment and Design & Engineering of turnkey laboratories for the Oil & Gas, Environmental,
Pharmaceutical & Academic Sectors.

Notes:
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LAUNCHMYCAREER PVT. LTD.
Address

: B - 121, Sector 67,
Noida - 201301, Uttar Pradesh
India

Website

: launchmycareer.com

Company Description:
LaunchMyCareer is the world’s first youth-focussed career success platform for schools and universities that guides young learners on the
path to self-discovery leading them to career success. We help educational institutions carve a career roadmap for learners by enabling them
to get a strong foothold in the VUCA (volatile, uncertain, complex, and ambiguous) world of careers, and become confident global citizens.
Backed by a successful international presence in the UK, USA, and Canada, LMC aims to enable Indian schools and universities to connect the
youth with the dynamic career landscape through a guided process of Self-Discovery, Live Counselling, and Career Discovery in Virtual Reality.
LMC’s Career Success Membership Plan (CSMP) is a unique career-linked learning program that promises to be a reliable career guidance
partner for educational institutions. With live counselling to guide learners in the process of self-discovery, gamified career assessment tools
to make the process uncomplicated and fun, and dedicated career success managers to handhold every step of the way, CSMP is a one-stop
solution to enable learners to navigate the future with confidence. Schools get access to a dynamic dashboard providing complete access to
monitor, assess and recalibrate learners’ career roadmap, customized branding solutions and complete collateral support. Our brand
ambassador is India’s cricket icon Rahul Dravid - an iconic figure synonymous with commitment and trust, the two pillars which form the core
of our brand.
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LIFE EDUCARE PVT. LTD.
Address

: Office No 604, 6th Floor,
Magneto Offizo, Magneto The Mall,
Raipur - 492001, Chhattisgarh
India

Website

: lifeeducare.com

Company Description:
Life Educare is an Education consulting firm which delivers end-to-end services to a school getting established or to an
established school. We pride ourselves as a K-12 pundit and provide services across the spectrum, our offering starts right
from feasibility services to school management and affiliation. A promoter looking to establish a school goes through multiple
situations, dilemmas, complexities to do with legal and social framework, issues with vendors, identification of the right
partners etc, we help a promoter with all such issues and help them develop a great institute. What gives us the confidence to
do this is our varied experience and our strong core of the company. Experience across multiple states & countries, experience
from performing multiple roles as teachers, school promoters & managers, the experience of having worked with all kinds like
Day Boarding, Day, Residential School and all sorts like CBSE, ICSE, IGCSE, IB schools has today shaped us as a sought out
after names in the field of school consulting.

Notes:
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LILTRIANGLE
Address

: 29, Vijaylaxmi Elixir, Nallurhalli Road,
Borewell Road, Whitefield,
Bangalore - 560066, Karnataka
India

Website

: liltriangle.com/app/

Company Description:
We at lilTriangle, transform the hard work from parents and a lot of work from teachers in to Smart Work with our ParentTeacher collaboration platform, which is all about children. We passionately built it with unwavering focus on children's safety
and development. How we are different from others?
Education segment Focused -Self-Managed - Web experience to onboard a school in hours and easy self-management portal
for Centre Heads for day to day tasks
Privacy Assured
High Engagement
School Brand
Multi-School Management
Analytics

Notes:
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LOGIC
Address

: Online Instruments
Parallel To CMH Road, 741, Sri Krishna Temple Road,
1st Stage Indiranagar,
Bengaluru - 560038, Karnataka
India

Website

: logicav.in

Company Description:
We Online Instruments is the brand owner of LOGIC, we are working on 3 lines of business that is, LOGIC AV; LOGIC DISPLAY;
LOGIC UC under one roof as brand LOGIC.
Global leader of premium quality, superbly calibrated, top-notch AV, Display and lighting solution-integration products. Our
unique offerings are a result of our deep commitment to innovation and the interest that keeps us abreast of the latest
technological know-how. We offer a wide array of products comprising projector screens, projector mounts, cable cubbies, AV
cables, Display Mounts, Presenters, Faceplates, Switchers, Display, Unified Communications, Lighting and many more. As an
ISO 9001:2015 certified company. We are dedicated to maintaining high standards of service records.
Currently our primary market lies in Asia and middle east. But we are looking at spreading our wings far and wide. At LOGIC, we
are confident that we will be able to achieve our goals by providing state-of-the-art equipment in the most efficient and cost
effective manner.

Notes:
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LOGIQIDS
Address

: Campusconnect Technologies Pvt. Ltd.
A - 105, Kanara Business Centre, Laxmi Nagar,
Ghatkopar East,
Mumbai - 400075, Maharashtra
India

Website

: logiqids.com

Company Description:
LogIQids is an IIT-IIM Alumni venture, where we aim to work with school students to enhance their Critical Thinking Skills and
Mental Aptitude. Reasoning is one of life's most important skill-sets and is also tested in almost every recruitment/entrance
exam. It has also been marked as a key focus area in National Education Policy (NEP), 2020.

Notes:
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MAGES INST / STUDIO SINGAPORE
Address

: 2 Orchard Link, SCAPE
#05-08
Singapore 237978

Website

: mages.edu.sg

Company Description:
Founded in 2010, MAGES has been leading the Creative Technology industry by setting benchmarks and achieving them
spectacularly. As one of the Top 50 Design and Media Schools in the World and the Top 10 in Mobile Games Production by
Rookies (2020, 2021 respectively), MAGES has conquered education in the dynamic game design landscape with the help of a
growing community of the world's best, experienced and qualified lecturers.
MAGES provides high-quality tertiary education in the fields of Game Design & Technology, Augmented & Virtual Reality,
Concept Art & Game Art, Motion Graphic Design, Data Science, and Web Development. MAGES maintains a low student-tolecturer ratio, prioritizing individual student attention, and is in the unique position of first-hand experience by having our own
Production House - MAGES Studio Pte. Ltd.
MAGES Studio is an emerging tech production house - working specifically on Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, and Applied
Games solutions. They have worked with a variety of industry leaders in Singapore, including established clients such as
Singapore Airlines, Disney, KPMG, and The World Bank.
Learn, Grow and Build with MAGES
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MAXHUB
Address

: Shiyuan India Private Limited (MAXHUB / CVTE)
306 - 307, Third Floor, Elegance Tower,
Jasola District Centre, New Jasola,
South East Delhi - 110025, New Delhi
India

Website

: maxhub.com/en

Company Description:
About MAXHUB –
MAXHUB is the world’s leading interactive and collaboration solutions brand wholly owned by CVTE, Asia’s largest LCD/LED
solution designer and manufacturer. It focuses on developing cutting-edge interaction & collaboration solutions that enhance
efficiency and productivity of millions of conference rooms, classrooms alike, across the world.
It is designed to create easier, more intelligent, enhanced communication experiences for users and boost the creativity of
teamwork. The company offers the most innovative and technology-forward products including Interactive Display, Active
LED, Digital Signage, Interactive Lecterns, Webcam, Unified Communication Bar, Audio & Video Conferencing solutions. This
vast portfolio makes the brand a hub for interactive solutions for the corporate and education sectors, majorly.
Backed by a strong team of passionate technologists spread across the globe, the company serves more than 30,000+ clients
and eyes 1,00,000+ customers by end of 2022. MAXHUB is one of the fastest-growing brands in the audio-visual industry,
aiming to achieve 100% growth in the next fiscal year. MAXHUB provides seamless customer service and has established
itself as a trustworthy brand. Its aim is to be the No. 1 brand in India for training and conferencing solutions, especially targeting
interactive display units and unified communication solutions. For more information on the brand, please visit
www.maxhub.com/en.
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METABOOK XR - THE JOY OF LEARNING
Address

: Marketstrat Business Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
A - 14 / 15, Sector 59,
Noida - 201301, Uttar Pradesh
India

Website

: metabookxr.com

Company Description:
Metabook XR is a leading EdTech company which is using the power of Metaverse to solve the fundamental problems of
pedagogy in education. They are on a mission to make learning a joyful experience.
They are providing Virtual Reality based educational content in the field of Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Mathematics,
Geography, History, Virtual Tours etc. and has the largest repository of VR based content. The content is curriculum aligned,
interactive, activity based, experiential and gamified. It promotes multisensory learning and research suggests that it
significantly increases retention of the students.
Metabook XR provides affordable turnkey solutions to establish Virtual Reality Labs inside the school premises. The set-up
includes Virtual Reality Headsets, Content, Storage, Tablet/Laptop, Lab infrastructure etc.

Notes:
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MICROSOFT
Address

: Microsoft Corporation (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Level 10, Tower C, Epitome Building No. 5,
DLF Cyber City Phase 3,
Gurugram - 122002, Haryana
India

Website

: microsoft.com/en-in

Company Description:
About Microsoft Corporation
As a global leader in technology, Microsoft is committed to making our planet a better place. We apply the power of technology
to ensure corporate responsibility, transform lives and spark an economic opportunity for all.
About Microsoft Corporation (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Microsoft enables digital transformation for the era of an intelligent cloud and an intelligent edge. Its mission is to empower
every person and every organization on the planet to achieve more. Microsoft set up its India operations in 1990. Microsoft in
India offers its global cloud services from local data centers to accelerate digital transformation across Indian start-ups,
businesses, and government agencies.

Notes:
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MONEY COMMANDO
Address

: Nimka Edtech Pvt. Ltd.
A - 3 / 10,
Salunke Vihar, AWCHS,
Pune - 411022, Maharashtra
India

Website

: nimka.in

Company Description:
NIMka EdTech Private Limited is India's first Ed-FinTech Company, with an iconic mobile app designed to instill Good Money
Habits in teens and the youth. The new generation kids are experiencing childhood in a completely new way. Additionally, their
behaviors, values, and life skills are dynamic and constantly changing. The NIMka mobile enterprise application doubles as a
digital piggy bank, bringing in an interactive way by which children put their pocket money to use, all under the watchful eye of
the caring parent.
VISION
Making our Children and Youth Confident with Money, to tackle the Real World.
MISSION
Make India the 1st Nation in the World to reach 100% Financial Literacy.
FOUNDING
NIMka is a start-up incorporated on 12th Jan 2022, coinciding the date with the birth anniversary of Swami Vivekananda.
Money is a complex and sensitive subject, but there is no escaping to engage with it. Education Stalwarts duo, launch this
financial education app with utmost care to make it sound, legally, technically and also ethically. What else could one expect
from them, one a former army officer and the other, a national level sportswoman, both with over two decades of hands-on
teaching and training experiences.
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MOVEDUCA
Address

: Liikuttavaa Oy / MovEDUCA
Kisällinkuja 11b,
Järvenpää, Uusimaa - 04420
Finland

Website

: liikuttavaa.com/movEDUCA

Company Description:
movEDUCA is a Finnish welfare and educational training service company and was established in 2011.
We have long experience in the field of supervising, coaching, facilitating and training educational staff and general managers
in Finland and also abroad, for example Iraq, Qatar, Cyprus, Kosovo and Estonia.
movEDUCA offers the evidence-based teacher training services. We help teachers to understand children's developmental
needs and focus on future skills to promote good relationships between teachers and students. We aim to enable teachers to
have good social and emotional competence in learning process. Also, we aim to increase the understanding of the positive
impact of physical activities on learning and well-being during the whole school day.
Our expert team has more than 10 years of experience in fields of education, expecially Finnish school system, currriculum,
methods, future skills, SEL-skills (Social and emotional skills) and leadership training, coaching and supervising.
Our company uses experts from the field of education universities, researchers, teacher trainers, the experts from the ministry
of education and culture, Finnish National Agency for education and experts from abroad.
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MY SKILL SHAALA
Address

: IEI Didactics LLP,
209, Facet Square,
Near Navrachna University, Vasna Bhaili Road,
Vadodara - 391410, Gujarat
India

Website

: myskillshaala.com

Company Description:
MySkillShaala is a social gamified learning community for learners to develop new skills and learn new hobbies that are
important for life. We help learners build new skills through our DIY Skill Kits, a wide range of engaging content, and interesting
ecosystems like social community, hands-on learning, and rewards. Through gamification and community engagement, we
help learners of all age groups stay motivated toward their goal of building new skills for life.
Additionally, we offer DIY Activity Kits and activity supplies, Customized skill development curriculum, workshops and training
programs, Learning Space Set-up for schools, Vocational training programs and skill-building programs for corporates,
Education related CSR project support, Tinkering Labs, and more. With support from our CSR partners, we provide free access
to learning ecosystems to students, schools, and colleges. Our vision is to set up an alternate education for all learners – Every
Learner, Every Skill.

Notes:
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MYMENTOR ACADEMY
Address

: MyMentor Global Academy
#1801, 126 Simcoe Street,
Toronto, ON M5H4E6
Canada

Website

: mymentoracademy.global

Company Description:
MyMentor Academy is a one-of-a-kind technology powered skills building and assessment platform on a mission to
democratize affordable access to 21st Century Skills Development. Using our unique online learning platform and data-driven
methodology developed by current/former educators from Harvard, Yale and Columbia, we formally teach, assess and certify
character skills (self-awareness, critical thinking, resilience, leadership, empathy etc.) for learners globally. As a result, we
work directly with schools, universities and education companies to help their students better achieve their academic, career
and personal goals. We are rapidly expanding in India, China, UAE & globally, working with 100+ education partners and
counting. It's Free to try, let's talk!
Through DIDAC, MyMentor Academy plans further expansion in India by connecting with more educational institutions and
companies in the region. We are already connected with brand name school chains in India such as Bal Bharati and Delhi Public
Schools, among others.

Notes:
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N C KANSIL & SONS
Address

: 8606, Model Basti,
Karol Bagh,
New Delhi - 110005, Delhi
India

Website

: nck-maps.com

Company Description:
Started by Late Shri Nihal Chand Kansil, an engineer by profession and an educationist at heart in the year 1932, the firm shifted
to the present place of its registered office in 1947. As the next generations continued to join the family business, from a small
publisher of educational maps and charts it has now grown into a very big establishment as a highly effective distribution
center for Educational Maps, Charts, Models and other material to schools, medical and technical institutions of higher
learning.
With the motto of Knowledge is Power and Work is Worship as its main theme and Service with a Smile as its strategy, the
company has a mission of dissemination of knowledge and spreading the education to every remote corner of the country by
supplying the latest and most effective tools of learning such as Educational Maps, Globes, Charts, 3-D models and Display
System, Medical and Nurse training models.
The company distributes products related to all subjects e.g. Geography, History, Mathematics, Primary education, Physics,
Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, Human Physiology, Nursing and Medical.
It aims to achieve this target with a controlled and steady growth through its very effective and ever enlarging distribution
network.
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NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND TRAINING (NCERT)
Address

: Central Institute of Educational Technology (CIET)
Sri Aurobindo Marg,
New Delhi -110016, Delhi
India

Website

: ncert.nic.in / ciet.nic.in

Company Description:
Central Institute of Educational Technology (CIET) is a constituent unit of the National Council of Educational Research and
Training (NCERT), an autonomous organization under the Ministry of Education (MoE), Government of India. Established in
1984 with the merger of the Center of Educational Technology (1973) and Department of Teaching Aids (1959), its chief aim is
to promote Educational Technology especially mass media singly or in combinations (multimedia packages) to extend
educational opportunities and improve quality of educational processes at the school level.
As a premier institute of Educational Technology at the National level, major functions of the CIET-NCERT are based on
Research and Development, Training, Extension and Dissemination.
Major Functions of CIET
• Design, develop and disseminate alternative learning systems, including online/digital learning, hybrid &amp; flipped
learning
• Promote Educational Technology through online, on air modes with the help of web portals, TV channels, &amp; Radio
stations
• Train Teachers &amp;Teacher Educators in Educational Technology
• Advise &amp; Co-ordinate with SIETs &amp; SCERTs
• Provide Consultancy and media support to other constituents of NCERT
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NATURENURTURE
Address

: NatureNurture Eduserve Pvt. Ltd.
R - 144, Ground Floor,
Greater Kailash - 1,
New Delhi - 110048, Delhi
India

Website

: naturenurture.in

Company Description:
NatureNurture is an education management company that provides turnkey solutions for new and existing school projects. It
includes customised curriculums, teacher training, parenting sessions, audits & assessments, and materials and resources in
the form of books, software, educational aids, hands-on learning toolkits, future readiness sessions, & innovation labs.
The NatureNurture Learning Programme is a competency-driven, futuristic, learning outcomes oriented, & comprehensive
programme that seeks to address the emotional, social, ethical, cognitive & academic needs of every learner in an integrated
learning format.
The Learning Programme essentially focuses on educating the ‘whole’ person, in order to build knowledge, skills, values,
attitudes, & dispositions that will develop a compassionate, competent, mindful, happier, & ethical global citizen who is
capable of contributing to the community, society, & planet.
At NatureNurture, every child is an achiever, & the Learning Programme is developed keeping their best interests in mind. As a
360 degree, holistic programme that focuses on the all-round development of learners, it offers both tangible & intangible
learning benefits that go much beyond books. Its transdisciplinary nature and emphasis on real-life connection & application
make it a unique programme that equips the learners with 21st-century skills, making them future-ready and preparing them
for the professional requirements of the future.
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NAVITAS PTY LTD
Address

: 124 Janpath, Thapar House (West Wing),
Connaught Place,
New Delhi - 110001, Delhi
India

Website

: navitas.com

Company Description:
Navitas Pty Ltd is a leading global education provider that offers an extensive range of educational services. From preuniversity and university programs, creative media education, English language courses, migrant education and settlement
services, professional education and corporate training services to more than 70,000 aspirational learners across a global
network of over 120 colleges and campuses in 24 countries each year. For more information visit: www.navitas.com

Notes:
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NAVNEET TOPTECH
Address

: Navneet Futuretech Limited
1B & 1C, Benefice Business House,
Mathuradas Mill Estate, NM Joshi Marg,
Mumbai - 400013, Maharashtra
India

Website

: navneettoptech.com

Company Description:
NAVNEET TOPTECH is precisely an attempt to contribute to the process of learning by making it effective and engaging in
innovative ways. At NAVNEET TOPTECH, we engineer solutions that enrich teaching and learning experience. The emphasis
here is to go beyond the chalk & talk method and stimulate the learning environment. Our focus is to integrate technology with
learning.

Notes:
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NEARPOD
Address

: Nearpod Inc.
1855 Griffin Rd, a290,
Dania Beach, FL 33004
United States

Website

: nearpod.com/how-nearpod-works?

Company Description:
Whether using interactive lessons, interactive videos or gamification & activities, teachers get real-time insights into student
learning with Nearpod. Teachers can upload their existing content and make it interactive using Nearpod's more than 20
formative assessments and rich-media features so that all learning is active and collaborative. In addition, Nearpod's libraries
feature over 15,000 standards-aligned lessons, videos and activities created in partnership with leading publishers like
Common Sense Education and Smithsonian. Nearpod reaches the 100 largest school districts in the US and are used by over
1.7 million educators worldwide. In March 2021, Nearpod was acquired by Renaissance, a global leader in assessment,
reading and math solutions for pre-K-12 schools and districts. To learn more about Nearpod, visit-nearpod.com. For more
information about Renaissance, visit-renaissance.com
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NEOROBOS
Address

: Robotech Private Limited
C 483 Yojna Vihar,
New Delhi - 110092, Delhi
India

Website

: robotech.co.in

Company Description:
NeoRobos is a 21st Century Partnership of Technology-Pedagogy-Content Knowledge that develops curiosity, creativity and imagination about
new technologies, as they learn to develop skills in physical and computational thinking and perform in competent and creative ways
themselves. It works within TPACK framework, which is the complex interplay of three primary forms of knowledge: Content (CK), Pedagogy
(PK), and Technology (TK). The TPACK approach goes beyond seeing these three knowledge bases in isolation.
NeoRobos integrated curriculum based around technological products that builds on the learners’ existing knowledge through establishing a
correlation with different domains of learning, transporting the learners to a higher level of thinking, providing them with a plethora of
opportunities to be meaningfully engaged in tandem with their interests and intelligence. This gives the children multiple ways of expressing
themselves and helps the educational system move from Enhancement to Transformation. NeoRobos integrated curriculum based around
technological products that builds on the learners’ existing knowledge through establishing a correlation with different domains of learning,
transporting the learners to a higher level of thinking, providing them with a plethora of opportunities to be meaningfully engaged in tandem
with their interests and intelligence. This gives the children multiple ways of expressing themselves and helps the educational system move
from Enhancement to Transformation.
NeoRobos focusses on “providing platform for the application of knowledge through Project Based Learning and Connected Learning: CSSTEM/CODING SCHOOL/ AUTOMATION/ANIMATION/3D DESIGN through
Benefits for the students:
1. Applied based Learning: Allows students to investigate, plan, test and implement their ideas thus focusing on application of the concepts.
2. Transformation from Education to Learning: Students are engaged in dynamic activities
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NEOTOUCH INDIA PVT. LTD.
Address

: 18A Vee Kay Manoor,
8 / 28 Gopalakrishnan Road, T. Nagar,
Chennai - 600017, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: neotouch.in

Company Description:
NEOTOUCH® is an Indian Brand based in Chennai; products are distributed to Educational institutions, Government
establishments across India. All-In-One Interactive Flat Panels enhances the productivity of officials in meetings, conferences,
and training programs in the following manner,
• NEOTOUCH® panels can be used as whiteboards; whiteboard notes can be saved in PDF format and shared with the
meeting participants through QR code.
• The panel has In-built Wi-Fi; hence it can be used as a Touch screen computer or video Monitor.
• Mobiles, Tabs, Laptop screens can be shared wirelessly through the E-Share app.
• All channel annotation tools help for effective presentation and training.
• All-In-One NEOTOUCH® panels help to avoid multiple gadgets & cables and remove complexities.
We are also pleased to inform you that all our products are approved by BIS (Bureau of Indian Standards) and we are also
available in GeM https://gem.gov.in/ for easy Government procurement.
We are confident that NEOTOUCH® Panels will add value and increase productivity in every office of Government
departments.
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NEWTEK
Address

: NewTek, Inc.
5131 Beckwith Blvd,
San Antonio, Texas 78249
United States

Website

: newtek.com

Company Description:
NewTek® is the leader in IP video technology that gives every storyteller a voice through video. NewTek sells exclusively
through hundreds of resellers (find a reseller) around the world to bring its innovative solutions to market. NewTek products are
natively IP-centric via NDI® and empower customers to grow their audiences, brands, and businesses faster than ever before.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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NILKAMAL LIMITED
Address

: Nilkamal House, Plot 77 / 78, Street Number 14,
M.I.D.C. Andheri East,
Mumbai - 400093, Maharashtra
India

Website

: nilkamalfurniture.com

Company Description:
Nilkamal’s association with Furniture needs no introduction. Nilkamal is the world’s largest manufacturer of molded furniture
and Asia’s largest processor of plastic molded products. This expertise has been extended to our range of Ready Furniture too,
to enhance the quality and style of your sheen interiors.
Today’s classrooms are evolving to keep up with technological advancements and modern teaching methods. More and more
schools are incorporating electronic devices such as laptops, tablets, and computers into their education programs. Staying
focused on the present and looking forward to the future, Nilkamal is well equipped with specialized educational furniture to
accommodate these changes and give students the opportunity to thrive in an ideal learning environment. At Nilkamal we have
a diversified product portfolio that has the latest products and solutions for Kindergarten, School and College classrooms,
Hostel, Canteen, and Administration offices.
With a strong network of approximately 20,000 dealers spread across the country, the Company aims to bring quality and
budget-friendly furniture to the deepest regions in India. With a host of solutions aimed at enhancing the lives of customers,
Nilkamal has adapted to the changing furniture trends in the Indian market and reinvented itself time and again.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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NISARGA INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.
Address

: 3rd Floor, Repunjaya Building,
Plot No. 1024,
Hyderabad - 500081, Telengana
India

Website

: nisargaits.com

Company Description:
1. We are one of leading Scanner Suppliers in PAN India. Aligned with Fujitsu,
2. Software Sales, Infrastructure Implementation Services
3. Digitization / Document scanning as Service
4. Video Conferencing Solutions
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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ONTARIO, CANADA
Address

: Ontario Government
777 Bay Street,
21st Floor,
Toronto, Ontario- M5B 2H7
Canada

Website

: ontario.ca

Company Description:
The Canadian edtech industry is one of the fasting growing sectors in Canada, valued at more than CAD$1B annually. Within
this vibrant ecosystem, Ontario is home to more than 110 established and start-up edtech firms which aim to improve teaching
methods, enable access to learning and bolster education standards.
Ontario’s edtech sector includes companies with a background in creating student tools, independent learning platforms,
learning management systems and training platforms. In 2020, these firms raised about CAD$447 million in total funding. The
educational services industry employs more than 500,000 people in the province.
Be sure to meet Ontario’s delegation to DIDAC India 2022. The Ontario government will bring 5 companies to the trade show
including D2L, MyMentor Global Academy, REPerformance Inc., Orange Neurosciences and Apply Board.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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ORÉLL - LANGUAGE LAB & ERP
Address

: Orell Techno Systems (India) Pvt. Ltd.
Seaport Airport Rd,
BCG Tower, Kakkanad,
Cochin - 682037, Kerala
India

Website

: orell.com

Company Description:
Oréll is the preferred IT business technologies supplier of choice developing and implementing state of the art A.I powered
School & College Automation ERP Suite, Learning Management Solutions (LMS), Digital Language Lab, eLibrary and Proctored
Online Examination Software for the global education industry.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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OTAVA LEARNING
Address

: Otava Publishing Company Ltd
Uudenmaankatu 10,
Helsinki - 00120
Finland

Website

: learning.otava.fi

Company Description:
Otava Publishing Company Ltd is a major Finnish publishing house. It publishes both printed and digital educational materials
for a wide range of subjects and for all levels of education. These materials have been one of the reasons behind the Finnish
success in the educational field.
Otava's service business helps schools to implement the transformation of education and coaches teachers on school
digitalisation.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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PARALLEL PLAIDS UNIFORMS
Address

: Parallel Plaids Uniforms Pvt. Ltd.
Shop 20B, Everest Shopping Center,
Nehry Road, Santacruz East,
Mumbai - 400055, Maharashtra
India

Website

: parallelplaidsuniforms.com

Company Description:
Parallel Plaids is a uniform manufacturer, wholesaler and supplier of an elite and diverse assortment of qualitative uniforms for
several industries. Driven by passion, about the business, we only offer top quality materials to choose from. All items can be
customized with your logo using our in- house embroidery and printing service. We are equipped to handle orders of any
size. Complete range of products needed in the school. Various accessories such as socks, ties, badges, scarves, lab coats,
belts, caps, shoes and cycling shorts. Materials specically designed to face up to the rough and tumble of everyday school life.
Spectacular colors across many styles in order to match your business language.
WHY US?
• Bespoke uniform designs and fabrics.
• Superior quality and luxury uniforms.
• In-house manufacturing unit makes delivery
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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PEARSON VUE
Address

: Ground Floor, S.B. Tower, 1A / 1,
Sector - 16A,
Noida - 201301, Uttar Pradesh
India

Website

: india.pearsonvue.com

Company Description:
Pearson VUE has been a pioneer in the computer-based testing industry for decades, delivering more than 16 million
certification and licensure exams annually in every industry from academia and admissions to IT and healthcare. We are the
global leader in developing and delivering high-stakes exams via the world's most comprehensive network of nearly 20,000
highly secure test centers as well as online testing in over 180 countries. Our leadership in the assessment industry is a result
of our collaborative partnerships with a broad range of clients, from leading technology firms to government and regulatory
agencies. For more information, please visit india.pearsonVUE.com

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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PHIBONACCI SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
Address

: 5 Aaryans Corporate Park,
Near Shilaj Highway, Thaltej,
Ahmedabad - 380059, Gujarat
India

Website

: phibonacci.com

Company Description:
The Problem We Solve:
Acclaimed learning systems such as VARK prove that most VIDEO-based EdTech and "chalk-talk" pedagogy have challenges of limited learning.
The Prodigious Solution:
Our unique Hyper-Interactive 3D Simulations answer these limitations.
Personally experience our Hyper-Interactive 3D simulations here:
• Hyper-interactive Experience on a PC/Android browser by clicking here. (demo.phibonacci.com).
• Passive experience of video recording by clicking here. (dropbox.com/sh/tslgw7i5yz76xjk/AADRsoscOaP2UyiXhtVIpKGwa?dl=0).
Our Story:
• With over 14 years of experience, we are pioneers in Metaverse space developing EdTech solutions.
• Our 110+ members’ strong team has innovative geniuses that have been recognized and awarded by Tech giants.
Our Strength:
• Phitec Engine Creates Rich 3D Content at Nx speed.
• Over 1200+ Hyper-interactive 3D Simulations with Rich 3D content Ready to deploy.
• STEM Curriculum for grades 6 to 12, for all education boards, and all major languages worldwide.
• Platform Agnostic Content Ready for any major devices.
• Advanced Neuro-Logics content Stimulates Neuronal, Cortical Structures, Neuro-Transmitters, and Foments Type II Process Skills.
• Empowering Educators with Personal Voice Tag and Content Modulation, Shareable Annotations, Deep-tech and Adaptive AI-based Assessments.
• Endowing Students with Flip-Class-based self-learning content, Rich Subjective Q&A Bank in ePub and Printable format.
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PINO NETWORK
Address

: Torikatu,
10, Oulu, Finland - 90100

Website

: pinonetwork.fi

Company Description:
PINO Network represents schools, companies as well as other organizations covering from early childhood education to the
university, including also vocational and special education. We offer a great variety of high-quality products and solutions for
both educational content and infrastructure. The products supporting learning include learning materials, educational games,
software products, school buildings and infrastructure, educational concepts and consulting services. Or would you like to
combine school visits, workshops and lectures to learn about Finnish education system and about teaching digitalization,
sustainability, entrepreneurship, STEAM or other themes.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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PLAYGRO TOYS INDIA PVT. LTD.
Address

: 2057 / 38, Gold Plaza Building,
Gurudwara Road, Karol Bagh,
New Delhi - 110005, Delhi
India

Website

: playgroindia.com

Company Description:
Established in the year 2006, We Playgro Toys India Pvt. Ltd. an ISO 9001:2008 certified organization, is well-known in India in
the field of indoor & outdoor playground equipment, school furniture, and kids classroom furniture. We constantly endeavor to
supply high-quality play equipment and school furniture to our clients which consist of play school, nursery school, creches,
parks, etc. Because we use high grades of raw materials, our products including swings, slides, seesaw, trampoline, Play
Station, school desk, chairs, play items, classroom furniture, etc are smooth, comfortable and durable. They create a perfect
learning environment which results in high performance by children.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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POPCORN FURNITURE
Address

: B - 11 Sector - 59,
Noida - 201301, Uttar Pradesh
India

Website

: popcornfurniture.com

Company Description:
Popcorn is India’s largest educational furniture company, a one-stop shop for equipment for educators. It provides solutions for
all the furniture requirements of an educational institution since the last 23 years. Popcorn is the winner of two prestigious
awards from World Didac for excellence in school furniture and Silicon India magazine “Brand of the year” award for 2018. Our
furniture has been supplied to over 8500 schools in India, UAE,Oman, Nepal, Singapore, Maldives, Saudi Arabia and Africa.
Our objective is to make learning fun and provide ergonomic, safe and functional furniture for students. Our products are
innovative as our own design team develops them and they promote collaborative learning by being modular, knocked down
and flexible.
We offer many furniture options that accommodate diverse teaching styles. The designs are scientifically created so that each
piece attracts, stimulates and educates young minds. Enjoyment is packed in with functionality and the promise of durability.
Our design department headed by architects and interior designers assists you in planning the furniture for your institution. We
are working with top architects and educational consultants all across India. Our production takes place on state of art German
machinery and we have strict quality controls. Popcorn products are available from kindergarten to university level. Our
kindergarten range includes furniture for classrooms, role-play equipment like kitchens, supermarkets, puppetry, doll areas,
gymnasiums and playground equipment. Our school range includes furniture for classrooms, libraries, cafeterias, laboratories,
gymnasiums and playgrounds. We offer customized solutions for schools so that your spaces can be used to the maximum.
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POSSIBILITY EDUTECH FURNITURE | BOOKS | MERCHANDISE | EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Address

: Possibility
1 / 3, Block 1, Plot No. 3, WHS,
Near Mayapuri Chowk, Timber Block, Kirti Nagar,
New Delhi - 110015, Delhi
India

Website

: possibility.co.in

Company Description:
Possibility is one of India’s best known providers of educational services, school furniture and books. At Possibility, we want to
help our customers achieve the best of what they truly desire. Design excellence and executional quality is what we strive for
with all our products. We are into all that is required for school basics that give you everything you need.
All our products are designed by experts, and economically priced for a wide range of markets, and curated to perfection by
experienced craftsmen.
Possibility: For Parents
We understand that parents have concern about their wards’ requirements and the quality of materials at schools. Our platform
allows parents to search, review, and order with confidence a range of books, and merchandise for their wards from the
comfort of their own devices.
Possibility: For Schools
We understand that Schools want to offer the best in class products and services to students. We’ve made the process easier
for furniture, production of books, and also offer a range of products for the same. We help the schools improve their offerings
by making the processes simpler and better. Besides products, Schools can leverage our design, production and overall
educational services for achieving excellence in their own offering. All products are produced with environmentally sustainable
materials.
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POWERSCHOOL
Address

: Embassy Tech, 8th Floor, Wing A,
Primrose Tower Campus 7B, Outer Ring Road,
Village, Devarabisanahalli, Bellandur,
Bengaluru - 560103, Karnataka
India

Website

: powerschool.com

Company Description:
As the leading provider of cloud-based software in K-12 education, we connect students, teachers, administrators, and
parents with the shared goal of improving student outcomes. Our mission is to power the education ecosystem with unified
technology that helps educators and students realize their full potential in their own way. With more than two decades of
experience delivering innovative, best-in-class education technology, we connect students, teachers, administrators, and
parents, with the shared goal of improving student outcomes.
From the office to the classroom to the home, we help schools and districts efficiently manage state reporting and related
compliance, special education, finance, human resources, talent, enrollment, attendance, funding, learning, instruction,
grading, assessments, and analytics—all in one unified platform.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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PROSOL IT (WACOM)
Address

: Wacom India Pvt. Ltd.
Tower B, 426, DLF,
Mathura Rd, District Centre, Jasola,
New Delhi - 110025, Delhi
India

Website

: wacom.com/en-in

Company Description:
Wacom is the global leader in the pen display and tablet market for creative users. Wacom was founded in the year 1983 and is
headquartered in Tokyo, Japan. As a technology company, we provide cutting-edge digital ink solutions for a wide range of
partners using and producing smartphones, tablets and digital stationery.
Wacom Technology Solutions
Together with our partners we're utilizing our experience to create new digital pen and ink solutions for broad consumer
markets.
About Prosol-IT
A conglomerate with over two decades of experience in the Information Technology sector, Prosol IT specializes in Integrating
the Infrastructure solutions. Partnering with over 100+ organizations with perfect mix of industries served which ranges from
Global Enterprise, Large corporates, Manufacturing industry, IT/ITES, FMCG's, Start up's, E-Com's, SMB's, Education.
Prosol IT was started on a foundation of strong distribution experience of over 16 years partnering with market leaders in the IT
space. Over time have transformed as a solution partner managing clients across the segments.
With best-in-class practices, our diverse pool of talent & skilled workforce creates comprehensive solutions to Information
Technology Infrastructure with PROduct and SOLutions. Our strategic alliances with principle suppliers have enabled a
nationwide distribution network. We have been steady and deliberate, with niche-focused acquisitions and alliances.
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QLS - ADVANCE LMS
Address

: QLS Academy Private Limited
49, 50, 51, Cross Rd, Opposite Agrawal Public School,
Bichoil, Sampat Farms, Bicholi Mardana,
Indore - 452016, Madhya Pradesh
India

Website

: qlsacademy.com

Company Description:
Vison
To become a Global benchmark in Teaching & Learning by Developing Innovative Technology based solutions, platform, and providing digital content with
monitoring methodology for the entire educational ecosystem.
Mission
To provide excellence in education through Information Technology. Aim to define the absolute standard of excellence in the area of academics by imparting a
winning attitude in students, delivering quality education, transparency, and honesty in commitment towards students & parents.
Our Platform
Well integrated platform works on following principles
Goal Based Learning
Individual students set their goal. All learning process planning, execution and monitoring is done against this fixed goal. Students, teachers, management and
parents are aware of how far they are from this goal and necessary steps required to achieve it.
Real Time Monitoring
Our unique real time monitoring platform automatically tracks course coverage (from teacher’s smartboard) along with student’s learning in classes (from
clickers/tablets). System auto reports them back to top management.
Integrated System
System is integrated well in school ERP, automatically fetching data to and from the ERP. Our ERP system contains multiple modules (Admissions, Fees, Notice &
Event, Bus Tracking, Inventory, Attendance, Reports, Staff Management etc..)
Easy to Use
Well integrated with the teacher's smart board, student’s clicker & lecture plan. In just 3 steps teachers can conduct classes.
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READON ! ORANGE NEUROSCIENCES
Address

: 623 Fortune Cres. #100,
Kingston, Ontario K7P 2A4
Canada

Website

: orangeneurosciences.ca

Company Description:
Orange Neurosciences has developed an ML/AI-backed SaaS platform for Special Education (ReadON.ai) and English Fluency
Enhancement (ELLA.ai). ReadON.ai can be implemented school-wide to enhance the cognitive skills of all students and, more
specifically, improve the mental wellness and self-confidence of struggling learners due to Dyslexia, LD, ADHD and Autism.
ELLA.ai has applications for students aspiring to complete TOEFL/IELTS or improve skills for advanced professional
exams/career opportunities.
Competitive Advantages
ReadON.ai uses game-based software and neuroplasticity to improve Cognitive Skills in a very short duration. ReadON.ai is
scalable and can be used in a remote environment providing teachers with an opportunity to help more students with limited
resources.
Objectives at DIDAC India
Orange Neurosciences is interested in gaining access to the Indian School Market, partnering with School groups to provide
ReadON services to all students as part of the curriculum or after-school programs, and research collaborations. Orange also
seeks distributors and channel partners to take this revolutionary technology to the masses.
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RENAISSANCE LEARNING
Address

: 14th Floor, South Quay Building, 77,
Marsh Wal,
London E14 9SH
United Kingdom

Website

: renaissance.com

Company Description:
Since 1986, our mission has remained the same: To accelerate learning for all children and adults of all ability levels and ethnic
and social backgrounds, worldwide.
Today, more than 40 percent of US schools rely on Renaissance solutions for data and insights to equitably move learning
forward. As technology continues to change, and as teachers and students connect in new ways, our commitment to
accelerating learning is unwavering—both inside and outside the classroom.
Notes:
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REPERFORMANCE
Address

: 445 Ramsey Road,
Sudbury, Ontario P3E 2Z7
Canada

Website

: reperformanceapp.com

Company Description:
REPerformance. Canada’s leading fitness and wellness education platform.
Our mission is to create a culture that leverages technology to build individual learning pathways to success.
We help teachers create healthy schools by building a cohesive Phys Ed Department, so that every student can develop a love
for movement. Monitor your students, classes, or teams with our easy-to-use dashboard. Individual metrics are broken down
so you can quickly see how each student learns and progresses. Students can access the platform 24/7 expanding healthy
behaviors past the school walls. With grade specific resources, an exercise data base of over 700 movements, hours of Yoga
videos and physical activity lesson plans we aim to equip all teachers with the tools to succeed.
Empowering Teachers, Inspiring Students.

Notes:
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RESCRIPT STATIONERY
Address

: 47 / 2, H B Samaja Road,
Basvangudi,
Bangalore - 560004, Karnataka
India

Website

: rescript.in

Company Description:
Rescript is a sustainable stationery brand. We make Copier paper, Notebooks, Journal, Pens and Pencils.All our products are
made out of waste and discarded paper and not trees. Rescript products save 50% of water consumption, 33% reduction in
carbon emission and 70% reduction in usage of energy. By doing this Rescript contributes to 4 Sustainable development goals
of the United Nations.

Notes:
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REZI
Address

: 138 Terehen Ro,
4th Floor 404,
Seoul 54354
Republic of Korea

Website

: www.rezi.ai

Company Description:
Rezi.ai uses AI to refer and match job seekers to the right company and guarantee interviews for tech job seekers. It utilizes AI
and Google executive expertise to help its users to land opportunities where they have the best chance to shine and enable
their career success and happiness at scale through our leading AI-resume software.
Rezi is available as a B2C SaaS for individual job seekers. Rezi is also available for white-labeling under a B2B SaaS model.

Notes:
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SAHYADRI GROUP OF COMPANIES
Address

: Sahyadri College of Engineering and Management
Sahyadri Campus, Adyar,
Mangaluru - 575007, Karnataka
India

Website

: sahyadri.edu.in

Company Description:
Sahyadri College of Engineering and Management (SCEM), Mangaluru, an Autonomous Institute affiliated to the Visvesvaraya
Technological University (VTU), Belagavi, was established in the year 2007 under the Bhandary Foundation. Accredited by the
National Assessment and Accreditation Council (NAAC) with ‘A’ grade, National Board of Accreditation (NBA) for Five
Engineering Programs, and the Institution of Engineers (India) (IE(I)). The institute is recognized under Section 2(f) and 12b of
University Grants Commission (UGC) act and as an Innovation Cell by Ministry of Human Resource Development (MHRD),
India.
Sahyadri has been accorded with the recognition of Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (SIRO) by the Department
of Scientific and Industrial Research (DSIR), Ministry of Science and Technology, Government of India. The Institute also
houses New Age Incubation Network (NAIN)/k-Tech since 2017 to promote Product Development and Incubation, recognized
by MSME as Host Institute (HI) to establish technical Business Incubator (BI) in 2020. The Institute is listed in the top 25 most
innovative self-financed private institution in India by ATAL Ranking of Institutions on Innovation Achievement (ARIIA) 2020
and in band “excellent” in Private Engineering Colleges 2021. The Institute has been awarded 4-star ranking by the MHRD-IIC
for three successive years - 2019 - 2021.
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SAMSUNG INDIA ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.
Address

: 20th Floor, DLF Two Horizon,
Gurgaon - 122001, Haryana
India

Website

: samsung.com/in/business/

Company Description:
Samsung has been India for 26 years, starting its operations in 1995.
Today, it is India’s largest consumer electronics company and one of India’s biggest consumer facing companies by revenue. It
is also the country’s leading brand of smartphones, televisions, air-conditioners, refrigerators, microwave ovens and washing
machines.
Over the years, Samsung has established two state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities, five Research & Development Centres
and one Design Centre, which produce world-class products.
Samsung is also one of India’s biggest job creators, providing employment to over 70,000 people across the country.
Samsung’s R&D Centre in Bangalore is the biggest research centre for the company, outside Korea. It has also set up India’s
largest 4G network and a compressor manufacturing facility at Sriperumbudur.
Samsung’s popularity in India is on account of its relentless focus on consumer-centric innovations. While the Company has
been engaged in ‘Make in India’ for the last 26 years, it has consistently backed its manufacturing prowess with cutting edge
R&D. The Company believes in deep consumer insights, which are incorporated in future product development.
In 2018, Samsung set up the World’s Largest Mobile Factory in Noida, committing an investment of INR 4,915 crore. This
facility was inaugurated by Hon’ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi.
The same year, Samsung also opened the World’s Largest Mobile Experience Centre at the iconic Opera House in Bengaluru.
As Samsung completed 25 years in India, it launched a new vision called Powering Digital India that will set the course for
India’s future growth, in which Samsung will continue to be the strongest partner.
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SCHOLASTIC
Address

: Scholastic India Pvt. Ltd.
A - 27, Ground Floor, Bharti Sigma Centre,
Infocity - 1, Sector - 34,
Gurgaon - 122001, Haryana
India

Website

: scholastic.co.in

Company Description:
Scholastic is the world's largest publisher and distributor of children's books, connecting educators and families through
accessibility, engagement, and expertise. We are a leading provider of literacy curriculum, professional services, and home
learning resources, and a producer of educational and popular children’s media.
Children's Books: Providing children access to quality books through Trade, Book Clubs, and Book Fairs
In the Classroom: Supporting teachers and students through literacy instruction, classroom resources, and digital programs
International: Operating in more than 165 locations around the world, with original publishing of trade books, educational and
instructional materials
Scholastic India: With 25 years of nation-wide presence in the country, Scholastic India endeavored to foster the habit of
reading among children by providing them with access to the best selection of age-appropriate books, encouraging them to
pick up a book of their choice. Scholastic has already reached out to over 7,000 schools across India, through Book Clubs and
Book Fairs.
For more than 100 years Scholastic aims to encourage the intellectual and personal growth of all children, beginning with
literacy and numeracy – the foundation of quality learning. It is devoted to addressing the evolving needs of educators across
the country.
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SCHOOL TALKZ - PWD BY EDFISH
Address

: Woco Workspaces,
4 / 222, Sankarapuram First St,
Chennai - 600041, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: edfish.in

Company Description:
We empower schools to be more engaged with their students, staff, and parents.
Edfish is a gamified engagement and learning platform for schools through which they can increase the engagement of staff
and students. Edfish platform provides a simple, engaging, interactive, and fun environment where students will be able to see
their achievements and be motivated by points.
At Edfish, we aim to use gamification strategies to help education become more engaging and innovative. With our gamified
platform, students and staff can easily engage on common topics. Create fun and positive interactions between peers,
students, and teachers. We motivate Students and Staff to create positive value with real rewards every month.
Understand students’ emotions better with AI-based Emotion capture, through which you can understand exactly how your
Students are feeling so you can reach them when needed. Get detailed analytics on how many students are feared and
disturbed and how you can help them in situations.
With Edfish in school, create a happy tight-knit community and make your school positive and fun. Schools can get our intuitive
School Operations software at no cost for lifetime (both Web and Mobile versions)
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SCHOOLDECOR
Address

: 1 / 26A, 2nd Floor, Lalita Park,
Laxmi Nagar,
Delhi - 110092, Delhi
India

Website

: schooldecor.in

Company Description:
Introduction
We offer a one-stop shop to a University, Colleges, and schools for all its infrastructure requirements. School Decor is
synonymous with the best in educational products. Its quality & innovative designs have been tested & approved by time & by
the most energetic students across India for the last 25 years.
Starting its journey in 1996, School Decor is famous for continuous development & innovation in its category. Years of research
& development have resulted in more than 5000 products as teaching aids.
A vast range of products
We are a manufacturer & provider of Playground Sports Equipment for Physical education, Fitness, & other activities
associated with it.
We also provide a variety of products for Schools like Theme Based furniture, Educational Toys, Wall Painting, Sports,
Playground, Montessori, Lab equipment etc.
We are certified by the toy association of India, BIS, and the Office of the registrar of trademarks.
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SCIENCEUTSAV
Address

: Scienceutsav Educational Services Pvt. Ltd.
6, 25/1, V K J S Nilaya 9th Cross,
19th A Main JP Nagar 2nd Phase,
Bangalore - 560078, Karnataka
India

Website

: scienceutsav.com

Company Description:
ScienceUtsav is an Edtech company that focuses on interactive STEM learning for children 6-16 years.
We have more than 11 years of experience in various domains including STEM workshops, Tinkering labs and MakerSpaces
setup for schools, Coding and Robotics curriculum, and grade wise science curriculum with Project based learning Learning
Management System. Our offerings are as below:
• I am a SMART Coder – Pure programming gradewise
• I am a RoboScientist - Robotics with IoT
• I am a MAKER - Handson Science
• Tinkering lab and MakerSpace setup
ScienceUtsav started as an idea and a thought that “Practicality is Everything.” From the thought started a revolution to build a
field of education which will help children think beyond what is taught, to explore beyond what is expected, and to think beyond
the boundaries. ScienceUtsav aims to help young minds think beyond the ordinary with the unique programs which help them
grow and learn “by doing.” We aim to bring about a wave of inquisitiveness in children to help them become future leaders.
Because “We learn better when we do things”
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SECURUS CCTV
Address

: K.M. Electronic Cables Pvt. Ltd.
K.M. House, Near Maurya Complex,
Ashram Road,
Ahmedabad - 380014, Gujarat
India

Website

: securuscctv.com

Company Description:
We, K.M. Electronic Cables Private Limited, are Gujarat's Largest Manufacturer & Supplier of Video Surveillance Products , with
our brand name 'SECURUS CCTV' , Our products range like Mobile Dvr, High Definition Cameras, Standalone Recorders,
Network Recorders, Video Management Surveillance Software, CCTV & Networking Cables for Surveillance & Other
Surveillance Products & Solutions. We are Present across India. SECURUS CCTV Products are being Manufactured at Our
Works in GIDC Naroda in Ahmedabad under the "Make in India" Movement. We are an NSIC & MSME Registered Enterprise.
Key Points
Since 1991 Serving Electronics Industry
MSME Registration ID : GJ01A0074400
NSIC Registration ID : AHM-0001860
Securus CCTV is One of the Top 10 CCTV Brands in India
Our Products are CE/FCC/ROHS/BIS Certified.
Winner of "Rashtriya Udhyog Ratna Award”
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SENSES ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.
Address

: M No. 818, At Post Bhugaon,
Tal Mulshi,
Pune - 412108, Maharashtra
India

Website

: senseselec.com

Company Description:
Senses - India's leading Interactive Panel for Education. We at Senses Electronics design products and applications in Edtech
space.
Senses Electronics is promoted by 2 entrepreneurs “Mr. Sajith RadhaKrishnan” and “Mr. Prashanth Peethambaran” who
started in 2013 focusing primarily in the area of Designing of Products and applications in Edtech space.
Established in 2013, Senses Electronics Pvt. Ltd. is a trusted name in the Indian education sector. With the vision to build a
brighter future, we felt the need to bring about a change in the age-old teaching-learning methodology in schools. We decided
to revolutionize teaching and thus built India's leading Interactive Intelligent Panel. With 30000+ successful panel installations
across 2000+ schools, we hold up to around 70% of market share in the Indian education industry.
Our mission is to enable every teacher to teach concepts accurately and effectively, every student to experience fun-based
learning and every parent to be confident about their child's learning journey. With exceptional customer support, we are
excited to create and maintain a long-lasting partnership with every school to help make learning easy, interactive, and fun.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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SEQR DOC - SECURITY SOFTWARE
Address

: Security Software & Solutions Llp
601 Parasnath Tower, Sudha Park,
Ghatkopar East,
Mumbai - 400077, Maharashtra
India

Website

: scube.net.in

Company Description:
Security Software & Solutions LLP is a start-up in IT and have some unique solutions for securing documents and making them
verifiable online etc. We are a group company of Reserve Bank of India’s IBA approved Security Printer.
Our patented solution “SeQR Doc” is a document security tool used by Government and Private Universities & Colleges to
secure their documents from fraud and forgery and enable online instant verification.
We are also into Secured Certificate, Marksheet and Transcript, Question Paper and Answerbook and OMR Sheet Printing.
We also have solutions for Online Admission, Online Fee Collection, Education ERP, Online Examination, Online Evaluation,
OMR Scanning and Result Processing.
What is SeQR Doc?
• SeQR Doc helps to combat serious threats posed by forgery, tampering & counterfeiting of valuable & important documents.
• SeQR Doc’s SaaS based cloud solution allows organization to generate, personalize and print secure documents in a
convenient, easy, secure and cost-effective way.
• It should not matter whether document is in paper or digital format, SeQR Doc provides easy
• online verification and validation of document.
• Our combined service of Paper Security, Design Security, Data Security, Print Security & Secure Online Verification makes
SeQR Doc a must have tool for organizations.
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SHANKAR IAS ACADEMY
Address

: No. 34, 2nd Stage, Basaveshwara HBCS,
Chandra Layout,
Bengaluru - 560040, Karnataka
India

Website

: shankariasacademy.com

Company Description:
SHANKAR IAS ACADEMY, one of the best institutions in India for coaching and mentoring thousands of Civil Service aspirants
was founded in 2004. The academy which was nothing but a gleam in the eye of Mr. Shankar D in 2004, a Post Graduate in
Agriculture (also an aspirant who qualified for interview twice), has evolved over the years to the extent of successfully helping
1700+ candidates realize their dream of becoming a bureaucrat and guiding thousands of others to realize their potential. We
take pride in having successfully contributed to nation building albeit, in a small way.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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SHIMINLY EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
Address

: Suite 301,
293 Boston Post Road West,
Marlborough, Massachusetts - 01752
United States

Website

: shiminly.com

Company Description:
Shiminly specializes in holistic cross-disciplinary programs for K-12 schools, students, and teachers. We bridge the gap
between traditional academics and 21st-century students by not just highlighting socio-emotional skills but integrating them
into academic content. Shiminly facilitators teach through personal interaction and experimentation, placing students in an
active learning environment that stimulates engagement and motivation. Shiminly’s international teachers don’t just deliver
information—they actively teach students how to find answers for themselves. Learners seamlessly blend their social and
emotional learning journey with their academic path to become well-rounded individuals.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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SINGHANIA QUEST+ (NET SOLUTION PROVIDER)
Address

: Singhania Education Services Limited
C/o Raymond, Jekegram,
Pokharan Rd Number 1, Thane West,
Thane - 400606, Maharashtra
India

Website

: questplus.in/institutions/

Company Description:
Singhania Quest Plus, India’s largest online learning platform! It is an ideal combination of engaging, easy-to-grasp video
lessons and customized learning classes through activities. The online learning platform is created to help students in order to
get familiar with innovative methods to practice, study, and understand scholarly concepts in a fun and in-depth manner with
our educators.
Students can practice online, utilizing the Singhania Quest Plus platform. This learning platform also includes online classes,
video lessons, and one-on-one mentoring or coaching to help understudies with comprehension to learn better.
Singhania Quest Plus helps students to cover academic courses from Nursery, Kindergarten, Junior KG, Senior KG, LKG, UKG,
Class 01, Class 02, Class 03, Class 04, Class 05, Class 06, Class 07, Class 08, Class 09, Class 10 with the subject such as
English Language, Mathematics, Science, Social Science, Social Studies, EVS, Environmental Studies, Geography, Physics,
Chemistry, Biology, and History. The learning platform offers classes under CBSE and ICSE.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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SKADEPT
Address

: SKADEPT by Boxtonium Group
317, 2nd Floor, 24th Cross,
27th Main, Sector 2, HSR Layout,
Bengaluru - 560102, Karnataka
India

Website

: skadept.com

Company Description:
Skadept is a skill-based adaptive teaching and learning experience
Skill-based: Incorporates 21st Century skills into the curriculum
Adaptive: Adapt to the unique capabilities and requirements of students
Easy: Designed with users in mind, it extremely easy to use
Personalized: Personalized feedback and improvements for teaching & learning
Teaching: Discuss, collaborate and elevate the teaching and learning experience
It is a collaborative system that helps the entire school.
School Managements can deliver a cutting-edge school experience. Principals/Administrators will enjoy the convenience of
monitoring and managing the school's processes and academic resources with the click of a button. Teachers can channel their
efforts to enrich their teaching methodology and implement skill-based learning practices. They can also reduce paperwork
and save time when doing repetitive tasks. Parents benefit greatly from the transparency of grading and feedback processes.
Parents can plan and play an active role in their child's academic and extra-curricular performance, identifying his/her strengths
and weakness for effective guidance.
Learn more about Skadept at: skadept.com/
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SKILLIOMA - BEYOND TEXTBOOKS
Address

: 4th Floor, Sreshta Marvel, Gachibowli - Miyapur Rd,
P Janardhan Reddy Nagar, Gachibowli,
Hyderabad - 500081, Telangana
India

Website

: skillioma.com

Company Description:
Skillioma is founded by two passionate edupreneurs; Deepa & Harish Thatikonda, with a sheer passion for providing relevant
education to the youth. After studying and working in the US for two decades, they are back to their roots to embark on this
meaningful venture of providing the most needed education for the youth. Skillioma is accredited by America’s leading
organisation STEM.org for high-quality content and curriculum.
The story behind Skillioma’s birth started with our daughters. As they both were born and brought up in the USA, their young
minds were curious to learn more about India and her culture, history and school subjects from a real-world perspective. While
we as parents satiated their thirst to some extent, we also discovered this could not be practically done by all parents to help
them connect the dots. We searched for any such resources and found none that developed holistic learning and out-of-thebox thinking. And we embraced the purpose and launched our flagship programs on holistic learning skill programs.
We were thrilled to see NEP 2020 come up with the same vision for holistic learning a few months later. We are proud that our
digital programs are running successfully in schools.
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SKRIWARE S.A.
Address

: Kolejowa 21,
Warsaw, Mazowieckie 01-217
Poland

Website

: skriware.com

Company Description:
Skriware is an educational technology company based in Warsaw, Poland. Its goal is to spark students' interest in learning and
ignite their passion for STEAM subjects (Science, Technology, Engineering, the Arts, Mathematics).
Skriware's main product is SkriLab. This is a hybrid K12 education system supporting teachers both in curriculum delivery and
classroom engagement. It is a perfect combination to engage children and prepare them for the challenges of today’s world. Its
aim is to give students 21st century skills and competencies through experiential learning using hands-on projects
incorporating design, robotics and 3D printing.
Since SkriLab was launched, Skriware has implemented it in 3000 primary schools in Poland and begun distribution in 15
countries around the world, ensuring that the company is rapidly becoming one of the most recognizable STEAM laboratory
suppliers.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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SMART SCHOOL ERP - COMPLETE CAMPUS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
Address

: Akira Software Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
Module No. 432 - 435, 4th Floor, Nila Building,
Technopark Campus,
Trivandrum - 695581, Kerala
India

Website

: smartschoolerp.com

Company Description:
Welcome to Smart School ERP Software!!
Smart School ERP is a comprehensive School Management System for educational institutions like colleges and schools.
Smart School is a common online platform where students, teachers, and parents can come together. It helps these institutions
to manage their activities online. It is a platform where all school-related projects and activities will be recorded and stored. It is
a cloud-based solution that can be accessed through both your phone and desktop. The institution administration and data
management can be handled by this solution. It saves a lot of time as compared to the traditional administration system which
is very cumbersome. It is also a smarter and cheaper way of handling data and other activities.
Our expert team of professionals has designed the best School Management System for educational institutions to meet the
specific and diverse requirements of schools, colleges, professional institutions, and universities. Our School ERP software is
equipped with a dynamic web portal containing individual dashboards for Students, Parents, Teachers, Staff Members, and
Management, allowing them to access all pertinent information and communication from a single location.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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SOLDAMATIC AUGMENTED TRAINING FOR WELDING
Address

: Seabery Augmented Technology
Calle Emilio Haya Prats Doctor, 13,
Huelva - 21005
Spain

Website

: soldamatic.com

Company Description:
Seabery Augmented Technology is the worldwide leader in simulated welding educational solutions, powered by augmented
reality technology. Seabery aspires to evolve and power educational institutions and industrial sectors from traditional
educational models to safe, effective and efficient, digitalized training methods to prepare the skilled labour force of the 21st
century.
Soldamatic training methodology is currently implemented in more than 80 countries in both education and industrial training.
Powered by the proprietary system of Hyperreal-SIMTM, Soldamatic training provides a multi-sensory experience and the
most realistic welding training aside from real-life welding.
Soldamatic has been awarded The Best Augmented Reality Application in Education at the Auggie Awards, Silicon Valley,
California, 2017. Seabery Augmented Training was awarded The Best Spanish SME of the Year by the Spanish Chamber of
Commerce in 2021.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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SOMESHWARA SOFTWARE : EDUTECH COMPANY
Address

: Someshwara Software Private Limited
Bhive Workspace, MG Road,
Bengaluru - 560001, Karnataka
India

Website

: someshwara.com

Company Description:
Someshwar Software a Bengaluru based software development company concentrates on Edutech tools, Web3, Metaverse,
Blockchain, NFT, AR/VR and Game development services company with a focus on innovation and digital transformation.
Technology experts with nearly 2 decades of experience shipping digital products.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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SQUIRREL LEARNING
Address

: Squirrel Learning Limited
Technology Centre, Glaisher Drive,
University of Wolverhampton Science Park,
Wolverhampton, West Midlands WV109RU
United Kingdom

Website

: squirrellearning.com

Company Description:
Squirrel Learning supports schools and academies to improve outcomes and engagement through innovative approaches to
professional development, high-quality resources, and content, by enthusiastic staff.
Technology has a critical role to play in supporting education and improving the life-chances of young people. Our dedicated
team comprising education consultants, technologists, school senior leaders and specialists can work with you to ensure that
meaningful and impactful opportunities are provided to improve the experience of your learners.
Our products include:
• EdTech support for strategy, professional development, content, and resources
• GoRead – a digital reading record for schools which enables students, parents, and schools to record reading activity. This
builds into a profile of reading for the individual, class, school, or region with data dashboards to display impact and
outcomes
• GoWrite – a collaborative writing platform which encourages students to produce writing for real-purpose. Students can
work collaboratively across classes, schools, regions, or countries to produce pieces of writing, books, anthologies, etc.
which are then published in printed book format.
• School website and media development
• Support to embed Google Workspace for Education
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STEM ACADEMY
Address

: STEM Academy Private Limited
1075 - A, HAL 2nd Stage, Indira Nagar,
Bangalore - 560008, Karnataka
India

Website

: stemacademy.co.in

Company Description:
STEM Academy along with its group entities was one of the first to introduce technology in education and training in India. For
over two decades, envisioning the role of technology in transforming education, we serve educational institutions with Online
and Offline Hands-On technology-based learning solutions across classrooms, libraries, innovation centers, STEM labs,
science labs and engineering & emerging technology labs on educational campuses, CSR initiatives, Government and
enterprise projects.
Learning software and content– STEM kits and software and Virtual Labs– Professional development, TTT and education
delivery services.
STEM Studio Offline and Online STEM and emerging technology program services offer interactive programs from experienced
STEAM instructors, World-class STEM kits and curriculum-aligned content for K12 and Higher Edutech programs.
We have worked closely with our partners in implementing progressive solutions for the region’s learning community that has
directly contributed to the educational reform programs, skill development, education infra development, job creation, and
corporate and government talent management initiatives.
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STUDIO CHITTE
Address

: CHITTE (Paper Art)
A - 1206, Sriram Symphonye, Holiday Village Road,
Off Kanakapura Road,
Bangalore - 560062, Karnataka
India

Website

: instagram.com/studiochitte?igshid=10c7kfl1btuip

Company Description:
Studio CHITTE is a brainchild of ARUN DESAI, India’s Only Paper Engineer. A teacher at heart and a learner by habit. Renowned
the world over for his extreme paper cutting and folding skills. In the dexterous hands of ARUN DESAI, the paper comes ‘alive’.
It begins to ‘breathe’ and ‘exist’.
Watching him work with a piece of Paper is a delight in itself. He is a postgraduate in Mathematics and did his research on
Geometric Constructions through paper folding.
A Polymath, who teaches for various disciplines like Mathematics, Architecture, Design, Fashion & Art through his popular
workshops.
He is a Visiting Faculty at various institutes like NID, NIFT, SPA & others. He has conducted more than 350 Hands-On
workshops. He works with various top brands.
Has established an independent Studio named Studio CHITTE in 2007, where he Designs 3D Pop-up structures for overseas
publications and other applications. He has developed Paper toys based on Mathematical and Science concepts.
He is very enthusiastic about introducing and promoting 3D paper craft to the world. He has dedicated himself in Creation,
Exhibition, Teaching and Publishing with Paper as the media to promote the ideal world of sensitivity, civilization and ecological
preservation.
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STUDY MELBOURNE
Address

: Study Melbourne Hub,
Level 1 Pride Elite, 10 Museum Road,
Bengaluru, Karnataka
India

Website

: studymelbourne.vic.gov.au

Company Description:
The Study Melbourne Hub South Asia is designed to bring the Melbourne study experience to international students with
program of events & activities that reinforce Victoria’s status as ‘Australia’s best student city’.
Fostering a sense of community for students, the Hub will support international students from the South Asia to access support
and information on the benefits of a Victorian education. The hub focuses on four main themes of employability,
entrepreneurship, social connection and emotional wellbeing, soft skills like creativity.
The hub will also connect EdTech companies, investors, educators to come together to export and invest in Victoria’s EdTech
capabilities.
Our global network of Hubs located in strategic international markets in Asia like China, Malaysia and Vietnam showcase
Victoria’s global leadership in digital training and education innovation by connecting various stakeholders including EdTech
companies, education providers, educators, researchers, and investors.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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SUPER COUNSELLOR
Address

: International Educational Gateway Pvt. Ltd. (Univariety)
Sri Durga Towers, Suite 301B, Road No. 10,
Banjara Hills,
Hyderabad - 500034, Telangana
India

Website

: globalcareercounsellor.com

Company Description:
Univariety is India’s most comprehensive, collaborative and responsive career guidance ecosystem backed by Info Edge.
Univariety offers an entrepreneurship program, the Super Counsellor Program for individuals passionate about starting their
own career counselling setup.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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SWAYAM PRABHA
Address

: DTH Swayam Prabha, Ministry of Education
MSB 150C,
Department of Chemical Engineering, IIT Madras,
Chennai - 600036, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: swayamprabha.gov.in

Company Description:
SWAYAM Prabha is an educational learning platform and a project funded by Ministry of Education (MOE). It provides 34 high
quality educational channels through DTH (Direct to Home) across the length and breadth of the country on 24 * 7 basis using
GSAT-15 satellite. It has curriculum-based course content covering diverse discipline. The channels are uplinked from BISAGN, Gandhinagar. The DTH channels caters both School and Higher educational contents. The 22 DTH channels which caters
higher educational contents are provided by NPTEL, IITs, UGC, CEC, IGNOU. It also assists students (11 and 12th) for preparing
competitive exams. The project is primarily aimed at making quality learning resources accessible to remote areas where
internet availability is still a challenge.
Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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T2P KIDS
Address

: A - 404 Vaishali Nagar,
Jaipur - 302021, Rajasthan
India

Website

: t2pkids.com

Company Description:
Stared in 2017 by Arun Gupta & Shweta Garg, T2P Kids is manufacturing & designing learning tool for kids.
It aims to make learning fun and practical.
It helps parents to happily engage their kids without mobile screen.
Flagship product – Rocksmart
A learning tool which upgrades your whiteboard to smart board.
It develops curiosity & creativity in kids.
Founded Date - 21th August 2017
Parent Company – Trustware Technologies

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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TABBIEME LIMITED
Address

: 83 Hartfield Crescent, London,
England, SW19 3RZ
United Kingdom

Website

: tabbiemath.com

Company Description:
TabbieMe Limited is a UK based Education Technology platform. Primary focus is teaching and assessment.Our first product is
TabbieMath, that focusses on Mathematics. TabbieMath has a School Module for teachers & students and a Self-Revision
Module for students. TabbieMe plaform can host any subject. Our task bank has more than 75,000 items developed for Grade 3
to Grade 12 curriculum which is aligned to assessment content / standards to strengthen essential concepts and attain
mastery.
Vision: “To facilitate optimum achievement of the potentials in each learner irrespective of their starting points and learning
needs.”
Mission: Provide opportunities to monitor and evaluate the progress towards Global standards in education.
We currently focus on CBSE curriculum schools but are already structuring our content so one set of items can meet the
standards and competency requirements of other regional and international curriculums.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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TAGHIVE INC.
Address

: 6 Lyons Range, 3rd Floor,
Unit 4 & 5,
Kolkata - 700001, West Bengal
India

Website

: tag-hive.com

Company Description:
TagHive Inc., incorporated on April 25, 2017, is a Samsung funded education technology company with headquarters in South
Korea and an office in India. We have 22 registered patents and trademarks, and ten others are pending. Our solutions are used
in over 1,300 schools (adding 2-3 schools daily), and over 350,000 students have downloaded the Class Saathi selfassessment solution.
Class Saathi is a clicker based smart classroom solution that makes formative assessments seamless and data-driven.
Teachers can use the Class Saathi app to evaluate students' proficiency in various concepts taught in class.
Administrators and Parents can also see this learning data on their respective applications. Class Saathi has over 25,000
multiple choice questions on Maths & Science aligned to the CBSE curriculum for students of Classes 6-10. Over 6.6 million
questions have been solved on Class Saathi as of June 2022.
Aligned to the New Education Policy's micro-learning objectives and continuous assessments, our “Data First” approach
ensures greater accountability at all levels. Class Saathi is very affordable and does not require schools to upgrade their
infrastructure. “No internet” and “No electricity” are no longer the limiting factors in making classrooms smart.
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TALKING TREE & MAGIK MAT
Address

: Federal Soft Systems Pvt. Ltd.
#5, 80ft Road, 7th Block, Koramangala,
Bangalore - 560095, Karnataka
India

Website

: federalsoftsystems.com

Company Description:
Federal Soft Systems Pvt Ltd, A conglomerate IT product & services company. We have created a trailblazing, customizable &
multi-feature, AI-Enabled Edutech product, My Talking Tree for kids to grow wiser & knowledgeable and also a pioneer, multifunctional Edutech product, Magik Mat for kids aged between 2 to 9, providing them with an exciting learning experience while
playing.
My Talking Tree is an AI-enabled interactive robotic teacher - designed to boost a child's confidence through creative learning
as they play. Mr DUDU brings the most cutting-edge technology known as Artificial Intelligence to your schools, malls, airports,
and other locations.
Magik Mat is a multi-functional, interactive, activity-based gaming and immersive learning specialist for promoting the holistic
development of a child. It assists to boost physical activities and increase the brain capacity of kids.
Video Link:
Magik Mat: https://youtu.be/okMVUzdg7WQ
My Talking Tree: https://youtu.be/XpoelXBoNzs
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TASSOMAI
Address

: 503, The Pill Box,
London, Greater London E2 6GG
United Kingdom

Website

: www.tassomai.com

Company Description:
Tassomai is an award-winning adaptive software that provides schools/students with essential knowledge practice in core
subjects at KS3 and KS4 (including science, maths and English). It ensures students embed and practise knowledge daily and
gives teachers and school leaders rich data on engagement and activity.
The program has been used by hundreds of schools in the UK (and international schools) to boost grades at GCSE / iGCSE and to
close the attainment gap. Tassomai’s impact data shows that students of all abilities improve in their academic performance as
they use Tassomai, but the effect is even stronger for learners with lower initial attainment.
Originally built as an adaptive quizzing program for GCSE science, Tassomai is continually evolving, with more subjects and
new functionality added each year. In 2023 Tassomai will add 3 new subjects: geography, history & computer science!
As well as personalised quizzes, Tassomai also includes short explainer videos, interactive learning visualisations and links to
carefully curated external resources.
Tassomai is actively seeking to work with schools in India that might benefit from using the program with their students.
Initially these schools are likely to be those following the iGCSE curriculum or a curriculum closely aligned to GCSEs.
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TECHFINO CAPITAL
Address

: Indiqube Omega, Maruthi Emerald,
Graphite India Main Road,
Bengaluru - 560066, Karnataka
India

Website

: techfino.in

Company Description:
Techfino Capital Private Limited , a Bangalore based FinTech company started by industry veterans in Finance and Technology.
TCPL provides unsecured personal loans with a clear objective of customer end-use and has tied up with various partners
providing services in Education and Healthcare Segments.

Notes:
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THE EDUCATION CENTRE OF AUSTRALIA (ECA)
Address

: Level 7, 399 Lonsdale St,
Melbourne, VIC

Website

: eca.edu.au

Company Description:
The Education Centre of Australia (ECA) is a modern and diverse international educational organization that offers postsecondary courses and educational services in India, Australia, and the UK. ECA’s Melbourne campus offers English language
(ELSIS college), ECA College (Vocational programs in Business, IT, Management and networking), two Higher Education
Colleges (offering both undergraduate and postgraduate) in Business, IT, MBA, Project management, leadership and elearning.
Each of these colleges is supported by a post-study Professional Year (to ensure preparedness for the Australian workplace), a
large internship department, and ECA’s Employability Advantage – a unique Digital Employability platform designed by ECA
that addresses the challenges students face in gaining meaningful employment. ECA.
In Melbourne ECA also operates IT Masters (https://www.itmasters.edu.au/), offering Charles Sturt University (CSU)
postgraduate IT courses. This partnership accounts for the largest enrolment of domestic online Information Technology
postgraduates in Australia – serving working professionals seeking career change/advancement and professional upskilling.
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THE FUNNY MIND
Address

: Overx Innovations Pvt. Ltd.
SCO: K Area Road, Dhakoli, Zirakpur,
SAS Nagar - 160104, Punjab
India

Website

: thefunnymind.com

Company Description:
The Funny Mind – Play, Learn, and Be Busy
At OverX we believe in original, educative and planet-friendly products, so we do innovation. As innovators, we are amplifying
our brand “The Funny Mind” to bring real toys to India and the International market.
Our mission is to inculcate basic learning in the kids through toys so that when they enter the world of learning they are well
prepared.
Our toys are very eco-friendly as they decompose much more quickly, are biodegradable and can be reused.
Wooden toys have great durability and longevity. The lifespan of a wooden toy is significantly larger. Children love to
experience toys by touching them.
Let’s promote planet-friendly and sustainable products to save the environment for our sweet kids.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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TORRINS MUSIC EDUCATION
Address

: Torrins Anthem Pvt. Ltd.
B - 32 Industrial Estate, IDC,
Mehrauli Road,
Gurgaon - 122001, Haryana
India

Website

: school.torrins.com

Company Description:
Torrins, a 10-year-old US-based Music Company, in partnership with Ehsaan Noorani (of Shankar-Ehsaan-Loy fame) is pleased
to introduce in India a novel music education program custom-developed for schools.
Our core objective is to impart formal music education to children. We designed this program with the aim of building
confidence, empathy, imagination, focus, and team skills in children.
We offer guitar, piano, drums, ukulele, and vocals training. Each program is tailored to suit the school’s music requirement with
some essential basics designed by our team of veteran musicians with rich teaching experience. Torrins will provide fullytrained and knowledgeable music instructors to teach the instruments as part of the curriculum within school time.
The TORRINS team has designed its own curriculum based on the best practices in music from all around the world. All
subjects have 8 levels (books), each level corresponding to approximately 1 year of learning.
The program is structured such that lessons in the first year start from the very basics and progressively increase in depth,
expertise, and skill level.
Examinations and tests will be conducted per the school’s customized schedule.
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TOY PARK
Address

: Toy Park Delhi Pvt. Ltd.
17 A / 55-56-57,
W.E.A., Karol Bagh,
New Delhi - 110005, Delhi
India

Website

: toypark.co.in

Company Description:
Toy Park Delhi Private Limited is a renowned enterprise which is involved in trading and manufacturing of Toys, Playground
Equipment, Kindergarten Equipment, Recreational & Amusement Products, Outdoor Fitness and Sport Items since 1992.
We have two brands:
Toy Park - One stop shop for Play areas & Play schools
Anypro - For Sports, Games & Fitness
We specialize in designing residential, commercial and institutional play areas to facilitate behavioral, cognitive and motor
development, alongside addressing social and emotional aspects of child development and family recreation.
We have more than 2,500 different types of products targeted to Playschools, Junior Schools and Play areas including
innovative and high quality playing equipment (indoor and outdoor), educational toys, teaching aids and playschool furniture.
With an immaculate understanding of growing market trends, we offer our clients with best products at competitive price. We
are proudly evolved in fulfilling Playing needs for all ages and adaptively to the ever changing requirement of customers
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TRUEVIEW - WARNER ELECTRONICS (I) PVT. LTD.
Address

: A114 / 6, Five Star MIDC,
Shendra,
Aurangabad - 431007, Maharashtra
India

Website

: trueview.co.in

Company Description:
At Trueview, we believe in continuous development and innovation to bring products for the Indian consumers that can make
their lives comfortable. At DIDAC India, Trueview presents the latest revolution in the education industry, range of All-in-One
Interactive Flat Panel Displays (IFPD) that can stimulate, engage and inspire the students. Trueview’s ultra-sensitive touch
technology gives an advanced fine-tuned handwriting experience. These IFPDs are the first in India to come up with the latest
Android 11 Operating System, loaded with features and applications that are most conducive for efficient collaboration in
education as well as in business. With added built in features of Whiteboard, Spotlight and expose learning becomes highly
enriching.
Trueview also presents the versatile education application, TrueBoard, developed specially for the IFPDs. This application has
all the features and content that makes the student-teacher engagement engaging and effective.
Experience the very unique, education software Lecture Capture and the Student Response System. These Classroom
Engagement Solutions create student-centered learning environments that drive productivity.
On display are our 4K LCD Digital Signages. These digital signages are an easy replacement for your regular notice boards.
Wow your audiences with hi-quality digital content on the ultra-bright, easy to use, and remotely operable signages.
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TRUSCHOLAR - VERIFIABLE DIGITAL CREDENTIALS
Address

: Asset Chain Techlligence Pvt. Ltd.
3rd Floor Nanda Motors, Navathe Plots,
Amravati - 444605, Maharashtra
India

Website

: truscholar.io

Company Description:
TruScholar is a blockchain-based credential management platform that lets universities, institutes/edtech firms, online
learning platforms, event organizers and corporates to issue secured, immutable and verifiable digital certificates and digital
badges. TruScholar facilitates the issuance of credentials in Digital Format along with its storage and verification process.
These records are immutable and are encrypted on the platform built on Blockchain technology, and hence assured legitimacy
of the record will be an inbuilt feature. It offers a digitally accessible wallet on an annual subscription basis where all the various
certificates and credentials are stored and accessible to the user.

Notes:
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TURITO INDIA PVT. LTD.
Address

: 8-2-293 / 82, A / 773, Rd Number 44,
CBI Colony, Jubilee Hills,
Hyderabad - 500033, Telangana
India

Website

: www.turito.com/in

Company Description:
Turito is a US-based E-Learning company having specialized programs for K-12 students to pave their way from school to top
global universities. Headquartered in Atlanta, Turito’s programs are available in the USA, UK, Canada, Middle East, India,
Singapore and Australia. The parent company of Turito is YuppTV, a pioneer in the OTT space and the world’s largest SouthAsian entertainment content distributor for 15+ years.
Turito's Study Abroad Program is an end-to-end personalized program for high school students to pave their way to the top
ranked global universities. The program has 4 integral modules that cover all the key requirements for admissions abroad - SAT
& IELTS Exam Preparation, Profile Building Guidance, Course-Country-College Counselling, College Applications Processing.
We are the only Undergrad Abroad Specialists in India and Middle East & have successfully guided 800+ students to top 100
global universities in the last 4 years.
Turito's Study Abroad team works extensively with International Schools across Asia to conduct exclusive workshops for their
high school students to educate and give them a Global Perspective to Undergrad Education. Many reputed international
schools in India and Middle East are using Turito's services to conduct exclusive SAT & IELTS coaching batches for their
students.
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TWIGS SERVICES PVT. LTD. - KOMPAN
Address

: #1, 1st Floor, Keshavareddy Complex,
1st Cross, Kaggadasapura, C.V. Raman Nagar,
Bangalore - 560093, Karnataka
India

Website

: kompan.com

Company Description:
We are a 20 year company into landscaping and working with top realty developers in key cities of India. We have good contact
with leading Landscape Architects in India. We have good knowledge of product specification and tender process and have
worked on many large projects in India.
Notes:
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UNITED INDUSTRIES
Address

: Plot No: G - 45,
MIDC, Ambad,
Nashik - 422010, Maharashtra
India

Website

: unitedworld.asia

Company Description:
With around 39 years of experience, we would like to introduce ourselves as the leading manufacturer of Telescope
Observatory Domes in India. Our one goal is to provide stargazing in comfort for the casual stargazer to the serious astronomer.
We specialize in Telescope Observatory for Education, Professional, and Amateur astronomers after developing high expertise
in customized solutions that integrate telescope equipment configuration and site design. Along with providing a wide range of
Observatory domes with the choice of manual, Electrically operated systems and GPS, Auto tracking.
Our projects are successfully installed at many International, ICSC, CBSC and Government schools in India, and we are the
prominent exporters of Observatory Domes to developed countries. Telescope Observatory Domes are set up at Schools to
create awareness and interest in Astronomy. It encourages the students to participate in programs and competitions organized
by NASA and other institutes.
The School can groom their students to pursue a career in Space Sciences and Astrophysics which will contribute to the
development of India’s most promising Space Programs. Our association will help your Students to learn Astronomy as a
hobby and have a wider opening in life to pursue their future career in Astrophysics and Space Sciences.
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UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE
Address

: The University of Melbourne,
Grattan Street, Parkville,
Victoria, 3010
Australia

Website

: study.unimelb.edu.au

Company Description:
The University of Melbourne is one of Australia’s oldest public research University. The University has over 8,000 academic
and professional staff that support a vibrant student body of more than 50,000, including international students from over 130
countries around the world.
Times Higher Education ranked the University of Melbourne first in Australia and 32nd globally in 2022, while the Academic
Ranking of World Universities places it 35th in the world. In the QS World University Rankings 2022, the university ranks 37th
globally and 2nd in Australia. Each year more than 250 Australian and international organizations including consulting firms,
technology firms, government and industry, actively recruit on campus each year.
We prepare graduates to make their own impact, offering education that stimulates, challenges and fulfils our students, leading
to meaningful careers. Our graduates become well-rounded, thoughtful and skilled professionals – making a positive impact
across the globe.

Notes:
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UNIVISER TECHNOLOGIES
Address

: #45,1st Main Road,
West Shenoy Nagar,
Chennai - 600030, Tamil Nadu
India

Website

: univiser.io

Company Description:
Univiser is a customizable Peer to Peer solution that intelligently nurtures your leads - the platform embeds on the university
website to allows prospective students and parents from around the world to chat with nominated university ambassadors to
make informed decisions about your university prior to enrolment.
Notes:
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UPGRAD CAMPUS
Address

: 7th Floor, Lexington Towers,
Tavrekere Road, SG Pallya,
Bangalore - 560029, Karnataka
India

Website

: college.upgradcampus.com

Company Description:
upGrad Campus is a vertical of upGrad, Asia's Largest Higher Education Company, which is on a mission to transform Indian
Campuses into Next-Gen Institutions via its Technology Products and Content Offerings.
Technology Products include Lecture Capture Solutions(LCS) and Blended Classrooms.
Content Offerings include Joint Degree(Specializations like AIML, Business Analytics with Full-Time Degree) and Job Ready
Certification Program( Short term programs) for making the students industry ready and helping the institutions to boost their
employability.

Notes:
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VAL-ED INITIATIVES
Address

: Val-Ed India Pvt. Ltd.
Link Road, Malleshwaram
Bangalore - 560003, Karnataka
India

Website

: valedindia.com

Company Description:
At Val-Ed Initiatives, we build stronger & healthier character in children, parents, educators & adults through 21st Century
Human Values & Life Skills Education programs & products designed & delivered by Role Models.
Val-Ed designs & delivers customised character education solutions to individuals, groups & big groups ranging from tens to
thousands through programs & products that are research-oriented, relevant & effective.
Val-Ed plays multiple roles including curriculum designers, content creators, surveyors & researchers, operational planners,
program deliverers, assessment administrators & impact auditors.

Notes:
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VALIDATEME.ONLINE
Address

: Affidabile
A - 8, Sector - 68,
Noida - 201309, Uttar Pradesh
India

Website

: validateme.online

Company Description:
ValidateMe.Online is the most trustworthy and seamless end-to-end solution to create, issue, and manage digital credentials in
a few clicks. Our blockchain-based digital certificates and badges make it possible for institutions to recognise students'
accomplishments, for individuals to demonstrate their skills, and for hiring managers to identify the most suitable
candidates.
Digital Credentials: Leading the way for Innovation in Education
Grades have forever been the primary focus and we have banked on this sub-optimal representation of a student’s potential. It
worked well in the past, with standardized degrees and limited career options. That's not how the world operates anymore.
Degrees today are merely a starting point. Organizations offer specialized roles and make hiring top talent their prerogative by
substituting degree-based hiring with skill-based hiring. Online Learning Platforms are fast becoming part of mainstream
education for earning specialized qualifications.
Given the diversification of employment opportunities and the emergence of new professions, individuals are becoming
increasingly perplexed about the path they should take to attain their career objectives.
This is where ValidateMe.Online takes the center stage. Digital credentials are augmented with metadata for students to
discern which credentials to take to unlock career goals. They are also a crucial part of any hiring process as skills can easily be
verified online.
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VASA SCIENTIFIC CO
Address

: No 95 / 1, 11th Cross,
4th Main, Malleswaram,
Bangalore - 560003, Karnataka
India

Website

: vasascientific.blogspot.com

Company Description:
We Are the Authorised Distributors For
Glassware: Borosil, Blue Star, J.S.G.W
Chemicals: Thermo Fisher (Qualigens), Nice, Loba, Himedia And S.D.Fine
Filter Paper: WHATMAN
Plastic Lab ware: Tarsons
Balance: Aczet, Shimadzu, Wensar
Laboratory Instruments: Equitron, Guna, Remi, Olympus, Systronics, Suswox And All Types Of Lab And Surgical equipment
Medical Equipment: Omron, Vissco
Vasa Brand Lab Equipment: Autoclave, Hot air Oven, Incubator, Water Bath, Muffle Furnace, Hot Plate, Magnetic Stirrer, Water Still, Laminar Air Flow, Bio Safety
Cabinet, Fume Hood.
Our staff strength of 80 members working under the guidance and advice of Mr B.P. Prakash, Proprietor now being carried over by his son Mr B.P. Rupesh, CEO, has
taken up the task of taking forward the organisation. Having well-experienced marketing team, sales team, accounts, stores, packing & forwarding personnel with
4 dedicated delivery vehicles running every day in supplying the orders to the customer door steps.
We have head office at Malleswaram and branch office at Avenue road and Bellary. We are maintaining sufficient inventory of all the principals providing fast
delivery.
We have a team along with our Principal Companies will work as ONE TEAM to provide the most effective and efficient support to end-users and offer the best
timely solutions in product, application, and technical service support at an optimal price intended to benefit our customers.
Our mission is to deliver total customer satisfaction. In order to achieve this objective, we are always at your disposal and ready to serve you whenever you need
us. We look forward to hear from you always.
Vasa for Quality, And Prompt Service
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VDOCIPHER
Address

: Vdocipher Media Solutions
91 Springboard, Building Number - 145,
Sector - 44,
Gurugram - 122003, Haryana
India

Website

: vdocipher.com

Company Description:
Video Hosting With Piracy Protection
VdoCipher provides innovative video tech solutions for education and media businesses to help them stream content on their
website/app in a most secure and smooth manner. The key features include the highest security from video piracy through
DRM encryption and watermarking technologies, and they ensure the smoothest streaming at slow connections due to
optimized encoding at lower sizes. This helps businesses to earn maximum revenues from their content and ensure the best
user experience even in Tier 2, and 3 cities.
VdoCipher is currently serving 2000+ customers across 40+ countries on all 6 continents. VdoCipher is a proud winner of the
best video security award by Streaming Media Magazine, Europe.
The complete package features include AWS cloud hosting, smart video player, dashboard, and APIs to manage and integrate
content and offline secure playback in mobile apps.
VdoCipher envisions the internet as a place with rich and quality content, where the artists and course creators are not afraid to
share their creations with the world, an internet where the contributors are recognized and have an incentive for creating great
content.
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VIDYALAYA CAMPUS MANAGEMENT ERP
Address

: Sapphire Software Solutions
C / 102-103, Ganesh Meridian, Opp. Kargil Petrol Pump,
Nr. Gujarat High Court, S.G. Highway,
Ahmedabad - 380060, Gujarat
India

Website

: vidyalayaschoolsoftware.com

Company Description:
Vidyalaya, A revolutionized school management software is India’s only software with dedicated service-support model
catering all aspects of School management into one streamlined solution serving for more than 20 years, Vidyalaya has gained
the trust of more than 1400 mid-size to large organizations globally.
Vidyalaya is an end-to-end ERP solution for school automation comes with 30+ Modules with the integration of technology
like WhatsApp, Biometric, Tally, Online Payment, Barcode, Online Exam, Bus Tracking system, etc. with more than 1500+
graphical and analytical Reports & informative dashboards.
Vidyalaya has completely redefined communication, making it easier & quicker with Mobile application (Android & iOS)
available for Parents & Teachers for effective communication, along with Management App to have a 360-degree view over
campus activity with inbuilt MIS & EIS. Keeping the student's safety as a priority, Vidyalaya also offers bus tracking as an
integrated solution with Parent app.
Let Experience be your guide, in transforming your campus into the digital campus.

Notes:
.....................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................................................
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VIEWSONIC
Address

: Unit No. JA 616, DLF Tower A,
Jasola District Centre, Near Apollo Hospital,
New Delhi - 110025, Delhi
India

Website

: viewsonic.com/in/

Company Description:
Founded in California, ViewSonic is a leading global provider of visual solutions and conducts business in over 100 countries
worldwide. As an innovator and visionary, ViewSonic is committed to providing comprehensive hardware and software
solutions that include monitors, projectors, digital signage, ViewBoard interactive displays, and the myViewBoard software
ecosystem. With over 30 years of expertise in visual displays, ViewSonic has established a strong position for delivering
innovative and reliable solutions for education, enterprise, consumer, and professional markets and helping customers "See
the Difference." To find out more about ViewSonic, please visit www.viewsonic.com. Follow #ViewSonicIndia #ViewSonic.

Notes:
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VISHYA LEARNING SOLUTIONS
Address

: H. No 7 - 54 / 2 / 11, Street Name: Balasaraswati Nagar
Malkajgiri,
Hyderabad - 500047, Telangana
India

Website

: vishyalearning.com

Company Description:
We are leaders in Vocational learning in Telangana. We partner with Institutes to help trainees achieve Vocational Excellence.
Vishya Learning Gateway (VLG), our comprehensive Digital Learning Management Solution, offers features that cater to the
complete career life cycle of a vocational trainee.
With an innovative approach and deep expertise, Vishya is redefining Skill Education. We offer specialized products for
Institutions, Companies, and Trainees for Skilling, Cross- Skilling, and Upskilling.

Notes:
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WOODWISE PENCILS
Address

: Adams Invention
A - 7, Thakkar Industrial Estate,
Old Anjirwadi, Mazagoan,
Mumbai - 400010, Maharashtra
India

Website

: woodwisepencils.com

Company Description:
“WOODWISE PENCILS” (TM). Based in India is a company with 100% dedication for saving the environment which
manufacture eco-friendly pencils using recycled newspapers. Deforestation is a major cause of environmental changes. To
make wooden pencils, forests are cut down every minute to supply wood. 82,000 Trees are cut to produce 14 million pencils as
per report. Let’s play a vital role in its preservation by using customized Eco-Friendly products.
• Used Newspaper Pencils
• Polished Paper Pencils
• Plantable Pencils
• Kraft Paper Pencils
• Polymer Pencils
• Brown Paper Pens
• Brown paper Plantable Pens
• Customized Sticky Note Pads
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WORLDDIDAC ASSOCIATION
Address

: Industrie Baennli 3A,
4628 Wolfwil

Website

: worlddidac.org

Company Description:
Worlddidac is the global trade association for the educational resources industry. We work equally with all education sectors,
all countries and all relevant national associations endeavouring to improve education globally by connecting our members
with like-minded stakeholders within the Education Industry.
We are the only global association dedicated to the development of education worldwide.
Together with our members and partners around the globe, we create one of the world’s leading business forums specifically
for the promotion of trade and investment within the education market worldwide. We are a global organisation well networked
throughout the education sector. This means we can offer a truly agnostic approach to didactic systems and standards. We
seek to bring the best that the world has to offer in terms of educational resources and the supporting infrastructure needed to
deliver quality education.
Notes:
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XPERIMENTOR
Address

:

Scikraft Education and Engineering Design Private Limited
#303, Gonchalu, 4th Cross Rd, Banashankari 3rd Stage,
Poornapragna Housing Society Layout,
Bengaluru - 560085, Karnataka
India

Website

: scikraft.com

Company Description:
Xperimentor is an ecosystem for Science Learning. It is an experiential learning solution enabling schools to effectively
implement inquiry-based science education by providing world-class labs and kits, content, interactive app, pedagogy &
training, and support. Xperimentor is NEP-2020 ready and customizable to different curricula with complete curriculum
coverage.
World-class tools, technology, and pedagogy along with rigorous teacher training and workshop empowers teachers to
transform their classrooms into experiential learning spaces. It comes in different models of implementation - The Xperimentor
School, The Xperimentor Peer, and The Xperimentor Teacher models.
Xperimentor provides helps every teacher set up a lab in their classroom and every student set up a lab at home, creating
equitable access for hands-on science learning. The inquiry-based content & competency-based assessments on the app help
students learn interactively and facilitate teachers get an easy way of monitoring student work, reviewing and providing
individualized feedback and administering assessments.
Xperimentor solution makes science learning effective for students and easy for teachers.
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YAMAHA MUSIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Address

: P - 401, Jmd Megapolis,
Gurgaon Sohna Road,
Sector - 48,
Gurgaon - 110018, Haryana
India

Website

: in.yamaha.com

Company Description:
Established in March 2008, Yamaha Music India Pvt. Ltd. is part of the Yamaha Corporation worldwide group of companies and
offers full line of Yamaha musical instruments, Pro-audio and Audio-Visual equipment's to India market. It began its operations
in October 2008 with its headquarters at Gurgaon, Haryana.
Yamaha Music India is fully committed at popularizing music among the young generation and change the way music is
perceived in our society to inculcate 21st century skills.
Taking this initiative forward Yamaha Music has started various music education programs in India to go with the world class
and diverse range of musical instruments.

Notes:
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ZEBA LABS
Address

: P. O. Box. 3130 Kakkanad, Ernakulam,
Cochin - 682042, Kerala
India

Website

: zebalabs.com

Company Description:
Zeba Labs; is a provider of one stop solution for your requirements on customized laboratory design, fabrication, Installation and
commissioning and our services cover the whole project, from inception to completion and by executing over 1000 projects our team have
delighted customers spread over 35 nations in five continents enjoying Peace of Mind and Pride of Ownership®
Our product ranges includes:
Fume Cupboards, Extraction systems, Work benches, Special Storage Systems, Chemical storage cabinets, Anti-Vibration tables, Laboratory
Seating, Reagent shelves, Work surfaces, Accessories,Clean room Furniture/Paneling, Lockers, Emergency shower/Eye wash, and many
more custom made articles.
Refining our expertise and techniques is an ongoing and iterative process and are continually growing our skills, incorporating the benefits of
these refinements into future projects.
Our Service includes:
- Designing of Laboratories of all disciplines
- Custom fabrication of scientific workstations such as, (Wall bench, Island
Bench and Peninsular bench), supply & assembly
- Supply & Installation of Fume Containment systems such as fume hoods,
Canopy hoods, suction arms and exhaust system.
- Special storage systems and custom made work stations.
- Various other tailor made solutions
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CANADA PAVILION

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

PAGE NO.

• APPLYBOARD INC

14

• D2L

47

• MYMENTOR ACADEMY

113

• ONTARIO, CANADA

125

• READON ! ORANGE NEUROSCIENCES

138

• REPERFORMANCE

140

FINLAND PAVILION

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

PAGE NO.

• EDUCATION FINLAND

59

• EDUCLUSTER FINLAND LTD.

60

• EDUTEN

62

• GYMI EDUCATION

79

• KINDIEDAYS

95

• MOVEDUCA

111

• OTAVA LEARNING

127

• PINO NETWORK

131

GERMANY PAVILION

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

PAGE NO.

• DIVERSITY WEBINARS/BAMIK GmbH

53

• BILDUNGSWERK DER BAYERISCHEN WIRTSCHAFT gGmbH

21

• BOSCH REXROTH INDIA

25

• CAMPUSLAN SOFTWARE GmbH

32

• CHRISTIANI SHARPLINE

39

• GERMAN PAVILION - FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND
CLIMATE ACTION (BMWK)

73

• FESTO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

68

• FORMCASE INTERNATIONAL

70

• DADB - GERMAN ACADEMY OF DIGITAL EDUCATION

50

UK PAVILION

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

PAGE NO.

• BOCLIPS

23

• BRITISH EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION (BESA)

30

• CENTURY TECH

36

• RENAISSANCE LEARNING

139

• SQUIRREL LEARNING

161

• TABBIEME LIMITED

168

• TASSOMAI

171

VICTORIA STATE (AUSTRALIA) PAVILION

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

PAGE NO.

• AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

17

• BOUNCE CONSULTING

26

• D2L

47

• THE EDUCATION CENTRE OF AUSTRALIA (ECA)

173

• GLOBAL EDUCATION SOLUTIONS

74

• GLOBAL VICTORIA

76

• LA TROBE UNIVERSITY

98

• NAVITAS

117

• STUDY MELBOURNE

164

• HEX

81

• UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

182
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21st - 23rd September 2022
Bengaluru, India

PRODUCT WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Equipments / Software Publications
Hardware

ABACUSMASTER

Yes

Yes

ACADEMY FOR CREATIVE TEACHING PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

ACADMART

Yes

ACER INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Yes

Yes

Music,
Content Comm. / Special Allied &
Play &
&
Connect- Needs Supportive
Sports Curriculam
ivity
Products /
Materials
Solutions

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

AGILE SHAALA
AKADASIA

Abacus and
Spelling Bee

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

ALPA KIDS FROM ESTONIA

Yes
Yes

AMAZON WEB SERVICES

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

ANKIDYNE

Yes

Setup of Play Schools
Start up Ed Tech Programs

Yes

Yes

ANTHOLOGY

Yes

APEDGI TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.

Yes

APPLYBOARD

Yes

Yes

ARCTIC FOX

Yes
Yes

Yes

AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (ACER)
BECREO TECHNOLOGIES
BEMASTERLY
Yes

BILDUNGSWERK DER BAYERISCHEN WIRTSCHAFT
gGmbH

Yes

Yes

Backpacks,
Accessories, Shoes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

BENQ INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Coaching Institutes

Yes

Yes

Yes

BIZZARO UNIFORMS

Yes

Yes

Skills and Talents

Yes

BOCLIPS

Yes

BONTON TECHNOMAKE PVT. LTD.

Yes

BOSCH REXROTH INDIA

Yes

Furniture & Lab
Yes

BOUNCE CONSULTING

BRAINSTORM INTERNATIONAL - IPHONICS

Blockchain
Digital Credentials
Govt.

ALPAKS KIDS WORLD - HYDERABAD

BRAINDEMICS

3D Printer &
Robotic Arm

Yes

ALL INDIA COUNCIL FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION
(AICTE)

ATAL INNOVATION MISSION - NITI AAYOG

Others
(please specify)

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Coaching & Prof. Dev.

Yes
Teacher Training
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PRODUCT WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Equipments / Software Publications
Hardware

BRITISH COUNCIL

Music,
Content Comm. / Special Allied &
Play &
&
Connect- Needs Supportive
Sports Curriculam
ivity
Products /
Materials
Solutions

Yes

Yes

Others
(please specify)

Yes

BRITISH EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION
(BESA)
BUTTERFLY EDUFIELDS PVT. LTD.

Yes

CAMPUSLAN SOFTWARE GmbH

Yes

Yes

Yes

CAMPUSMALL - UNIFORM &
MERCHANDISE SOLUTIONS

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Merchandise

CANVA FOR EDUCATION

Yes

CAPRICS LEARNING LAB

Yes

CENTURY TECH

Yes

Yes

CERYX DIGITAL : IMMERSIVE TECH

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CHARTWELLS - BY COMPASS GROUP
CHRISTIANI SHARPLINE

Yes

CIVOM

Yes

CLASS

Yes

COLLEGE BOARD

Yes
Yes

Yes

Furnitures

Yes

Testing

Yes

K12 STEM Solution

CREYA LEARNING

Yes

Yes

CRICKET PANG

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

D2L ASIA
D3 EDUCATION

Food Services

Yes

COURSERA FOR CAMPUS
CRETILE STEM SOLUTION : KIT +
CURRICULUM + SCHOLARSHIP

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

DAC'S INC
DADB - GERMAN ACADEMY OF DIGITAL EDUCATION

Yes

AI Robotic Teacher

Yes

Puma Shoes

Yes

DIDACTA

Trade Association

DIVERSEY INDIA HYGIENE PVT. LTD.

Yes

DIVERSITY WEBINARS / BAMIK GmbH

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSOCIATION

Association

EBACO SPORTS INFRASTRUCTURE

Sports

EDIBON

Yes

Yes

EDTECH POLAND FOUNDATION

Yes

Yes

EDUCATION DESIGN INTERNATIONAL

Yes

EDUCATION FINLAND

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Architecture & Interior
Design Services

®
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PRODUCT WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Equipments / Software Publications
Hardware

EDUCLUSTER FINLAND LTD.

Yes

EDUTECH

Yes

EDUTEN
EDUVANCE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Music,
Content Comm. / Special Allied &
Play &
&
Connect- Needs Supportive
Sports Curriculam
ivity
Products /
Materials
Solutions
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ENTERPRISE SINGAPORE

Govt.

EXTRAAEDGE

Yes

FABDIZ

Yes
Yes

Yes

FORMCASE INTERNATIONAL

Yes

Yes

FOTONVR

Yes

Yes

FILEWAVE

Yes

Yes
Yes

GERMAN PAVILION - FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND CLIMATE ACTION (BMWK)

Business Services
& Associations

GLOBAL EDUCATION SOLUTIONS

Yes

GLOBAL SOLUTION MAKERS

Yes

GODREJ INTERIO

Yes

GROK LEARNING PVT. LTD.

Yes

GYMI EDUCATION

Yes

HEWLETT PACKARD INDIA

Yes

HEX

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

HURON UNIVERSITY, CANADA

Yes

IAMNEO

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Competency
Based CPD

Yes

HIGH SCHOOL MOMS

Yes
Yes

Hed. & Networking
with Universities

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

University

Yes

Educational Toys

Yes

IMAGIMAKE
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION
INFINITY LEARN

Yes

Yes

ICT 360

INDIA DIDACTICS ASSOCIATION

Interiors

Yes

GALLANT SPORTS AND INFRA PVT. LTD.

HYUNDAI IT

K-12 Finnish Intl.
School Services

Yes

ELMO

FESTO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Others
(please specify)

Yes

Yes
Content, News
& Policy

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
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PRODUCT WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Equipments / Software Publications
Hardware

Music,
Content Comm. / Special Allied &
Play &
&
Connect- Needs Supportive
Sports Curriculam
ivity
Products /
Materials
Solutions

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE

Others
(please specify)

Yes

JODO

Fee Mgmt.

KARNATAKA STATE COUNCIL FOR
HIGHER EDUCATION (KSHEC)

Govt.

KIDEX - NEP 2020 IMPLEMENTATION PARTNER

Yes

KINDIEDAYS

Yes

KNOWLEDGE CONSORTIUM OF GUJARAT

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

KRUGER INTERNATIONAL FURNITURE SYSTEMS /
IMAGO

Yes

LA TROBE UNIVERSITY
LABKAFE- MAKING LABS FUTURE PROOF

Yes

LAIN , S.R.L , ITALY - AADVI LABTECH

Yes

LAUNCHMYCAREER PVT. LTD.

LILTRIANGLE
Yes

LOGIQIDS
MAGES INST / STUDIO SINGAPORE

Yes

University

Yes

Career Guidance

Yes

School Consultancy
Services

Yes
Yes

LIFE EDUCARE PVT. LTD.

LOGIC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

MAXHUB

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

METABOOK XR - THE JOY OF LEARNING

Yes

Yes

Yes

MICROSOFT

Yes

Yes

MONEY COMMANDO

Yes

MOVEDUCA

Yes
Yes

MYMENTOR ACADEMY

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

NAVITAS PTY LTD

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NAVNEET TOPTECH

Yes

NEARPOD

Yes

NEOROBOS

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Financial Education
Mobile App

Yes
Yes

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
AND TRAINING (NCERT)
NATURENURTURE

Yes
Yes

MY SKILL SHAALA

N C KANSIL & SONS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
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PRODUCT WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Equipments / Software Publications
Hardware

Music,
Content Comm. / Special Allied &
Play &
&
Connect- Needs Supportive
Sports Curriculam
ivity
Products /
Materials
Solutions

NEOTOUCH INDIA PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NEWTEK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NILKAMAL LIMITED

Yes

Yes

Yes

Furniture

NISARGA INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
PVT. LTD.

OMR & Digital
Valuation

Yes

ONTARIO, CANADA

Yes

ORÉLL - LANGUAGE LAB & ERP

Yes

OTAVA LEARNING

Yes

Yes

Yes

PARALLEL PLAIDS UNIFORMS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PEARSON VUE

Yes

Uniforms
Testing /
Asessment Solutions

Yes

PHIBONACCI SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PINO NETWORK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PLAYGRO TOYS INDIA PVT. LTD.

Yes

POPCORN FURNITURE

Yes

POSSIBILITY EDUTECH FURNITURE| BOOKS |
MERCHANDISE | EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Yes

Yes

Play Toys & Games
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

POWERSCHOOL

Yes

PROSOL IT (WACOM)

Yes

Yes

QLS - ADVANCE LMS

Yes

Yes

READON ! ORANGE NEUROSCIENCES

Yes

RENAISSANCE LEARNING

Yes

REPERFORMANCE

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

REZI

TOEFL /
IELTS Preparation

Yes
Yes

Notebooks and
Stationery

Yes

SAHYADRI GROUP OF COMPANIES

Yes

Yes

SAMSUNG INDIA ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

SCHOLASTIC

Yes

Yes

SCHOOL TALKZ - PWD BY EDFISH

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

SCHOOLDECOR
SCIENCEUTSAV

Yes

Yes
Yes

RESCRIPT STATIONERY

SECURUS CCTV

Others
(please specify)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Furniture's &
Playground Equip.
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PRODUCT WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Equipments / Software Publications
Hardware

SENSES ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

SEQR DOC - SECURITY SOFTWARE

Yes

Yes

Music,
Content Comm. / Special Allied &
Play &
&
Connect- Needs Supportive
Sports Curriculam
ivity
Products /
Materials
Solutions

Yes

SHANKAR IAS ACADEMY

Yes

SHIMINLY EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Yes

SINGHANIA QUEST+ (NEP SOLUTION PROVIDER)

Yes

SKADEPT

Yes

SKILLIOMA - BEYOND TEXTBOOKS
SKRIWARE S.A.

Yes
Yes

SMART SCHOOL ERP - COMPLETE CAMPUS
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
SOLDAMATIC AUGMENTED TRAINING FOR WELDING

Yes

SQUIRREL LEARNING
STEM ACADEMY

Yes

Yes

IAS Coaching
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SOMESHWARA SOFTWARE : EDUTECH COMPANY

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

SWAYAM PRABHA

Yes
Yes
Yes

TAGHIVE INC.

Yes

Yes

TALKING TREE & MAGIK MAT

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TECHFINO CAPITAL

Finance

THE EDUCATION CENTRE OF AUSTRALIA (ECA)

Yes

THE FUNNY MIND

Yes

TORRINS MUSIC EDUCATION

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

TRUSCHOLAR - VERIFIABLE DIGITAL CREDENTIALS

Education
Activity Based
Learning Toys

TOY PARK
TRUEVIEW - WARNER ELECTRONICS (I) PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Furniture and Floorings
Yes

Yes

TURITO INDIA PVT. LTD.

Yes

TWIGS SERVICES PVT. LTD. - KOMPAN
UNITED INDUSTRIES

Education Consultancy

Yes

Yes
Yes

T2PKIDS

TASSOMAI

Yes

Yes

STUDIO CHITTE

TABBIEME LIMITED

AR
Yes

Yes

Yes

SUPER COUNSELLOR

Others
(please specify)

Yes
Yes

Awareness Workshop

Yes
Telescope
Observatory
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PRODUCT WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Equipments / Software Publications
Hardware

Music,
Content Comm. / Special Allied &
Play &
&
Connect- Needs Supportive
Sports Curriculam
ivity
Products /
Materials
Solutions

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

University

UNIVISER TECHNOLOGIES
UPGRAD CAMPUS

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VAL-ED INITIATIVES

Yes

Emotional Learning
Solutions

Yes
Lab Equipments
Yes

VIDYALAYA CAMPUS MANAGEMENT ERP

Yes
Yes

VISHYA LEARNING SOLUTIONS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

WOODWISE PENCILS

Yes
Career Tools
Yes

WORLDDIDAC ASSOCIATION
XPERIMENTOR

Yes
Yes

Eco Friendly
Pencils and Pens
International
Association

Yes

YAMAHA MUSIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
ZEBA LABS

Yes

Yes

VDOCIPHER

VIEWSONIC

Yes

Yes

VALIDATEME.ONLINE
VASA SCIENTIFIC CO

Others
(please specify)

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Furnitures
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LEVEL WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Early
Years /
Foundation

School
Education
(ages 4 to 18)

ABACUSMASTER

Yes

Yes

ACADEMY FOR CREATIVE TEACHING PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

Higher
Education

Further
Education

Adult &
Community
Education

Yes

Yes

Yes

Vocational
Education &
Training
Yes

ACADMART

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ACER INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

AGILE SHAALA

Yes

AKADASIA

Yes

ALL INDIA COUNCIL FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION
(AICTE)
ALPA KIDS FROM ESTONIA

Yes

Yes
Yes

ALPAKS KIDS WORLD - HYDERABAD

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ANTHOLOGY

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

APEDGI TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

APPLYBOARD

Yes

Yes

Yes

ARCTIC FOX

Yes

Yes

Yes

ATAL INNOVATION MISSION - NITI AAYOG
AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (ACER)

Yes

Yes

AMAZON WEB SERVICES
ANKIDYNE

Research
Levels

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

BECREO TECHNOLOGIES

Yes

BEMASTERLY

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

BENQ INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Yes

BILDUNGSWERK DER BAYERISCHEN WIRTSCHAFT
gGmbH
BIZZARO UNIFORMS

Yes

BOCLIPS
BONTON TECHNOMAKE PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

BOSCH REXROTH INDIA
BOUNCE CONSULTING
BRAINDEMICS

Yes
Yes

BRAINSTORM INTERNATIONAL - IPHONICS

Yes

BRITISH COUNCIL

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

BRITISH EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION
(BESA)
BUTTERFLY EDUFIELDS PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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LEVEL WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Early
Years /
Foundation

School
Education
(ages 4 to 18)

Higher
Education

Further
Education

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CAMPUSLAN SOFTWARE GmbH
CAMPUSMALL - UNIFORM &
MERCHANDISE SOLUTIONS
CANVA FOR EDUCATION
CAPRICS LEARNING LAB
CENTURY TECH

Adult &
Community
Education

Vocational
Education &
Training

Research
Levels

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

CERYX DIGITAL : IMMERSIVE TECH

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CHARTWELLS - BY COMPASS GROUP

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CIVOM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CLASS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CHRISTIANI SHARPLINE

COLLEGE BOARD

Yes

COURSERA FOR CAMPUS

Yes

CRETILE STEM SOLUTION : KIT +
CURRICULUM + SCHOLARSHIP

Yes

CREYA LEARNING
CRICKET PANG

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

D2L ASIA

Yes

Yes

D3 EDUCATION

Yes

Yes

DAC'S INC

Yes

Yes

DADB - GERMAN ACADEMY OF DIGITAL EDUCATION
DIDACTA
DIVERSEY INDIA HYGIENE PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

DIVERSITY WEBINARS / BAMIK GmbH
EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSOCIATION

Yes

EBACO SPORTS INFRASTRUCTURE

Yes

EDIBON

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EDTECH POLAND FOUNDATION

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EDUCATION DESIGN INTERNATIONAL

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EDUCATION FINLAND

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EDUCLUSTER FINLAND LTD.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EDUTECH

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

EDUTEN

Yes

Yes

Yes

EDUVANCE
ELMO

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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LEVEL WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name
ENTERPRISE SINGAPORE

Early
Years /
Foundation
Yes

EXTRAAEDGE
FABDIZ

Yes

FESTO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
FILEWAVE

Yes

FORMCASE INTERNATIONAL

Yes

FOTONVR
GALLANT SPORTS AND INFRA PVT. LTD.

School
Education
(ages 4 to 18)

Higher
Education

Further
Education

Adult &
Community
Education
Yes

Vocational
Education &
Training

Research
Levels

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

GERMAN PAVILION - FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND CLIMATE ACTION (BMWK)

Yes

GLOBAL EDUCATION SOLUTIONS

Yes

GLOBAL SOLUTION MAKERS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

GODREJ INTERIO

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

GYMI EDUCATION

Yes

Yes

HEWLETT PACKARD INDIA

Yes

Yes

GROK LEARNING PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

HEX

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

HIGH SCHOOL MOMS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

HURON UNIVERSITY, CANADA
HYUNDAI IT

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

IAMNEO
ICT 360

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION
INFINITY LEARN

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE

Yes

Yes

JODO

Yes

Yes

KARNATAKA STATE COUNCIL
FOR HIGHER EDUCATION (KSHEC)

Yes
Yes

Yes

KIDEX - NEP 2020 IMPLEMENTATION PARTNER

Yes

Yes

KINDIEDAYS

Yes

Yes

KNOWLEDGE CONSORTIUM OF GUJARAT
KRUGER INTERNATIONAL FURNITURE SYSTEMS /
IMAGO

Yes

Yes

IMAGIMAKE
INDIA DIDACTICS ASSOCIATION

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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LEVEL WISE CATEGORIZATION
School
Education
(ages 4 to 18)

Higher
Education

LABKAFE- MAKING LABS FUTURE PROOF

Yes

Yes

Yes

LAIN , S.R.L , ITALY - AADVI LABTECH

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Exhibitor Name

Early
Years /
Foundation

LA TROBE UNIVERSITY

LAUNCHMYCAREER PVT. LTD.

Yes

Vocational
Education &
Training

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

LILTRIANGLE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

LOGIQIDS

Yes

Yes

MAGES INST / STUDIO SINGAPORE
MAXHUB

Yes

METABOOK XR - THE JOY OF LEARNING

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

MONEY COMMANDO

Yes

MOVEDUCA

Yes
Yes

MYMENTOR ACADEMY

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

N C KANSIL & SONS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
AND TRAINING (NCERT)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NATURENURTURE

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NAVITAS PTY LTD
NAVNEET TOPTECH

Yes

NEARPOD

Yes

Yes

Yes

NEOROBOS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

NEOTOUCH INDIA PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NEWTEK

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NILKAMAL LIMITED

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

NISARGA INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS
PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

ONTARIO, CANADA

Yes

Yes

Yes

ORÉLL - LANGUAGE LAB & ERP

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

OTAVA LEARNING

Yes

Yes

PARALLEL PLAIDS UNIFORMS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

PEARSON VUE
PHIBONACCI SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

Research
Levels

Yes

LOGIC

MY SKILL SHAALA

Adult &
Community
Education

Yes

LIFE EDUCARE PVT. LTD.

MICROSOFT

Further
Education

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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LEVEL WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Early
Years /
Foundation

School
Education
(ages 4 to 18)

Higher
Education

Further
Education

Adult &
Community
Education

Vocational
Education &
Training

Research
Levels

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Pino Network

Yes

Yes

PLAYGRO TOYS INDIA PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

POPCORN FURNITURE

Yes

Yes

POSSIBILITY EDUTECH FURNITURE| BOOKS |
MERCHANDISE | EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Yes

POWERSCHOOL

Yes

Yes

PROSOL IT (WACOM)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

QLS - ADVANCE LMS
READON ! ORANGE NEUROSCIENCES
RENAISSANCE LEARNING

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

REPERFORMANCE
RESCRIPT STATIONERY

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

REZI

Yes

Yes

Yes

SAHYADRI GROUP OF COMPANIES

Yes

Yes

SAMSUNG INDIA ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

SCHOLASTIC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SECURUS CCTV

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SENSES ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

SCHOOL TALKZ - PWD BY EDFISH
SCHOOLDECOR

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SCIENCEUTSAV

Yes

SEQR DOC - SECURITY SOFTWARE

Yes

SHANKAR IAS ACADEMY

Yes

SHIMINLY EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

Yes

Yes

SINGHANIA QUEST+ (NEP SOLUTION PROVIDER)

Yes

Yes

SKADEPT

Yes

SKILLIOMA - BEYOND TEXTBOOKS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

SKRIWARE S.A.

Yes

Yes

SMART SCHOOL ERP - COMPLETE CAMPUS
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SOMESHWARA SOFTWARE : EDUTECH COMPANY

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SQUIRREL LEARNING

Yes

Yes

SOLDAMATIC AUGMENTED TRAINING FOR WELDING

Yes

STEM ACADEMY

Yes

Yes

Yes

STUDIO CHITTE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes
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LEVEL WISE CATEGORIZATION
Exhibitor Name

Early
Years /
Foundation

School
Education
(ages 4 to 18)

Higher
Education

Further
Education

Adult &
Community
Education

Vocational
Education &
Training

Research
Levels

SUPER COUNSELLOR

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

SWAYAM PRABHA

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

T2PKIDS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TABBIEME LIMITED

Yes
Yes

TAGHIVE INC.

Yes

Yes

TALKING TREE & MAGIK MAT

Yes

Yes

TASSOMAI

Yes

TECHFINO CAPITAL

Yes

THE EDUCATION CENTRE OF AUSTRALIA (ECA)

Yes

THE FUNNY MIND

Yes

TORRINS MUSIC EDUCATION

Yes

Yes

TOY PARK

Yes

Yes

TRUEVIEW - WARNER ELECTRONICS (I) PVT. LTD.

Yes

TRUSCHOLAR - VERIFIABLE DIGITAL CREDENTIALS
TURITO INDIA PVT. LTD.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

TWIGS SERVICES PVT. LTD. - KOMPAN

Yes

Yes

Yes

UNITED INDUSTRIES

Yes

Yes

Yes

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

Yes

UNIVISER TECHNOLOGIES

Yes

Yes

UPGRAD CAMPUS

Yes

Yes

VAL-ED INITIATIVES

Yes

Yes

VALIDATEME.ONLINE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VASA SCIENTIFIC CO

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VIDYALAYA CAMPUS MANAGEMENT ERP

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VIEWSONIC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VDOCIPHER

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VISHYA LEARNING SOLUTIONS

Yes

Yes

WOODWISE PENCILS
WORLDDIDAC ASSOCIATION

Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

XPERIMENTOR

Yes

Yes

Yes

YAMAHA MUSIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

Yes

Yes

ZEBA LABS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
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INDEX
PAGE COMPANY NAME
NO

PAGE COMPANY NAME
NO

1

ABACUSMASTER

34

CANVA FOR EDUCATION

2

ACADEMY FOR CREATIVE TEACHING PVT. LTD.

35

CAPRICS LEARNING LAB

3

ACADMART

36

CENTURY TECH

4

ACER INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

37

CERYX DIGITAL : IMMERSIVE TECH

5

AGILE SHAALA

38

CHARTWELLS - BY COMPASS GROUP

6

AKADASIA

39

CHRISTIANI SHARPLINE

7

ALL INDIA COUNCIL FOR TECHNICAL EDUCATION (AICTE)

40

CIVOM

8

ALPA KIDS FROM ESTONIA

41

CLASS

9

ALPAKS KIDS WORLD - HYDERABAD

42

COLLEGE BOARD

10

AMAZON WEB SERVICES

43

COURSERA FOR CAMPUS

11

ANKIDYNE

44

12

ANTHOLOGY

CRETILE STEM SOLUTION :
KIT + CURRICULUM + SCHOLARSHIP

13

APEDGI TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.

45

CREYA LEARNING

14

APPLYBOARD

46

CRICKET PANG

15

ARCTIC FOX

47

D2L ASIA

ATAL INNOVATION MISSION - NITI AAYOG

48

D3 EDUCATION

AUSTRALIAN COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH (ACER)

49

DAC'S INC

18

BECREO TECHNOLOGIES

50

DADB - GERMAN ACADEMY OF DIGITAL EDUCATION

19

BEMASTERLY

51

DIDACTA

20

BENQ INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

52

DIVERSEY INDIA HYGIENE PVT. LTD.

21

BILDUNGSWERK DER BAYERISCHEN WIRTSCHAFT gGmbH

53

DIVERSITY WEBINARS / BAMIK GmbH

BIZZARO UNIFORMS

54

EARLY CHILDHOOD ASSOCIATION

BOCLIPS

55

EBACO SPORTS INFRASTRUCTURE

24

BONTON TECHNOMAKE PVT. LTD.

56

EDIBON

25

BOSCH REXROTH INDIA

57

EDTECH POLAND FOUNDATION

26

BOUNCE CONSULTING

58

EDUCATION DESIGN INTERNATIONAL

27

BRAINDEMICS

59

EDUCATION FINLAND

28

BRAINSTORM INTERNATIONAL - IPHONICS

60

EDUCLUSTER FINLAND LTD.

BRITISH COUNCIL

61

EDUTECH

16
17

22
23

29
30

BRITISH EDUCATIONAL SUPPLIERS ASSOCIATION (BESA)

62

EDUTEN

31

BUTTERFLY EDUFIELDS PVT. LTD.

63

EDUVANCE

32

CAMPUSLAN SOFTWARE GmbH

64

ELMO

33

CAMPUSMALL - UNIFORM & MERCHANDISE SOLUTIONS

65

ENTERPRISE SINGAPORE
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INDEX
PAGE COMPANY NAME
NO

PAGE COMPANY NAME
NO

66

EXTRAAEDGE

98

LA TROBE UNIVERSITY

67

FABDIZ

99

LABKAFE - MAKING LABS FUTURE PROOF

68

FESTO INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

100

LAIN , S.R.L , ITALY - AADVI LABTECH

69

FILEWAVE

101

LAUNCHMYCAREER PVT. LTD.

70

FORMCASE INTERNATIONAL

102

LIFE EDUCARE PVT. LTD.

71

FOTONVR

103

LILTRIANGLE

72

GALLANT SPORTS AND INFRA PVT. LTD.

104

LOGIC

73

GERMAN PAVILION - FEDERAL MINISTRY FOR
ECONOMIC AFFAIRS AND CLIMATE ACTION (BMWK)

105

LOGIQIDS

106

MAGES INST / STUDIO SINGAPORE

74

GLOBAL EDUCATION SOLUTIONS

107

MAXHUB

75

GLOBAL SOLUTION MAKERS

108

METABOOK XR - THE JOY OF LEARNING

76

GLOBAL VICTORIA

109

MICROSOFT

77

GODREJ INTERIO

110

MONEY COMMANDO

78

GROK LEARNING PVT. LTD.

111

MOVEDUCA

79

GYMI EDUCATION

112

MY SKILL SHAALA

80

HEWLETT PACKARD INDIA

113

MYMENTOR ACADEMY

81

HEX

114

N C KANSIL & SONS

82

HIGH SCHOOL MOMS

115

83

HURON UNIVERSITY, CANADA

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
AND TRAINING (NCERT)

84

HYUNDAI IT

116

NATURENURTURE

85

IAMNEO

117

NAVITAS PTY LTD

86

ICT 360

118

NAVNEET TOPTECH

87

IMAGIMAKE

119

NEARPOD

88

INDIA DIDACTICS ASSOCIATION

120

NEOROBOS

89

INDIAN HIGHER EDUCATION

121

NEOTOUCH INDIA PVT. LTD.

90

INFINITY LEARN

122

NEWTEK

91

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE

123

NILKAMAL LIMITED

92

JODO

124

NISARGA INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD.

93

KARNATAKA STATE COUNCIL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION (KSHEC)

125

ONTARIO, CANADA

94

KIDEX - NEP 2020 IMPLEMENTATION PARTNER

126

ORÉLL - LANGUAGE LAB & ERP

95

KINDIEDAYS

127

OTAVA LEARNING

96

KNOWLEDGE CONSORTIUM OF GUJARAT

128

PARALLEL PLAIDS UNIFORMS

97

KRUGER INTERNATIONAL FURNITURE SYSTEMS / IMAGO

129

PEARSON VUE

®
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INDEX
PAGE COMPANY NAME
NO

PAGE COMPANY NAME
NO

130

PHIBONACCI SOLUTIONS PRIVATE LIMITED

163

STUDIO CHITTE

131

PINO NETWORK

164

STUDY MELBOURNE

132

PLAYGRO TOYS INDIA PVT. LTD.

165

SUPER COUNSELLOR

133

POPCORN FURNITURE

166

SWAYAM PRABHA

134

POSSIBILITY EDUTECH FURNITURE| BOOKS | MERCHANDISE |
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

167

T2PKIDS

168

TABBIEME LIMITED

135

POWERSCHOOL

169

TAGHIVE INC.

136

PROSOL IT (WACOM)

170

TALKING TREE & MAGIK MAT

137

QLS - ADVANCE LMS

171

TASSOMAI

138

READON ! ORANGE NEUROSCIENCES

172

TECHFINO CAPITAL

139

RENAISSANCE LEARNING

173

THE EDUCATION CENTRE OF AUSTRALIA (ECA)

140

REPERFORMANCE

174

THE FUNNY MIND

141

RESCRIPT STATIONERY

142

REZI

175

TORRINS MUSIC EDUCATION

143

SAHYADRI GROUP OF COMPANIES

176

TOY PARK

144

SAMSUNG INDIA ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

145

SCHOLASTIC

146

SCHOOL TALKZ - PWD BY EDFISH

147

SCHOOLDECOR

148

SCIENCEUTSAV

149

SECURUS CCTV

150

SENSES ELECTRONICS PVT. LTD.

151

SEQR DOC - SECURITY SOFTWARE

152

SHANKAR IAS ACADEMY

153

SHIMINLY EDUCATIONAL SERVICES

154

SINGHANIA QUEST+ (NEP SOLUTION PROVIDER)

155

SKADEPT

156

SKILLIOMA - BEYOND TEXTBOOKS

157

SKRIWARE S.A.

158

SMART SCHOOL ERP COMPLETE CAMPUS MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

177

TRUEVIEW - WARNER ELECTRONICS (I) PVT. LTD.

178

TRUSCHOLAR - VERIFIABLE DIGITAL CREDENTIALS

179

TURITO INDIA PVT. LTD.

180

TWIGS SERVICES PVT. LTD. - KOMPAN

181

UNITED INDUSTRIES

182

UNIVERSITY OF MELBOURNE

183

UNIVISER TECHNOLOGIES

184

UPGRAD CAMPUS

185

VAL-ED INITIATIVES

186

VALIDATEME.ONLINE

187

VASA SCIENTIFIC CO

188

VDOCIPHER

189

VIDYALAYA CAMPUS MANAGEMENT ERP

190

VIEWSONIC

191

VISHYA LEARNING SOLUTIONS

192

WOODWISE PENCILS

159

SOLDAMATIC AUGMENTED TRAINING FOR WELDING

193

WORLDDIDAC ASSOCIATION

160

SOMESHWARA SOFTWARE : EDUTECH COMPANY

194

XPERIMENTOR

161

SQUIRREL LEARNING

195

YAMAHA MUSIC INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED

162

STEM ACADEMY

196

ZEBA LABS

Corp. Office: 422 - 423, DLF Tower A, Jasola District Centre, New Delhi - 110025, India
TeleFax: +91 - 11 - 46535555
E-mail: sales@didacindia.com l Website: www.didacindia.com
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